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In an era of extractivist economies, 

climate change, and forced mobil

ity, who and what belongs? Who 

and what does not? What can be 

learned from sitting with a plant 

you germinated from seed? One of 

the most significant voices to emerge 

in recent years, Brazil-born Maria 

'lhereza Alves has focused precisely 

on such questions in her twenty-year 

art project Seeds o/Change that has 

spanned continents, embraced 

art and non-arc publics, and is 

deeply informed by and evidence 

of indigenous cosmologies. 

As the 6rst monograph of Al ves's 

historic project Seeds of Change, this 

book assembles some of the latest 

introduction: 

Seeds of Change 

Carin Kuoni 

scholarship and artist and curatorial voices from around the world 

to consider the legacy of colonialism, the forced migration of peoples 

and plants, and the role of art. in uncovering these narratives and 

empowering affected communities now. ln so doing, the book con

tributes to a rising tide of scholarship rhat is beginning to dismantle 

Western epistemologics and narrative frameworks to consider other 

ways of critical understanding. 

Initiated in Marseille in 1999, SeedsofChange has materialized at 

port cities across Europe, including Bristol, Liverpool, and Dunkerque, 

and concluded in 2019 in New York City. ln each city, the project 

focused on the influx of imported plants, the seeds of which were 

historically part of a ship's ballast-soil or other material used to 

balanceshippingvessels, such as those used in the colonial maritime 

trade of goods and peoples between Europe, West Africa, and the 

Americas. Alves's Seeds o_/Change is tracing the relationship berween 

these "alien" plants, the colonial trade of enslaved peoples, and the 

genocide oflndigcnous nations. And she engages local communities 

in the co-creationofexhibitions or gardens to explore thcvigororn and 

colorful flora as witnesses to these histories. 111rough the entangled 

history of plan ts and earth, we are invited to de-border postcolon ial 

historical narratives and considerwharAlves calls "borderless history." 

Alves's momentous body of work-encompassing an entire 

human generation-has given visible form to the ongoing legacies 
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of colonization that have recently come into sharp, violent focus in 

Europe and the United States. By focusing on plants, her project 

collapses conventional notions of time, scale, distance, and species 

separation. It is also a project of extraordinary complexity that with 

its embrace of planes gently dra-.vs in audiences from a multitude of 

backgrounds and experiences, from children to artists, students and 

teachers, activists and researchers. 

Each chapter of this book is dedicated to one iteration of Seeds of 
Change, introduced by the artist. Alves's concise openings act as a call 

for engagement and for de-colonizing the archive, and are augmented 

by exclusive material and artifacts from her studio. The intimacy of 

the artist's personal accounts then gives way to contributions by a 

range of scholars, curators, other artists, and historians, who take on 

different narrative threads that transcend che geographical localized 

episodes in each chapter. Special focus is placed on the concluding 

chapter of Seeds oj Change, presented in New York City by the Vera List 

Center for Art and Politics at The New School as part of the center's 

Jane Lombard Prize for Arc and Social Justice, which was awarded to 

Alves in 2017. In collaboration with three partner organizations-the 

High Line, Pioneer Works, and Weeksville Heritage Center-the 

project unfolded over the course of three years, from 2017 through 

2019, allowing for the steady germination of the plants. 

Wilma Lukatsch has been a formidable co-editor of this book, 

and I thank her for her immense enthusiasm and deep knowledge of 

Maria TherezaAlves's practice. Our collaboration was most enjoyable 

and passionate. Both of us are deeply grateful to the contributors to 

Seeds o_/Change, who with great generosity and creativity cook up 

our invitation to write across geographies and mine core aspects of 

Alves's practice that far exceed individual locales. They arc Katayoun 

Chamany, Seth Denizen, Yrj<> Haila, Richard William Hill, Hdi M. 

Jutila, J. Kehaulani Kauanui, Lara Khaldi, Tomai Masrnak, Marisa 

Prefer, Radhika Subramaniam, and, in memoriam, Jean Fisher. 

Common Name, headed by Yoonjai Choi and Ken Meier, pro

vided the exquisite and sensitive design that grounds each chapter 

within the artist's own reflections and archive, and we're grateful for 

their extensive commitment to the project. At the Vera List Center, 

our work is carried forward by an extraordinary team. Each member 

supported, cared, inspired, and enriched the exhibition and now ch is 

publication, and ,ve'd like to especially thank curator Eriola Pira as well 

as assistant director ofedito rial initiatives Re' al Christian and assistant 

director of operations Adrienne Umeh. Previous stafI members to 
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be recognized are curator Amanda Parmer and 

former assistant director of editorial initiatives 

Wen Zhuang. Ar the artist's studio we would like 

to especially thank Kai-Morten Vollmer for his 

invaluable support throughout the project, as well 

as our thought partners Ruth Wilson Gilmore 

and Saidiya Hartman for their early insight into 

the project and the subject matter. 

In Amherst College Press, under the direc

torship of Beth M. Bouloukos, we have found 

an ideal publishing partner. We arc delighted 

about this collaboration an<l thank her and assis

tant acquisitions editor Hannah Brooks-Mod. 

1l1anks are also due to our exquisite copyeditors 

Jasmine Weber and Jenn Bennett-Genthner. 

The generosity of various funders has been vital 

for the success of the project. We would like to 

thank Elizabeth Firestone Graham Fowxlation for 

an earlyvote of confidence, the Ford Foundation, 

HeliJJtila's earth sa11p eco·erand the Andy W.1rhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, 
the artist. (Cuurtesy the artist, 1997.) and the board ofthe Vera List Center, chaired by 

James Keith Brown, for their steadfast belief in 

and support ofour mission. Tabor Banquer, VLC 

director of strategy and advancement, helped secure the support of 

these foundations. The New School is our academic home, especially 

the Schools of Public Engagement directed by executive dean Mary 

Watson. As always it has been rewarding to work with her and our 

faculty colleagues Katayoun Chamany and Radhika Subramaniam. 

Our deepest thanks, admiration, and respect arc due to Maria 

1hcreza Alves. Seeds r~j Change is one of the most signifi.can t and lon

gest-running artist pro jeers to address the violent histories of slavery, 

colonialism, and che lack of visibility of Indigenous peoples. lliat it 

accomplishes this through rhe beauryand poetry of plants and their 

displacements along transatlantic slave routes speaks to the artist's 

expansive notion of poetry that is matched by deep commitment, 

discipline, and extraordinary clarity of intent. 
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Further Exercises 

in Decolonizing One's 

imagination: 

I see Seeds of Change as an Wl 

Weaving Common Ground 

Maria Thereza Alves 

and 

Wilma Lukatsch 

opener for thinking about 

history, its governance, and 

the ongoing processes of coloni

zation. By looking deeply at the 

movements of material earth and 

seeds, we encounter crucial facets of 
human history and the processes of 

colonization that. continue to affect 

us., in manifold and often unrec-

ognized or denied ways. As earth 

and seeds were made in to ballast to 

''counter-balance" colonial cargo, 

we can start co face and realize diat 

the earth we are walking on is nei

ther fixed, nor a fixed and solid fact 
This e,cha,ge took ,lace in h b l d Jf 

Naples and Berl n n Ap· 12020. nor istory, lit is CO Onizc itse . 
It is conseq uendy producing its 

own database of counter-facts, counter-truths, counter-witnesses, 

counter-archives, and counter-histories to hegemonic historicity. 

When we begin to be aware chat we are walking on moving history, 

we can start to recognize chat the earth talks back to the process 

ofits colonization. We arc, through a project like Seeds of Change, 

invited to a practice of decolonial listening to these unconccived 

and blanked-out histories, all of which enable us to sh ifc our vision 

and imagination of "how a place became," as Dwayne Donald said. 

l want to start with the overall agent, which spans all the Seeds 

o_f Change iterations: the earth, her colonization, her forced move

ment, and her producing of "unrcq ucsted histories." She is the first 

mobilizer and principal agent in your Seeds o/Change projects, and 

what is set free through listening to her unrequested stories is what 

you have called "a borderless history." This history brings to light 

those intertwinings of colonialism that are repressed, excluded, or 

disinvited. So, when did you realize that the earth herself carries a 

history that counter-narrates colonial narratives? And connected 

with that, how did you start to feel invited to collaborate with 

the planet? 

I would say it began when l moved to Mexico and was closer 

to earth, as opposed to in New York-,vhere I grew up-and 

where I would be with earth in the minuscule backyard of 
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the building that my family lived in, or whenever we went to the 

park or camping. Tn Brazil, I was usually near earrh intensely, bucfor 

short periods. In Mexico, I made the work /1/o Soy Su Madre, a large 

installation about earth, the female body, and patriarchy, which was 

exhibited at La Estacion Gallery run by Tacho (Anastacio Acevedo), 

a local Indigenous artist. 

I went to Mexico, along with my partner, to he in and on land 

that was visibly Indigenous and could not be denied, unlike the US 

and Brazil, which had much higher genocide rates. We wanted to 

experience the peoples, the cultures, the food, the languages, the 

clothes, the bodies, the an, and the architecture. There, we could 

he completely alive with our mind, soul, and ho<ly, and be joyfully 

creative on land where Indigenei tywas the normality, and the settlers 

the aberration of continuing colonization. (That is not ro say that 

the situation was joyous, bur that we had the privilege to be artists 

and thinkers in this situation.) Our daily lives in Mexico made it 

dear that our present was our moving with our past, with all rhe 

living an<l all the dead involved. 

WL lhrough investigating the histories of ballast Aora, you 

learned more and more t.o see the colonized and nationalized 

connections of land and belonging as a determination of a 

politicized landscape. Landscaping is a neocolonialstatepractice that 

is closely linked to colonial histories, as you arc precisely pointing out 

in your Seeds o(Change iterations. Through your ways of thinking 

about and elaborating on connecting space and time, you are, one 

might say, a bit declamatory. Likewise, it is also a decolonial and 

decolonizing practice, because you make yourself an accountable 

witness of the contorted histories you present in your works. This 

brings me to the relation of how your works arc shaped, or come 

into existence, through the specifics of the research you do for 

each of them. Research is, especially for Seeds ofChange, of massive 

importance. 1 would like to know more about whar research means 

for you. What is your claim when involving yourself in an artist's 

research projects? How docs this connect to your research-based 

project Seeds oj Change, which started in 1999 in Marseille in France? 

Also, I wonder what were the conditions of the archives you entered, 

and in which ways did you have to "invent" your vision roward and 

with the archival material? ls there any archive story that you will 

al ways remember, or from which you learned a lesson? 
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I began with the natural curiosity of looking. Certain sit- MT A 

uations interested me in some way or another, and then I 

would think: Why is that so? In rhe beginning, pre-internet, 

it would email a great deal of what has become known as deep looking 

and thinking. There was not much of another way to understand

access to written material was not so easy, especially where I lived in 

Mexico, and I had no money to purchase books. 

T n the archival research in Marsei Ile, I became over-en rhusiastic 

for roo much old paper. I would come to realize that much of the 

resulting plethora of facts was not pertinent to figuring om why we 

arc in our present situation. The next iteration, Reposttari, encouraged 

me to understand the importance ofliving archives, in this case, the 

residents ofReposaari themselves and their knowledge. I welcomed 

being able to leave the solitude of the archives for discussions with the 

local community members, who on their own had taught themselves 

about ballast Bora, ballast stones, and ballast history. 

In Liverpool, I came to realize that time and research arc strange 

company that help construct a path for one's work-but all of chat 

can change at the last minute, and that is much welcome, especially if 

there is a budget and time to continue with the work. Unfortunately, 

in Liverpool, rhere were nor. Ir was at the last minute char I found 

information that there \vere "ballast-made roads at Claughton and 

Birkenhead." I still very much want to return to Liverpool and walk 

the streets there and look. 

In the Exeter and Topsham iteration, I was at first reluctant to 

expand the work to include trade goods, as it would deviate from 

ballast Bora, bur I realized the urgency of this history. I also realized 

that the "academy" had almost convinced me to maintain "rigor" 

and to keep to the subject. With this iteration, I realized that it is 

the work, along with history, research, and beings, that must guide 

the necessary "rigor" of the work. 

Tn Dunkerque, the canals disrupted the notion of confined 

territory for ballast Bora as they could travel to sires where there were 

no ports, seas, or oceans. Also, earth, sand, and stones are constantly 

being moved in and moved our of Dunkcrque, and I would like t0 

further study chis in the future. 

In Bristol, as we had the University of Bristol as partners to 

the work, I had access to their extensive library. Here I came upon 

three papers on the economics of slavery and the ttse of ballast in the 

transportation of people that were timely in helping me understand 

how colonization, the earth, and ballast were connected. 
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1he archives in Antwerp were the most extensive I had come 

across. Originally, I had been invited by curator Anselm Franke co 

make a new work for Antwerp. Bllt the incoming director had no 

interest in such a commission, and I could only return to it when I 

was invited to exhibit it in 2019 in Leuven. In 2009 there was still 

active amnesia about the atrocities ofthc colonial trade in the Belgian 

Congo. But by2m9, publications had come out about the Belgian 

involvement in the everyday colonization of the Congo. Ir would have 

been timely to present the work when it had been commissioned. 

For New York, I wanted to make a new path for the work. I 

was by then proficient in ballast archival research and could easily 

accumulate much documentation. But I felt that with the experi

ence of all those iterations, I could approach the work in a different 

manner and see where else it might go. T began bywanting to find a 

key historical fact that would highlight the beginnings of coloniza

tion. From there, I went to research the slave trade in New York. So 

much has been written by eminent scholars and academics regarding 

this, that for quite some time I wondered what I could contribute. 

Then I found in the New York Times shipping news section just a 

few,vords about the rerurn of the ship Liberia on February 20, 1893, 

"in ballast." 'lhe scale of earth arriving-at times millions of tons 

in a single day-and also of earth leaving, throughout the history 

of New York, was striking. This happened, at first, due to the slave 

trade, then immigration, and finally World War II, when chunks of 

bombed-out European cities arrived in New York. So much taken 

away. I see the earth as histories of si te-speci fie accumulations of 

interactions berween beings. 'lhus, so many histories were removed 

and then others added to forever change the topography of New 

York. I had not understood until the research for this iteration that 

the very earth of New York is colonized. I sec Seeds of Change as an 

epic poem, in the sense that the work would remain in you as you 

walked our onto the streets of New York, and the plants and earch 

would assist you in witnessing these missing histories. 

WL 1hank you for explaining these paths, which bind the dif-

ferent iterations so densely together. 1his brings me to the 

role of the communities and their specific knowledge, which 

is very much highlighted in your texts about the project. Besides 

that, this community-based knowledge is all t.oo often not. valued 

or acknowledged, and mostly not recognized as valuable within the 

scientific community because it is not "expert" enough. What guides 
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your search for the inclusion of community members and their 

knowledge, aswell as rheirinterestandparticipation in the project? 

I remember once reading in a newspaper, several years MTA 

ago, the account of an expedition of experts going on an 

archaeological dig in Mayan country. They found some 

artifacts with glyphs, which the expedition linguist could not read. 

The young daughter of a worker came up and began to read it. No 

one in the expedition had thought to invite the local community 

into a mutual study of the community's own territory and history. 

I have seen via my own family that exclusion from arc-that is, the 

art one finds in museums and galleries-is an accepted phenomenon. 

I disagree with how we have been taught to believe that you had to 

be from a certain class and have a cerrain educacion to be allowed 

to have access to art. (Ir would rake me to my twenties to have the 

courage to walk up that long flight of stairs into the Museum of Art 

of Sao Paulo.) My first major work, Recipe~for .Survival, made in 1983, 

was in collaboration with the communities my mother an<l father 

were from in Brazil. I asked, "What do we want the world to know 

about us?" 111ere is much we are chinking about and can con tribute 

to, and to be invited to discuss is a beginning. 

I also think it is important when in a community to say: these 

arc my skills as an artist, and this is what I am interested in working 

on in your community, but what do you think is important that 

I should also work on? One needs to build enough trust to rely on 

the community to guide you. Sometimes you might not agree, but 

a process of discussion and decision-making begins that is mutual 

for the development ofthe work. There are several comm uni ties that 

I have a longtime relationship with and that I turn to to sec what 

might be interesting for us to further collaborate on, such as the Valle 

de Xico Community Museum in the state of Mexico, with whom 

I have been working si nee 2009.111e resulrs have been che installation 

'Jhe Return ofa Lake, and the book, lectures, a conference on water, 

and other collaborations. 

What I am also wondering about is how the idea of the WL 

garden, which is part of your Seeds of Change research from 

the very beginning in Marseille, and the experiences of 

working with communities within your Seeds o_fChange iterations, 

are intertwined. I would like to know \-vhat the garden within the 

projects means for you, because it is a place to meet and exchange, 
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to talk, relax, and let one's mind wander. It brings people together, 

maybe including chose who have not felt or been seen before as part 

of the same community. lt also provides space and time for other 

stories, other archives, and other modes of experiencing communality. 

MT A Since Marseille, I have seen the garden as an essential element 

of the work. I had thought about the importance of the 

community's involvement, particularly as there was no Aora 

of Marseille and no documentation of ballast. Bora, and thus very 

few "experts" to assist in uncovering their origins. Since there is a 

large immigrant community who arc from rural situations, I thought 

they could provide more lived information about the plants than the 

experts. And you are right that they are veiy much intertwined. It 

seemed co me co be a narural development and solution for the work 

that would encourage discussion bervveen academics and the local 

community, hopefully not just the men but also the women. I had 

imagined the local community working on the garden and even rually 

expanding it to whatever would suit their needs; perhaps allotment 

gardens, perhaps a community research center. That was why the 

proposal was made for the garden in the large area by the cathedral 

at the port, where there was space for it to grow. l wanted it to be a 

place where women., children, and men could have a place to sit and 

talk. There were so many histories ofso many peoples from different 

areas colonized by France. The area has very limited possibilities for 

people to meet. I was hoping it would provide some much needed 

green space in the high density, historical center by the port. 

W l My next question regards the "presentation" or exhibition 

of your immense ballast research. In Reposaari, the first 

realized Seeds rfChange show, there was a greenhouse with 

the names of community members on the seedlings. It served as a 

meeting area, which you thought of as the place where separated 

knowledge systems can easily find common ground. So, from the 

beginning of showing your Seeds o/Change work, the presentation 

of the work was connected to the people and their expertise, no? 

Could you talk a bit more about how you thought ahour the ways 

to present Seeds of Change? 

MTA How to present the work depends very much on the work 

process, the interaction with the community (or not), and 

a production budget. I completely funded the Marseille 
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iteration. For Pori, I presented the greenhouse with the growing 

ballast Aora samples, labeled with each person's name and the chairs 

around it so that the ballast flora thinkers of Reposaari could meet 

and have a place to discuss their shared passion. But it was also a 

place for Hcli Jutila to be able to meet fellow experts who could 

assist her in further hallast studies. The presentations have heen very 

modest. Even the original garden proposal for Bristol, before fonds 

were available, was a far simpler one than the Ba/Last Seed Floating 
Grtrden. ln Bristol, community networks were activated, and many 

different groups and people came forth to volunteer to take in the 

samples and germinate the seeds. Unfortunately, it was a very hot 

summer, and people went away on holiday, and the majority of the 

samples died. I have thought about chis and have found the experi

ence ofrhe pardcipacion of such a range of people and corn mun ides 

far outweighed the loss of the ballast samples. le was very different 

from Marseille or Reposaari, which are homogenous communities. 

The Baltast Seed Floating Garden in Bristol-an amazing four-year 

program of inviting artists, writers, poets, performers, musicians, 

and scientists to the garden-made it the city's most successful public 

arc project. It demonstrated how the work can reach out to a varied 

community and allow for further creative developments beyond the 

scope of the original ,vork. 

For the gardens in New York, I had at first imagined much 

larger spaces, hut the intense activities on all three sites made that 

unfeasible, so I adapted the plans. I wanted to work with organic, 

meandering shapes, which would form irregular archipelagos of 

witnessing history chat might not so easily intertwine with the 

environment around them. This was possible at the High Line and 

Weeksville Heritage Center, whereas at Pioneer Works, small, rect

angular planters were made available for the work. All three venues 

also developed extensive programs around the growing ballast flora. 

I still want to experiment with the possibilities of creating not only 

larger sections of gardens, but entire gardens that encourage people 

to meet, discuss, and investigate through science, writing, poetry, 

and making other ways to respond ro a community of thinkers. 

111e 2017 New York exhibition stood out in your Seeds of WL 

Change shows, insofar as never before did you do so many 

texts on paper and linen. 'lhe show is like a book in itself 

but spread out on the •.valls. You tell stories ofand from New York in 

a multidimensional way, combining drawings and talcs you read on 
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how New York became a "modern," meaning a settler-self-satisfying 

place. And the way you combine these stories is not that you force 

the aggression of an aggressive history, but that you neighbor the 

stories to each other in such a way that makes the visitor lose their 

ground. They recognize that they do not know the place called "New 

York" at all. Yet they may know that they arc enco umering something 

immense here, which forces them to leave the show and walk the 

streets, knowing that New York can never be the same place as before. 

I dramat.ize, but 1 am thinking that the potential of the art and of 

visiting exhibition-worlds is to set my mind into a drama-mode to 

shift my vision towards another equilibrium of justice. 

Therefore, lastly, would you please say something about how and 

why you made your New York show almost like a "killer-poem" that 

brings us to our knees. We have to acknowledge that "we" forever 

lost the place called New York. 

New York is the place I have lived the longest in my life-from 

childhood until adulthood. My entire academic education 

was in New York. I am intimate with how it distorts, makes 

outright lies, or can so effectively destroy much of history to make 

a commonality of setrler identity, which is transferred, albeit with 

not all the rewards, to non-European immigrants. The New York 

I grew up in was a wasteland for the non-immigrant: the Indigenous, 

Black, and latinx bodies lost to drugs, alcohol, and general despair. 

At the same time, people such as Corinne Jennings, Joe Overstreet, 

Juan Sanchez, Faith Ringgold, Jimmie Durham, David Hammons, 

and others involved in the arts who were also activists, forced our 

inclusion and our visibility. 

For these reasons, Seeds o.f C'hange: New York began from a different 

place than the other iterations, which influenced the work's path. 

The growing plants in the installation are holding these histories 

chat come into being with images and text. I hope that the histories 

then become part of each person who meets the work, so that when 

one walks out again in New York, one may do so as a being that 

holds those hisrories on a non-forgetting, vision-gathering walk 

of the violence against the land, the non-animal and animal that 

constructed, and is constructing, New York each day. 
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Maria Thereza Alves 

Seeds of Change: Marseille, 1999-2000 

Until the early twentieth century, it was common practice to dump 

ballast overboard into the open sea before entering a port to avoid 

deballasting fees. But in Marseille, France, ships came into the port 

fully ballasted. Otherwise, the mistral wind rushing down the Alps 

could easily push lightened ships right back into the turbulent sea 

and onto the rocky coastline. Another common but illegal practice 

was to dispose of ballast surreptitiously, usually under cover of 

darkness, directly into the port's waters. But this was not always 

possible in Marseille, as the port was shallow and therefore easily 

silted up. Therefore, ballast could typically only be unloaded onto 

land, usually into the legally designated depot on the quay. And 

along with the ballast came seeds. 

For hundreds of years, seeds coming from the regions trad

ing with Marseille, including Norway, South Africa, Mexico, and 

Vietnam, have likely been accumulating along the corners of the 

port of Marseille without being noticed. When I embarked on my 

Seeds of Change journey, I wanted to find them. 

Marseille is France's oldest port city. As early as the Middle 

Ages, it served as the major military port for soldiers leaving for 

the Crusades. Soldiers and colonists sailed to the Americas from 

Marseille. During the French Empire, colonists and soldiers left its 

port for Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia, among other places. These 

acts of religious wars and colonization transformed Marseille into a 

rich city. At the time, it was the world's fourth-largest port, making it 

key to the administration of the colonies. Sometime later, defeated 

colonists from North Africa returned and settled there, bringing on 

their ships even more ballast. (I learned in later iterations of Seeds of 

Change that much ballast is needed when humans are transported.) 

Before contacting Dr. Heli Jutila, an expert in ballast flora who 

consulted on the botanical investigation, I met with Dr. Frederic 

Medail of the lnstitut Mediterraneen d'Ecologie et de Paleontologie 

at the Faculte des Sciences de St. Jerome of the Universite 

d'Aix-Marseille, as it was then called. I hoped he could help me 

ascertain whether ballast studies already existed. None did. In 

Marseille, I was able to contribute original research and botanical 

studies on ballast flora without duplicating existing scientific work. 

Each iteration of Seeds of Change would lead me to different 
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paths of investigations on ballast and ballast flora. I began to 

research in the local libraries and archives, as well as the city's 

history museum and chamber of commerce, for clues on the location 

of ballast sites. 

The earliest letter I found men

tioning a ballast site was from a con

cerned citizen in Marseille to the 

ruling Marquis in 1816. "Before the 

revolution:• he reminds the authori

ties, "there was an enclosure on Rive 

Neuve known as Pierre de Marbre 

where ballast was received and 

provided for ships. This enclosure 

was destroyed during the unfor

tunate moments. [ ... ] " Due to th is 

lack of a ballast depot, as noted 

in another letter of complaint from 

1824, ballast was abandoned at 

estates in the countryside. Finally, 

a ballast depot was built later that 

year at what seems to be the site of 

the earlier depot, on the Ouai de la 

Pierre de Marbre of the Rive Neuve. 

A Ii kely spot for the ballast de pot 
seems to be a parking lot surrounded Mapfromt1e A·ch ves of Marse le with 

probable ballast site ocat,o 1s by Aves n I 1e 

by ancient, high walls, an area large Purtot Ma·s~ 1~. (Arch ves de Mars~i 1~.) 

enough to build a ship in. I remove 

two forty-centimeter samples of 

earth. In my research, I used only 

the deepest layers, which are the 

oldest and therefore less disturbed 1 

by current human activity. I placed 

these in pots numbered three, four, 

five, and six. 

In February of 1851, four ships 

were ballasted in the port. Research 

reveals both legal and illegal bal-
P,ob&ble ball&st depot of 1824. 

last practices were common. In (P101obyMTA, t999J 

some cases, frequently used ille-

gal ballast sites soon became legal. The depot at the Bassin 

du Carenage, known as "Depot X" near Fort Saint-Nicolas, 
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and the depot at the Bassin de la Gare Maritime, were even

tually listed as official ballast sites in the Cahiers des Charges 

of 1855. 

Investigations led to the discovery of the following ballast 

sites in the Port of Marseille: the Pierre de Marbre depot, the 

Depot X at the foot of Fort Saint-Nicolas, the depot at the Bassin 

du Carenage, the depot at the Bassin de la Gare Maritime (now 

Bassin National}, and the depot at Major. 

The Bassin du Caren age, built in the 1 830s, entirely disappears 

from maps at times. Sometimes it is a no

man's-land-a historical storage area for 
r,t. • ~~ - · - b · · I d I f h I h · .•• • ,.,..,. ...- .,, ~~L, _, • oatIng materia an ater or t e cutter t at 

' I:... .. ·- gathered at the terminal of a railroad line, 

built in 1878. Now it is a much smaller basin. 

Public authorization would be necessary to 

take samples. 

The ballast site known as Depot X was 

established on the quay of the former Bassin 

du Caren age near Fort Saint-Nicolas. But at 

the foot of the fort, there is a possible ballast 

site, and a sample was taken from a depth of 

thirty centimeters. Th is sam pie was planted 

in pots number seven, eight, and nine. 

The Palais du Pharo guards the entrance 

to the Vieux Port, on the other side of Fort 

Saint Jean. Site sampled and placed in pots 

one, two, and ten. It would turn out to be 

an unlikely ballast site due to earlier major 

construction work. 
Top: Bassin du Carenage: Probab e The ballast site known as the depot at the 
ballast site. The, ghway is part oi a 

<:entories old no-man's-land and a ikely Bassin de la Gare Maritime was established 
ba last site. {MTA, 1999.) Bottom: 

BassinduCara1ageareabefo·et1e at a southeast angle to the basin, which 
reconstruction for the 1 ghway and tunnel. · d d h B · N · I N 
(ArchivesdeMa·seille) IS name to ay t e 8SSln at1ona. OW 

passenger ships from the Mediterranean 

dock there. Access to th is area is restricted. 

The Depot Major is now listed along with three other depots in 

the Cahier des Charges of 1870. In total, they hold seven thousand 

tons of ballast. This area was later excavated for the construction 

of the new and massive Cathedral of the Major and later again for 

a highway. By 1902, perhaps due to a new method of ballasting 

by use of water, only two ballast depots are in use: Vieux Port and 
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Gare Maritime (Bassin National). A few years later, solid ballasting 

operations cease. 

The neighborhood that meets the Mediterranean Sea in this 

area of the port is known as the panieror "basket:' Residents here 

are usually immigrants, and their descendants are from the differ

ent regions of the world that traded with Marseille, many through 

colonial ties. The final artwork in the Marseille iteration of Seeds 

ol Change was intended to take the form of a ballast garden built 

on a site near this immigrant quartierwhere local residents, along 

with the scientific community, could cooperate in identifying the 

sprouting seeds. Since some immigrants come from rural regions, 

they could provide expert information on the plants' origins. 

However, a change in local government with an anti-immigrant 

agenda meant that the project could not 

be completed. 

Meanwhile, six of the ten pots planted 

with pilot samples from th is first research 

quietly germinated for one hundred days 

at the Institute for Ecology of the Technical 

University in Berlin. Most plants would 

turn out to be local Mediterranean flora; 

I needed to have taken deeper samples '----'......,.-"-''---------~-.___..."""""'"' 

to go past the emergent flora and its 

seeds but had not been able to do so 

sufficiently due to the asphalt and rocky 

soil. Dr. Jutila had forewarned me that, at 

times, I would have to ascertain whether 

previously soil had been moved or added ~--"' 

to a site in order to ensure the viability of 
~;;_&.~~=-:-, 

removing an earth sample. 

I spent many months self-learning to 
Top: Fort Sairt-Nicolas, a ::,·o::,a::,le ballast 

read handwritten French from the early ste. (MTA. 1999). Bottom: Pa as du 

· t th t d t' I t f P1aro, :>ron::,le ballast site. IMTA, 1999.) 
nine een cen ury an nau 1ca erms o 

the period. It was my first time doing such 

research and I was seduced by every mention of ballast and would 

write an entire chronology based on that documentation. Eventually I 

would disregard most of that early research as I came to understand 

that I was interested in how that could make sense of not only our 

past but of the present that becomes active in making a future. 

I would like to thank Dr. Herbert Sukopp for his encouragement 

and support of this work. 
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Th n Majo~ C-athrniral nn the g mu1rls nt thn 

r or mer La Major ballasl site 1 lhe Panier. 
(MTA, 1999.) 

Ge·11inating seeds from samples of 

probable ballast sites. {MTA, 1999.) 
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Some weeks later, some p a1ts grew. 

IMTA, 2000,) 



In the municipal archives of 

Marseille, Maria 1l1ereza Alves dis

covered an argument over ballast. 

In a letter from 1823, the Captain of 

the Pon, a Monsieur Le Chevalier 

Ruyter, writes to Monsieur le Comte 

to explain that the winds around 

Marseille are too strong for mariners 

to dump their ballast in the open 

ocean beforearrivingat pan. Instead, 

their ships must arrive at the docks 

fully weigh te<l. Once the vessels arc 

filled with cargo, the ballast is no 

longer needed and is, to Ruyter's 

annoyance, thrown overboard in the 

dead of night. For the Captain ofthe 

Port, this practice poses a navigation 

hazard, as it fills the harbor bottom 

Where ls the Earth in 

the Herbarium? 

Seth Denizen 

with debris. In this letter, Ruyter proposes a solution: Marseille's port 

needs a ballast depot that would allow for the collection and sale of 

ballast. 'lhe mariners, then accustomed to filling their vessels with 

ballast for free, lodged complaints about this plan, but nevertheless 

the depot was constructed in 1824. (1l 

In all the tedious administrative haggling over who will run this 

depot, who will profit from it, and how much will he charged, Alves 

spotted a silent protagonist in the ballast itself: Aside from being heavy, 

the ballast is also alive. It contains the seeds and dirt of every colonial 

trading partnerofFrance.As the seeds germinate, the ballast becomes 

a living archive of its colonial geography, and a map is drawn in the 

weeds of Marseille. Monsieur Le Chc-valicr Ruyter proposed a ballast 

depot; what Alves found in his letters is an herbarium of empire. 

And yet, what kind of herbari um is th is? An "herba rium ofem pi re" 

might conjure other images entirely. For example, we might imagine 

such a collection to include plants like cacao, vanilla, sarsaparilla, 

cochineal, cotton, jalap root, sugar, tobacco, or cinchona. These 

plants arc the traditional protagonists ofimpcrial botany. After all, 

the transport and relocation of plants wa._, not aside effect of empire 

in the mercantilisc period; rather, i twas rhe entire rationale. One only 

needs to go to the supermarket to find evidence of the lasting, massive 

reorganization of global plant geography that was already complete 

by the time Monsieur Le Chevalier Ruyter was demanding a ballast 
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depot in 1823. In this sense, Marseille's ballast Aora is not simply 

a missing set of entries in the long list of plants that were moved 

around in the service of empire, nor are these plants simply indexical 

of the economies that carried them away. 1hese plants are ballast, 

and ballast doesn't belong to the her barium of imperial botany. More 

precisely, it is the missing earth of that herharium. 

Figure One 

Consider, for example, the missing earth of Atzitzicaztli, shown in 

figure one. These illustrations represent the same plant and were com

A TZITZICAZTLI 

pleted within decades of each other 

in the late sixteenth century, both 

for the Spanish empire as it searched 

forn~vboranical commodities. The 

one on the left is from the Codex de 

la Cruz Badiano (1552), while the 

one on the right is from Historia 

Natural de la Nueva Espana (1577) 

by Francisco Hernandez. (2l 111 is par

ticular plant never made it to the 

port of Marseille. I twas never traded 

or collected. Atzitzicaztli was just 

one plant among many thousands 

of plants to have been considered 

for its medicinal properties in Spain's 

quest for new drug monopolies in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

~ 
~-

Despite the clear differences in the f gure 1, Left: Tw:, I .rntratio1s of Atzitzicazrli: 

way Atzitzicazdi is represented in Cud ex de la Cruz Badiat1u (1552). Pate 26. 
Right: F·ancisco He·1ande2, Ob•as Comp/etas, 

these illustrations, these manuscripts vol. 2. :1570-77.) 

are in broad agreement about the 

plant. 1l1ey both claim Acziczicazdi's medicinal value comes from 

its relation ro blood. le is the "blood herb" (Sanguinaria herba in 

the Codex de la Cruz Badiano), whose stinging hairs, according to 

Hernandez, attract the blood (i.e., it gives you a rash). (3 ) They agree 

that the plant is a nettle and that it grows by the water. These two 

texts are in broad agreement on eve1yching about this plant, and yet 

looking at these two images, one could ask: What happened to the 

dirt? In the Codex Badiano, the roots of Atzitzicazdi appear clothed 

in a material that, twenty-five years later, appears missing from the 

work of Hernandez. So, where did it go? 
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The origin of the illustrations sheds some light on this question. The 

Codex Badianowas written and illustrated by two T ndigenous authors 

educatedinTenochtidan-theMexicacirysacked by Hernan Cortes 

in 1521, now Mexico City. l4) The authors are Martinus de la Cruz, a 

Mexica physician who com posed the work in Nahuatl, and Mexican 

scholar Juannes Badianus, who translated the text into Latin. The 

Codex consists ofone hundred and eighty-five oil color illustrations 

of medicinal plants, classified according to their medicinal uses. Tr 
was published thirty years later and is considered the oldest. extant 

medicinal text in the Americas. 

Badianus, its translator, learned Latin at the CoUegio de Santa 

Cruz. In 1534, just fourteen years after Tenochtitlan fdl to Cortez and 

the Spanish Empire, the college was established to train Indigenous 

students to read and write in Latin. Badianuswasone ofthern. However, 

within a decade, the school lost political and financial support for this 

project. The origin of the Codex Badiano comes from the school's 

economic problems in 1536, when the college's direcrors decided to 

send it to the King of Spain to convince him to continue funding 

the school. The case was made precisely through this herbarium of 

"Aztec" rnedici ne, in tended to demonstrate how the college would 

serve as a tool to appropriate Indigenous botanical knowledge in the 

service of Spanish imperial interests. 

The resulting manuscript is a remarkable document in many 

ways. Perhaps most striking is that the authors of the text do not 

make the default ontological distinction in the herharium between 

plants (which are alive) and the dirt (which is dead). Nor does the 

illustrator distinguish between the plant and its constitutive relations 

with non-plants, like ants, which appear in other illustrations in 

the manuscript. For the Mexica authors of the Codex Badiano, a 

plant is not a morphological boundary between tissue and rocks, 

hut rather the broader set of relational boundaries that describe the 

plant's place in d1eworld.(5l In this sense, what we see in the Codex 

Badiano is an image ofeveryrhing about Atzitzicaztli rhat cannot be 

put on a boat and taken to Spain or sold in the markets of Marseille. (a) 

Dirt can become ballast and plants can be transported, but their 

network of contingent ecological relationships arc nor portable. 

They get left behind as the ship leaves port, and what we are left 

with is the version of Atzitzicazcli we find illustrated in the work of 

Francisco HernJndez. 

The second illustration ofAtzitlicaztli was produced just twen

ty-five years after the Badianus manuscript, for the Historia NaturttL 
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deiaNuevaEspana_(7l In 1570, King Phillip JI sent Hernandez to New 

Spain co become Chief Medical Officer of the Indies. His instructions 

were specifically co find plants chat could become new commodities for 

sale in European markets, but in reality Hernandez was a physician at 

the cutting edge of his discipline. He belonged to a new episteme that 

would eventually develop into the linnaean system of classification; 

in his careful attention to the suhtle anatomical and physiological 

forms of Mexico's Aora and fauna, we can see the birth of Western 

"narnral history." As philosopher Michel l ◄ oucault describes this 

transformation in The Order of Things: An Archeology ofthe Human 

Sciences, the history of the non-human world suddenly merged with 

the appearance of its form. Plants became a particularly privileged 

site for natural history because they presented the shortest distance 

between words and things. Their forms were visible and appeared 

legible, as if cheywore the grammar of their history on the surface of 

their bodies for all to see. 

The "systems" that Foucault identifies with the birth of natural 

history required the identification ofchc key "characters" of the plant, 

through which the differences to ocher plants would he identified. 

Those characters then defl ned the conditions of possi 6 i Ii cyfor historical 

difference. What is important about Foucault's description of the birth 

of natural history is that he identifies this process of representing the 

natural world according to its "characters''-not as seeing more of 

the natural world, but of seeing less. In these illustrations, "the living 

being, in its anatomy, its form, its habits, its birth and death, appears 

as though stripped naked."(a) 

'lhis is precisely the nakedness vve find in Hernandez's illustrat.ion 

ofAtzitzicaztli. In comparing it to that of the Codex Badiano, we not 

only sec the disappearance ofcarth, but more importantly, the disap

pearance of a botany that docs not equate freedom with autonomy. 

1l1e absence ofche earth from Hernandez's image of Atziczicaztli was 

not a casual omission, but an expression of a cosmopolitical project 

at the heartofcolonization itself Acencury later, this would be given 

its clearest formulation by German philosopher Immanuel Kant. In 

this conception, freedom is autonomy, and autonomy is freedom 

from causation. To Kant, the organism (in this case, the plant) is a 

phenomenal analogue of freedom hecause it is self-causing. The earth, 

from which the plant is so carefully distinguished in Hernandez's 

version of Atzitzicazdi, is a slave to causal forces it cannot control.' l he 

earth is an endless byproduct of some other plan, some other force, 

which makes it lifeless, inert, and unmoving. Earth becomes mere 
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ballast. The p !ant, by contrast, is capable of ends and, in reproducing, 

causes itself to exist. 

For Kant, to fail to distinguish between a plant and its earth is 

to give up on freedom as a concept. It is also to give up on some of 

the most critical foundations of human exceptionalism. In removing 

the earth from Atzitzicaztli, the power of the earth to have any effect 

on the moral world is also removed. And we might want to note 

that without this removal, not very much about the world we live in 

today is comprehensible. To give an example that might clarify this, 

we could also say that the ontological commitments that removed 

the earthfromAtzitzicaztli were the same ontological commitments 

that ended the animal trials. Since we do not believe animals arc 

capable of freedom, they can no longer be tried in a court oflaw for 

committing a crime, as thepvere in medieval Europe. (9 l The absence 

of the earth from Atzitzicaztli is not, therefore, a simple matter of 

convenience, related perhaps to the requirements oflong-distance 

sea travel. Rather, it is a removal that is at the essence of the European 

cosmos and the project of colonization itself: 

1he problem is that this image of the naked and mechanical 

plant, which is somehow more free than its dirt but less free than 

yott or l, doesn't always tell us what we want to know about the 

world. Now more than ever, we find ourselves confronted with the 

importance of the contingent relational networks that construct our 

empirical objects and blur the apparent boundaries of their visible 

forms. Invisible carbon dioxide in the atmosphere affects glaciers in 

Iceland, and bats, it turns out, have the same ''ACE2" receptors that 

humans do. (ioJ In the harsh light of the COVID-19 pandemic and 

its attendant environmental crisis, the illustration ofAtLitzicaztli in 

the Codex Badiano begins to appear fundamentally more accurate 

than the one completed by Hernandez. The inclusion of the earth 

in the image of Atzitzicaztli expands the boundary between plant 

and non-plant to include all of the contingent living and non-living 

relationships that mediate Atzitzicazdi's relationship to human 

well-being. 

If we return to the ballast flora of Marseille, ,vhat is dear is that 

the traditional natural historical categories we have inherited from 

figures like Hernandez are simply inadequate to the task of drav,ring 

the boundaries oF chis Aora, or showing us its history. lf we are to 

take the term "ballast flora" seriously, then we have to imagine it 

like the image of Atzitzicaztli we find in the Codex Badiano, some

where between the bios and the geos, with forms that arc relational 
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rather than strictly anatomical. Even if the plan ts were collected in 

Marseille, the geographic boundaries of the bal lase Aora can not be 

determined solely by where Monsieur Le Chevalier Ruyter decided 

to put his depot. Its history lies elsewhere. fu Maria Thereza Alves 

shows us, the geography of the ballast Bora is mapped instead by 
the boundaries of empire, the contingencies of the sea, the urban

ization of Marseille, and the brutal economics of the transatlantic 

slave trade. Seeds of Change is a project that begins to trace these 

boLmdaries. In the painstaking work of reassembling the missing 

relational network of bare botanical forms and misplaced dirt, 

Alves produces knowledge in the gaps between natural historical 

categories that have always tried to appear as natural, inert, and 

apolitical as the ballast depots of Marseille. 

11) Fort1e full arGh ve of 

letters see Maria I "lereza Alves 

See:is of Change M:.-u.'l·elfJe 

Chronology. Ma·seille 2001 

(arc;h ve ot t""le artist). 

12) The Codex de la Cruz 

t::adiano, al~.r-1 ~ ,uwn liS the 

BadianuH manu~cript. or the 

Libel/us de Medicinalibus 

Jw.fuwm Herbis (Little t:fouk 

of the Vied c na H erb.s of the 

Indians) was discovered in the 

Vat c.;a, I brary in 1902 and 

pJ~li.shed in facs 11i e n 1940. 

Meanwh le. He·1a1dez's original 

m.anusc· pts of Historia Nalurnl 

de Ja Nueva E::;paiia b..Jrn ed in a 

fi ·e i 1 l1e I brary of the Esco rial, 

Spai,. in l 671. Howeve·, p eces 

of the mat;.~ive ~ xteen-volume 

com:i,e1dium we·e pub is1ed 

in variu...1s ed tons in the 

seventeenth and eighteenth 

centu res. Much of his work 

remained in man.rnc·ipt form 

unti It ""le Obras CompJelas were 

pJ~ is1ed ~etween 1959 and 

19B4. 1-ur t.acs Tli e ed ton.'-> see 

Martin de la C· ..JZ. Juan Badiano, 

and E11i y Walcott E11mar1, The 

Hadianus m..-inu . .,·cript (Cudt::x 

B:uberini, L.::tirli 241) VaiiC<.-HJ 

Libra, y; an Aztec herbal ~I I 552. 

trans. ~mi y Walcott I:. TJmart 

(Ba ti11ore: Joh1s Hopkins 

P·ess, Hl40); F·anGisco 

HtH,andez, Obrn . ..,· Cumplt::La . ..,·. 

ed. Germ&n Somo inos d'Ardo f:i_ 

7 vols .. Ob ·as Co 11pletas de 

t-ra ,c:i:-:;c;u Hern a,dez (Mexicu: 

U1iversidad Nacional de 

Mexico. 1959). For 11ore 01 l1e 

com::>lex publ catiun history ut 

Fra""'lci.o::.c:;o Hern&.""ldez's work, 

see Ha"1a.1dez1 The Mexican 
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Trgasury: Th g Writings uf Dr. 

Fra11ci.•,;,:;o Hem;jw.Jez (Stanford. 

CA: Stanford Un vers ty Press, 

2000) 

(3) The water nettle Atz tz Gaztli 

is alsu knuwn as chichica~le, 

and g-ows t orough out the 

Cari ~bean and Central a 1d 

SuJth Amerii:.;a. 

(4) The Mexica 1:>·010JnGed 

mxihc:ah) are a Nahuatl speaking 

ethn <: g-o J ~ that 11 ig-ated to the 

Basin of Mex Go in the thirteenth 

cent Jry and b~came t ""le 

dom nant m litary and pol t cal 

force in Central Mexico. They 

have sim:e i:.;uT1e to be refe"red 

to by the ge""leric modern 

term "Aztecs" {or "Azlecas" n 

Spanish), wh c;h dwves trom 

"Azt a1.· 11e myho ogical 

ho 11 a a 1d of the Mex Ga people. 

Huweve", ,u pu itical ur ethn L! 

group ha~ ever refe "red to 

th e11 selves as AzteGs. Wa ler 

RT W ts~hey and Clitturd T 

Brown. Hist-:Jrlcaf Di,:;licmary of 

Mesoamerica (Lanham, MD: 

Scar~crow Pres:-.. 2011). 

(5) Ba·bara W I ams has 

desc;ribed this a:-.pect ut 

the Code, Badia no as the 

;'ecological thinking' of AzteG 

butany. AL!CU"ding tu Wi I ams 
11 lt would ""lave ::-;ee11ed qJite 

unnat.ral to Aztecs to view soils 
and plants as so lated systems," 

and th.sis the i 11 age that gets 

conveyed in the Codex Badiano. 

SeeBa"::Hi"aJ.Wi iams, 

"Aztec Soil Knowledge: 

C asses, Ma1a,ement, a1d 

Ei:.;u ogy,
11 

in Fuulprin!s i,i lht= 

Sufi: Pt=upfg and /dgas in suil 

hl~lcny. ~d. B~""lno P. Warkertin, 

lnta·1ational Union of Soil 

Sc; ence:-.. a,d Su I Sc.;ienc.;e 

Society of America. 1st ed. 

{A11slerdam and Boston: 

Elsev er. 2006), 35 

{6) For a f JI er e<p a 1ation al 
t""lis argument see Seth Denizen. 

.. Five So I~ and a Lette ": ::.refile~ 

int 1e po I Ga eco ogy of Mexico 

City" I PhD d ss .. Unive-s ty ut 

California Berke ey. 2019). 

{7) The Un vers dad Na~iunal 

de Me, co pub ished a facs 11i e 

e:litio1. Francisco 7enan:lez 

a ,d German Su Tl ol nu.'"'> 

d"Ardois, Obras Co11pletas 

{ Vlexico C ty: Un versidad 

Na~iunalde Mex ~u, 1959). 

{8) Michel Foucault. The Order 

ol Things: All Arr:ha~ulogy ul ii,~ 
Humar, Science~. (New York: 

Routledge, 2005). 141. 

{9) Cf. Edward Pay.son Evans' 

1906 book The ~riminal 

Pru.•,;gcu/i:Jr1 .;111 ,J Capilal 

Punisfunen( DI A,ilmal~. 

{10) YushJn War et al., 

"Receptor Re cog nit ion by the 

Novel Coron av rus from Wu1an: 

An Analysi.'"'> Ba.'"ied on Del!ade· 

Long Struc::tural StJdie~ of 

SARS Coron aviru s," hurnal of 

Viru/ugy 94. nu. 7 (2020). 



Resurrection Narratives: 

Seeds, Bodies, and Viruses 

Katayoun Chamany 

In Seeds o/Change, Maria Thereza 

Alves challenges dominant histori

cal, cultural, and political narratives 

on forced migration across conti

nents. I would like to convey a sense 

of the radicality of her approach by 

drawing on my own field of study

the namral sciences and genomics 

in particular. 'lhrough historical 

and contemporary examples, I tease 

out parallels to Alves's practice of 

making that which was previously 

invisible visible. I do so by illus

trating how new understandings of 

DNA movement and transposition 

have also altered existing narratives 

in evolutionary science. In tracing 

the migration of people, seeds, and 

soil, Alves deploys her artistic arsenal to launch a distinct set of 

inquiries related to the construction of human-made landscapes. 

As l'm dwelling on the artist's Seeds o_lChange, the questions that 

propel my thinking seem related: What are the social and political 

factors that trigger movement? Can proximate environmental factors 

assist in the transition to new locales? How <lo contemporary local 

con texts sup port assumptions regarding provenance and function? 

How can relocation and manipulation inAuencewhich life survives 

and which does not? 

Alves incorporates transaction receipts, port records, and other 

forms of archival documents into her sweeping, transdisciplinary 

research creating new kin,h of mappings. The'}' speak ofthe far-reaching 

impact of forced movemenc on plants and people who have been 

violently uprooted, transplamed, and re-inscribed by narratives of 

those in power. As she engages in this research, she both refers to and 

refutes the conventions of Western natural history and its origins in 

colonial exploitation and linnaean classification systems. By j uxta

posing different knowledge systems an<l epistemologies, Alves offers 

an expanded notion of"landscape," considering both the contingen

cies as well as the potentialities of "altered" landscapes. Landscape 

usually refers to the exterior world: human-made alterations to land, 

vegetation, and geophysical features of a place. However, I propose 

that the notion of landscape also applies to the physical world on a 
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microscale and that phenomena of exploration, exploitation, and 

adaptation occur on that scale as well. By diving into the history of 

genomics, I hope to provide a useful lens applicable to Maria "lhereza 

Alves's visionary artwork. 

The first scientists to map genes placed great value on DNA 

sequences and called them directly responsible for defining the 

physical and behavioral features oforganisms. They saw the stretches 

ofgenome lying bec:,veen genes to be irrelevant. The notion that each 

species holds it.s specificity in its genes and not in the intervening 

DNA went unquestioned for much of the twentieth century. Two 

pioneering scientists, Barbara McClintock and Lynn Margulis, were 

instrwnental in fundamentally revising this dogma that had shaped the 

Western narrative on evolution and eugenics. McClintock, a botanist 

studying maize, hypothesized char some of these in rerven ing ON A 

sequences "jump" from one genomic location to another and thus 

control the expression of neighboring genes, which contributes to 

the color variegation of kernels.111 Notably, McClintock used fraught 

and provocative analogies to evoke the degree to which one genetic 

sequence is controlling another and contemplated ''master-slave 

possibilities" in a correspondence with colleague Oliver Nelson.(2
J 

Despite the problematic framing, McClintock's work provided 

Margulis, an evolutionary biologist, with the necessary mechanism 

to operationalize her own theory of lateral gene transfer. Margulis 

argued that DNA from multiple organisms can work together, and 

that to maintain this collaboration, DNA can mobilize and move 

laterally across populations and species within a generation. (3) With 

each genetic transposition, neighboring DNA sequence information 

can be resurrected, activated, or silenced. 

Today, it is no longer acceptable to assume that a genetic sequence 

is confined to a static location in an organism's genome or even within a 

single species. The trajectoryofDNA migration within a cell's genome, 

among cells in an organism and across species boundaries, provides 

historical insight regarding ecological relationships and movement 

during periods of great duress. When a population experiences an 

inhospitable climate or threat, these environmental cues trigger the 

transposition of DNA and thereby alter the genomic landscape to 

create diverse responses, increasing the likelihood that one individual 

in the population may survive. As a consequence of these paradigm 

shifts regarding genetic structure and organization, some species 

delineations have been thrown into question, and evolutionary 

constructions in the form of phylogenetic trees have been revised. (4 I 
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1l1e uniform naming and classification system put forth by Carl 

Linnaeus in System Naturaewas established nearly two hundred years 

before botanist Wilhelm Johannsen coined the term "gene" in 1907. (5) 

Linnaeus's naming system was informed by careful analysis of the 

morphologies of organisms, not their genetics. The botanic garden 

was the research huh in which he investigated the relationships of 

physical form with function and used inference to draw temporal 

1 ines of evolutionary connection. For more than three hundred years, 

colonial expansion exposed naturalists to biodiverse landscapes and 

Indigenous practices of growing and utilizing plants for medicinal 

purposes. Yer, as resources were gathered and taken back to Euro pc, the 

Indigenous knowledge was detached from the plant, as documented 

by geopolitical scholar Mary Louis Pratt in Imperial Eyes: 

The landscape is written as uninhabited, unpossessed, unhistori

cized, unoccupied even by the tmvelers themselves. 1he activity of 

describing geography and identijyingflora andfauna structures as 

an asocial narrative in which the human presence/ ... J is absolutely 

marginal, though it was, ricourse, a constant and essential aspect 

ofthe traveling itsef (5) 

A product of imperialism, the botanic garden served as the 

foundation upon which classification systems were built bur lacked 

ecosystem context. A5 anthropologist Cori Hayden remarks in her 

book When Nature Goes Public, ... vhen organisms and genomes arc 

removed from their social context and tagged for collections, valuable 

knowledge is lost, and threads of connection severed. (7) The result of 

this dissociation has been a rapid and continual shifrofevolucionary 

relationships that are illustrated in ever more elaborate taxonomic 

trees. The detachment enables Western scientists to claim a more 

"objective" analysis of genetic conservation, yet, in removing the 

environmental and social context, geographic and functional <lif~ 

ferences disappear. That is to say, how the plant looks and behaves 

depends on the environment in which it is viewed. To designate 

species boundaries our of environmental context is human-made 

artifice. 

Alvcs's exhibition in Bristol rakes up this claim. She argues 

that such transplantation of genetic information and its analysis

wi th out establishing an environmental connection-begs the very 

real and metaphorical question: Who has the power to construct 

meaning when borders do not exist? In the early twentieth century, 

biologists believed that they could accurately organize species based 

on morphologic attributes and created early taxonomic trees. Nor 
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surprisingly, because the branches on these taxonomic trees could 

choose co omit certain relatives, they served as powerful tools for 

rationalizing human slavery, placing non-Caucasian populations on 

a different evolutionary branch. However, nature does not recogniz,e 

these human-made boundaries. Instead, through a variety of mech

anisms, DNA moves among species, creating new combinations of 

genetic information leading to speciation and adaptation. DNA 

mass is in continual Aux and migration. 

Like seeds, genetic sequences can be repositioned, migrating 

through populations and across species, spanning plants, microbes, 

and animals. Where seeds land influences whether they lie dormant 

or arc resurrected, and the same is true for genes. Thus, gene flux 

offers po ten tialiries that can be triggered during times of great duress, 

contributing to resilience or susceptibility to environ men cal change. 

Understanding these potentialities necessitates a critical view of 

genetic determinism and is responsive to Alves's message on the 

gallery wall, "Deconsrruct your construct of my construct." 

Deconstruction is hard. In evolutionary biology, rhc global 

amassing of generic information with out consideration of ecological 

context has not always been welcomed. A generation of scientists 

accustomed to the microscopic, clinical, and morphologic means 

of categorization was not immediately keen to embrace the revised 

taxonomic orientation based on new genomic data. The alignments 

of different microbial genomes, as just one example, revealed that 

many DNA sequences had been exchanged among microbes that 

had previously been separated on phylogenetic trees. Given the Aux 

and movement of genes, naming and classification were revised, and 

it became clear chat a new archiving platform was needed to help 

scientists align historical information under one microbial name with 

additional information under a different and updated name. Alongside 

publicly fonded efforts, some in the private sector pursued rhe same 

goal. One company chat has emerged is fi.rcinglycalled Names for Life 

(N4L) and sports the tagline "Bringing meaning ro life." 

N4L pursues archival and contemporary artifacts that update 

and correct our understanding of microbial evolution across space 

and rime. In N4L, genomic data supersede physical or morpho

logical data and are accessed for a fee. A quick hover of the mouse 

on any named object conjures up the archive as a complex web of 

"authoritative" publications, DNA sequence information, and 

fonctional characteristics. lt is also of note that N4L also provides 

information regarding accessibility and location of the microbe 
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but does not itself house the organism. The microbe may be stored 

in any number oflaboratories across the globe, and thus, like the 

seed ballast, the microbe is capable of propagation outside its native 

ecological niche. In this way, N4L is the microbial equivalent of a 

human recreational gcnomics company, rewriting origin stories 

using revised nomenclature that reveals new kinship connections. 

Meanwhile, the laboratories to which N4l points are more akin to 

boran i c gardens, acri n gas repositories of 1 ivi ng organisms transpl an red 

and propagated for educational, financial, and research purposes. 

In Seeds of Change, we recognize elements of NL4; both efforts 

seek to provide a more authentic narrative of provenance by drawing 

on diverse sources in historical archives. In retelling the story ofmigra

tion, Alves works bacITT\·ard from the life of plants in European and 

American settings co the archival material that has long been disjointed 

from the ballast soil that initially supported their germination. With 

each new iteration of Seeds ofChange, the evolution of the site-specific 

work unveils histories suppressed and "made unknown" by colonial 

extraction and routing systems. In identifying the country of origin 

for the ballast, Alves challenges the dogma of the hiscorical record 

related to the transatlantic slave routes. 

A similar phenomena related to African legacies occurred in 

the field of cell biology. As early as 1953, there were inklings that 

many human cell cultures were suffering from mistaken identities; 

the fact that many were established from cancer biopsies may have 

led to this unfortunate situation. (a) An extensive analysis of the cell 

cultures revealed that most traced back to a cervical cancer tumor 

biopsy removed from an African.American woman, Henrietta Lacks, 

in 1951. As was common practice at that time, clinical biopsies were 

used in cancer research without obtaining informed consent-rules 

regarding informed consent with identifiable biospecimens were not 

issued until r991. During the 1950s, the goal of culturing cells from 

these biopsies was co es cab I ish a eel I model for the study of cancer, 

referred ro as a "cell line." 

Cell lines involve the clonal propagation of cells from a common 

origin cultured in a laboratory environment and, thus, represent a 

lineage to the person from which the cells were obtained. Cancer 

cells are particularly good starting material for cell lines as their 

dynamic gene rearrangements resuk in acrivacion ofgenes involved 

in cell proliferation. In sampling current day cell lines stored in 

various frozen repositories, it was revealed that up to ten percent of 

commonly used lines arc derivatives of HeLa cells. Thus, similar to 
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the planes that grow from seed ballast on faraway continents, Hela cells 

seemed to have crossed boundaries to grow in unexpected places.(9
) 

ln Lacks's case, race, gender, and socioeconomic sta rus contributed 

to the immortal nature of her cells and their ability to thrive in cell 

culture. During the Jim Crow era, when Lacks was diagnosed, John 

Hopkins Hospital was one of only a few hospitals serving African 

Americans. More significantly, medical experimentation on African 

American bodies was corn man knowledge in ch is comm un icy, leav

ing few willing to rake the risk of entering a hospital. ln addirion 

to this racial discrimination, Lacks also lacked agency to protect 

herself from exposure to sexually transmitted infections due to her 

husband's documcncc<l extramarital affairs. A~ a consequence ofa 

sexually transmitted viral infection, her cum or contained eel ls with 

dynamic gene rearrangemerns resulting in highly proliferative cells 

capable of growing in non-native environments, such as a laboratory. 

In identifying the Hela genetic signature in certain resilient cell 

cultures sea ttered around the world, scientists established that these 

cultures were, in fact, seeded by the cells derived from the cervical 

biopsy ofHenriecra Lacks. Some have argued that Lacks's cells were 

defined, controlled, and exploited by chose in power, not unlike the 

bodies of her enslaved ancestors. By providing a fruitfol landscape 

for the study of cancer and the screening of potential drugs to treat 

disease, He La cells transformed the field of biomedicine in the 

same way that chattel slavery supported the agricultural and textile 

economies of the United States. He La cells have since served as the 

foundation of life science research and given rise to a commercial 

indusr.ry that includes the American Type Culture Collection 

(ATCC) ., a repository that distributes cells to researchers in academia 

and private industry. 

Given the unique genetic features ofHeLa cells, evolutionary 

biologist Leigh Van Valen and Virginia Maiorana claimed that 

the cell line represents a species distinct from human, a disturb

ingly offensive conclusion. ·1hey wenr so far as to suggest a new 

naming convention, H etacyton gart/eri, and marine biologist Richard 

Strathmann suggested a reclassification in the kingdom Protista in 

which single-celled micro hes arc situated. (lOJ To suggest that Lack.s's 

cells devolved, moving backward to a more primitive lite form could 

be viewed by those outside of science as racist. It is hard not ro view 

the dehumanizing of Lacks's cells as an echo of the rationale for the 

enslavement of Africans. 

Through work on HeLa cells and other cell lines, it is now 
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known that viruses are the primary drivers of gene Row, defined as the 

migration of genetic information from one population to another. (77
) 

With many viral infections, genetic recombination with the host 

genome is possible. Thus, as viruses move in and out of cells, they 

may leave behind a bit of themselves and also carry some ofrhe last 

host's genetic sequence alongside their own. In this manner, genetic 

sequences are Rowing among us, with up to forty-five percent of 

the human genome made up of DNA sequences distantly related 

to viral genetic sequences. 'lhe ubiqLtityofthese DNA sequences in 

all organisms suggests that they are important to carry, maintain, 

and control, with environmental stress being the primary trigger for 

their relocation and subsequent activation in a genome. The presence 

and position of these vestigial viral sequences in our genomes also 

serve as a hisrnrical record of geographic migradon occurring over 

millennia. With so much DNA movement, the eighteenr h-cencury 

classifications and naming systems that depended on genetic stasis 

no longer hold. Today's biology involves continuously renaming 

and reclassifying organisms based on this more malleable and fluid 

map of gene Row. 

Like viruses, seed dispersal also contributes to gene Row. By 

idenritj,ingplantspecies in European ports,Alves tracked ballast back 

to the African continent from which people were forcibly taken. Her 

research demonstrates how human technologies blurred boundaries; 

in this case, traditional biogeological boundaries. A~ a ceH biologist, 

I was immediately struck by the fact that the seeds in ballast are sur

rounded by the soil from where they originated. On the one hand, 

this suggests that the ballast soil provides the most permissive habitat 

to ensure dormancy in dry conditions and, likewise, germination 

when seeds arc again exposed to sunlight and water. The permissive 

factors would include specific pH, nutrients, salinity, and bacteria 

to support root development. Perhaps the stress of the transatlantic 

passage induced the movement of essential DNA sequences from 

bacteria to plane genomes, which provided expanded possibilities 

in confronting the challenges of their new environments. 112
) Upon 

landing in Marseille, on European soil, seeds unaccustomed to the 

climate and nutrients were afforded the time to germinate in the more 

familiar setting of the ballast soil from their homeland. Additionally, 

mobile viral sequences may have been activated or silenced in the 

new environmental context as part of a sr.ress response and may have 

contributed to the resurrection phenotype required for adaptation 

to a new land. 
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Maria lherezaAlves's Seedsoj Change teems with the vibrancy of 

planes growing in greenhouses, galleries, or neighborhood gardens. 

· lhat the seeds germinate in a range of environmental contexts points 

to their resiliency. The plants are also a stand-in for another kind 

of life that was subjected to stress and dislocation. Seeds of Change 

engages us with the beauty of a bountiful garden yet invites us to 

contend with the reasons for such growth, quite specifically the legacy 

of the horrific consequences of the Atlantic slave trade. Unlike the 

seeds that were protected in native soil, the enslaved Africans, who 

were treated as human cargo., were removed from their ecological 

and social context. No equivalent offamiliarity was provided to the 

enslaved, no residual "homeland." In the New York exhibition of 

Seeds of Change, one ofAlves's text panels states: 

New York settlers preferred ens/1wed Africans "seasoned'' in the 

Caribbean to ensuwedAji"icans purchased directly in Angola. Perhaps 

that is why Caribbean coralsand used as ballast was discarded in 

the harbor ojNew York. 

It seems that the colonialists were well av-rare of the significant 

role that "place" plays in shaping the health and constitution of an 

individual. At its very core, Seeds oj Change provokes us to consider the 

indelible marks left on Africans subjected to the brutality of slavery. 

Some epigeneticists have theorized chat the stressful conditions of 

slavery have been imprinted on the genomes of the descendants 

of enslaved Africans-as has been proposed for the descendants 

of victims of other forms of intergenerational trauma, such as the 

Holocaust. (l
3J These investigations have come under scrutiny by 

peers and, in some cases, reject.ed based on faulty methodology. t14
J 

Despite debates in the scientific community, some activists utilize 

these proposals and studies to advocate for acts of reparations for 

the present-day descendants of enslaved peoples. They hypothesize 

that the genomes of African Americans are branded by past vio

lence(15l of che Middle Passage and chat chemical imprints impact 

the topology of the genomic landscape, altering access to mobile 

DNA sequences. Transformations like these can change responses 

to the stress hormone cortisol, leading to insulin insensitivity and 

increased inflammation related to chronic disease. \Vhether these 

transformations occurred in the past or are shaped by the present, 

they are a consequence of four hundred years of oppression that has 

disproportionately affected the health of African Americans. 

Though epigenetics may reveal environmental health disparities, 

genomics research can also provide missing information to those 
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searching for genealogical clues to a past severed from its future. 

In constructing family trees for African Americans, recreational 

genomics companies accempt to retrace the journeys of enslaved 

ancestors, following a trail of kinship back to the soil oftheir home

land. Bearing witness to this evidence is far from recreational, as it 

reaffirms violence exerted and experienced over centuries. Likewise, 

in Seeds o_fChange, Alves transforms gardens, traditionally associated 

with acts ofleisure and recreation, in to a web ofconnected human

plant histories that serve as storytellers of r.raumatic pasts. 
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Migration's Silent 

Witnesses: 

Maria 'JhereZllALves's 

Seeds of Change, 

Mttrseilte 

Jean Fisher 

In acornplexwork from 2000, U'i.1ke

created prior to Seeds of Change
Maria Thereza Alves identified 

several construction sites in Berlin 

that she considered suitable for an 

artwork based on investigating the 

botanical historyoftheearth byway 

of seed germination. In addition 

to taking core earth samples and 

organizing appropriate conditions 

for germinating whatever seeds had 

lain dormant in the soil, the artist 

conducted an extensive investiga

tion of records relating ro the his

tory of that pare of Germany and 

the movements of goods, animals, 

and people, including refugees and 

soldiers. Among her findings at the 

Charlottenstra8e/Franzosische Srra8e site was the link between Berlin 

and Alsace-Lorraine (from which Huguenots had fled, among them 

gardeners). Furthermore, as she comments: "During the 1800s, the 

rise of nation-states also affected the field of botany. Priority was 

given to national studies of flora." With the successive exchanges of 

Alsace-Lorraine between Germany and France, "unlike conventional 

botanical studies, the research from Alsace-Lorraine documents not 

only the flora but also how political changes affected that flora," the 

artist added. Species specific to the region had to be added or subtracted 

from the national inventory. !1 
l In addition, .Alves located lists of Bora 

that included species from all parts of the world, representing seeds 

not only legitimately introduced by trade hut also "piggybacked" into 

Germany on clothing, shoes, baggage, animal fur and hooves, and so 

fo nh. 0 tto von Bismarck's anem p ts to create a German n acio nal state 

and identity, to be reflected by the "national" flora of his Minister's 

Garden once in the vicinity of Alves's VogstraBe/BehrenstraBe site, 

would undoubtedly be thwarted by the lack of respect given by plants 

to national borders. 

That Aora do not escape the politics ofnarional identity is signaled 

by the fact that most nations have "adopted" a flower as a national 

symbol, as if it were somehow exclusively contained within its borders. 

But how and by what criteria are Bora defined as state-specific? 

If there can be said to be a "founding moment" to globalization, 
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it is the so-called discovery of the Americas in 1492. According to 

philosopher Enrique Dussel, until then, Western Europe had been a 

fairly insignificant territory on the periphery of the known civilized 

world to the East. Following its disastrous Crusades, Europe found its 

attempts to forge an overland route to this fabulous world of wealth 

and knowledge blocked by Islam and the Turks, forcing it to seek a sea 

passage. \Vhen Portugal con trolled the eastward sea route around Africa, 

Spain had no alternative but to develop the westward course across 

the Adanric, opening the oceans to globalized mercantile shipping. 

With the increased 1 ucrati veness of the trans a rlan tic trade routes, the 

eastern trade routes fell into relative decline, leading to the rise of 

wealth and hence the technological and military power ofWcstcrn 

Europe. For these reasons, Dussel describes this era as the beginning 

of modernity and the first politico-economic "world-system." 111e 

major countries to capitalize on this mercantile expansion protected 

by military sea power were those on the western seaboard of Europe. 

As Dussd describes it, when Spain-supported by its colonial pons 

in Flanders-lost its initial advantage, power shifted to the more 

economically pragmatic (that is, proto-capitalist), predominantly 

Protestant countries: hrst Holland, then England, and later, of course, 

with full-blown capitalism, the United States. (2J 

As we well know, this early globalization did not follow a path of 

equal exchange between Europeans and the peoples they encountered 

in the "new" territories. New natural resources and markets had to be 

secured hyannexingterritories and establishing colonial settlements, 

as well as by cheap labor organized co work the mineral mines and 

monocrop plantations. 'lhis was all safeguarded by militarized, 

technocratic infrastructure in which the "Natives," if they could 

not be coerced, had to be violently subdued or eradicated. With the 

global extension of European cm pires, human trafficking (indenture 

and slave1y) became as lucrative as the trafficking of goods and raw 

materials, evenruallydisplacingpeoples co Europe and the Americas, 

not only from Africa but also from the Indian subcontinent and 

Southeast Asia. As has often been said by postcolonial commentators, 

modernity began with the traumas of cultural dispossession and 

displacement. In the decolonization period following World War II, 

the majority ofimmigration patterns into Europe-by then mostly 

voluntary-retraced the old colonial trade routes. 

'lhe growth of European imperialism from the late seventeenth 

to the early twentieth century cannot be divorced from two further 

major socio political changes. Firstly, the industrialization of both 
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agriculture (the sequester of arable land into vast estates) and manu

facture, leading to the massive migration or displacement of people 

from rural to urban areas. Secondly, the rise of the political entity: 

the nation-state, demarcated and policed by more or less distinct 

(if sometimes contested) geographical borders, the concomitant 

demand for a coherent national identity, and the gradual expansion of 

citizenship rights across a population. These are usually administered 

by the nation's governing elite as ifits residents share the same cultural 

narratives and descent, language, aspirations, and beliefs (a fallacy 

even within the small geographic territory of the United Kingdom). 

But imperialist and nationalist interventions severely altered the 

relationship beh-veen geopolitical boundaries, cultural and ethnic 

boundaries, and the distribution of power among diverse populations. 

The assumption ofnational homogeneity is nor sustainable in states 

that include federated "nations" or "peoples," defined as possessing 

distinct social organizations, worldvie,vs, and symbolic systems, and 

hence unique cultural identities and ways of constructing subjectivity. 

This is especially so when considering the subjugated position of 

Indigenous nacionswithin settler nation-states. Their early legal status 

as nations was subsequently reduced to that ofone "ethnic minority" 

among others in a melting pot in which differences, it was assumed, 

would dissolve into an Anglo-Saxon model of identity, effectively 

rendering Indigenous peoples as foreigners in their own homelands. 

Thus, despite the vicissitudes of several hundred years of enforced 

assimilation and disempowerment, political sovereignty, land and 

resource rights, educational priorities, and cultural survival remain 

on the agendas of Indigenous peoples under settler states. 

Nor is this assumption tenable in nation-states comprised of 

culturally and ethnically diverse diasporic populations. While they 

do not, like Indigenous nations, claim political sovereignty and land 

rights-since, in their search for a new belonging, they accept the 

principles of integration-they may come into conflict with the 

nation-state over minority ethnic rights ( the citizen's right of social 

and political participation without prejudice and discrimination) and 

familial and cultural affiliations that extend geographically beyond 

the boundaries of the nation-state. 

Boundaries-geographical, cultural, or social-create binary 

oppositions: inside/oucside, native/foreigner, citizen/non-citizen, 

cultural authenricity/inaurhenticity, assimilation/isolation, and so 

forth. The foreigner is whosoever and does not belong to the defined 

group; indeed, within the European schema, native and alien arc 
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mutually constituted by the very act of definition. If the foreigner was 

historically defined according to the jus soli (la,v of the soil) andjus 

sanguine (blood tie) under most modern, democratic nation-states, 

the right of citizenship has not been dependent on atavistic criteria 

of belonging, but instead defined legislativd y. It has been the general 

tendency in liberal democracies to grant rights of citizenship under 

jus soLi (with the implication that ethnic and religious affiliations 

were outside the legislative mandate of rhe state or if an individual 

accepted the social and political terms of the nation: nationality, or 

"naturalization" as it is quaintly termed). (One notable exception 

was Germany's application oUus sanguine, ,vhich granted citizenship 

rights to ethnic Germans in Russia but denied them to Turkish settlers 

in Germany.) Following hundreds of years of human migration, in 

our "multicultural" societies, specific cukural practices now exist 

alongside new mixed ethnic urban populations and syncreticculcural 

processes in which multiple historical trajectories may or may not 

coincide. Nonetheless, we still confront tensions and disjunctions 

between what constitutes cultural and ethnic identity and national 

identity and citizenship, testing the human capacity for hospitality 

and hostility. 

It is the context ofchese complex issues of migration, belonging, 

and national identity that the work of Maria TherezaAl ves addresses. 

This is especially the case for the body of works collectively titled Seeds 

rf Change, which provides us with unexpected relations between old 

mercantile shipping routes and the biodiversity of flora adjacent to 

European ports, several of which were implicated in the slave trade. 

Seeds o_{Change extends the artist's strategies of archival and 

botanical research into specific sites ofinterest involving historical 

research, map referencing, core-sampling of soil, and seed germina

tion, this time in connection with the ballast discharged at mostly 

designated sites by ships before they entered port. As Alves points out 

here, ballast represented al I kinds of materials picked up by vessels 

in exchange for unloaded cargo and would therefore contain and 

transport seeds from the ballast point of origin to the country of 

deposit. As such, Alves's ballast narratives retrace the shipping trade 

routes that aff ectcd the illegal entry of plan ts, which, in Europe at this 

juncture in time, may he so familiar as to blur our concept of what 

does and does not represent an "aurhentic" European flora. That is 

to say, like human immigration, seed immigration problematizes 

the means by which national identity and belonging are defined. As 

Alves also points out, the biodiversity of British flora has accelerated 
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only since the eighteenth century with the introduction of alien 

plants that, without doubt, subsequently "escaped" the confines of 

ornamental or "landscape" gardens. Most significandy, Alves points 

out how this affected the English landscape. 

The question of native/alien or inclusion/exclusion, hmvever, 

remains a controversial political issue, even in botanical terms. On 

Kew Gardens' website devoted to its Millennium Seed Bank Project, 

set up to preserve the "rarest, most threatened, and most useful species 

known to man," the dangers to plants are listed as: "climate change, 

habitat loss, invasive alien species, and over-exploitation." l3 ) One might 

wonder about "invasive alien species." If the rights of citizenship and 

belonging arc to he granted hyjus soli, then the successfully rooted 

"alien" literally claims such rights. It goes against the grain of nature's 

own processes to censure alien species because of their inadvercent 

dissemination and successful colonization of specific ecological niches. 

Alas, this is also true for humans; the global movements of humans 

have ensured that nothing stays securely in one "place." lntcrcultural 

exchanges blur the distinctions between inside and outside, and 

belonging must he a constant process of negotiation. 

Alves's artistic practice is itself a form of negotiation. Unlike 

scientific research, it is not concerned with determining univer

salizable principles but with uncovering the buried sociopolitical 

histories and realities oflocality; it is about reintegrating "lost" stories 

into contemporary local narratives. In this respect, her excavation 

of dormant seeds in layers of soil yields an elegant and surprising 

''eccentric" reading of the historical archive and the familiar forms and 

usages of documentation, insofar as the "archive" is as much about 

what it conceals as what it potentially reveals or is allowed to reveal 

by its administrators. Throughout this process of excavation, Alves 

functions less as an "exemplary" authorial artistic subject than as a 

mediator and catalyst in projects ofren involving the collaboration 

or advice of non-an professionals (for instance, the botanists Heli 

Ju rila and Bernd Machatzi), civic officials, and local comm uni ties. In 

Marseille, the site of Al ves's first Seeds oj Change work, the artistic aim 

was to produce a garden administered by local rcsiden rs and serve as a 

reminder of the city's maritime history and its involvemcnnvithAfrica 

and the Americas via the slave trade and ocher colonial practices.1l1e 

progress of the project was unforrunately thwarted by a change in 

local government. However, the subsequent Seeds of Change project 

in Pori (Reposaari, Finland) was folly developed and is exemplary 

in its engagement with the local people and the symbolic role of the 
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botanical stranger in the circulation and exchange of shared interests 

among the community. 

If the customary role of art is to prompt a dialogue among its 

viewers "after the event," as it were, around an already prescribed 

object, in Alves's case, the discussion begins prior to the emergence 

of the work. IndeCll, while the artist initiates the project and controls 

its final outcome, the work's trajectory is conditioned by the con

versations and the various local knowledges brought to the project 

by its advisers. ]his approach has been called, among other things, 

"dialogical aesthetics,"141 drawing on Mikhail Bakhtin's analysis 

of certain structural forms of literature capable of simultaneously 

articulating differing meanings, interpretations, an<l points of view. 

At base, this approach aims to disengage art from discourses that 

mai main its distance from daily realiries in orderto explore its relation 

to the wider socio political sphere. By analogy, Alves's Seeds o,/Change 

projects address the vexing questions ofagencyand belonging beyond 

essentialist definitions of race, ethnicity, class, religion, etc. There 

is an acknowledgment that, while one may speak from positions 

informed hy specific cultural experiences and perspectives, these 

are modified through the reconhguration of social and historical 

narratives. 'lhrough these, the "native" and the "alien" may come 

to balance the relations of hospitality and hostility and recognize a 

political solidarity in shared experiences, interests, and goals. 

Ihe original version rfthis text was published in 2009 in English 

and Italian as "Migration's Silent Witnesses: Maria IherezaAlves'Seeds 

o_/Change, ' 'in Going Public '08: PorcCitySafari, edited by Ciaudia 

/',ar!fi and published by Siivrm11 tditorirde, Mium, 101-11. For this 

publication, it has been adapted to correspond with American English. 

(1) Maria T,erezaAlve.s. Wake: 
A Prciect for Berlin (Berlin: 

DAAD/ 4~1-<lclc exhibition at 

Bu·oF- edrich, 2000), 14-15. 

(2) l::.nriq..J~ lJ..Js:-.P.I. "~l'!'yLJnd 

E..,1rocertri.c-;m: T"le World• 

System and t 1e L m ts of 

Mudern ty," ir U11::: Cul!LJr~ . ..,. 

of Globalfzallon. ed. Ma.c-;ao 

Miyosh and =redric Ja11eson 

(D,rho11, NC, and Lon dun: Duke 

Un versity Press, 1998). 13-21. 
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Maria Thereza Alves 

Seeds of Change: Reposaari, 2001 

At one time, the port of Reposaari in Pori was the largest in Fin land. 

There, merchants traded with Africa, Asia, South and North America, 

as well as various countries in Europe. Ships even sailed as far 

as Australia, where wood was taken and, in exchange, wheat and 

ballast were brought back. 

Curator Marketta Seppala commissioned Seeds ol Change 

for the town of Reposaari for the exhibit Empathy at the Pori Art 

Museum. The ballast flora in Reposaari, which today is a small 

village, had already been studied by botanist Dr. Heli Jutila, who 

cooperated on this project and in Marseille. Jutila originally based 

her studies on ballast flora growing in Reposaari. Although ballast 

flora grows all over the town, Jutila explained that due to constriction 

of time, her own scientific studies were usually conducted in areas 

of public domain where permission is not necessary. 

In agreement with Jutila and to complement her 

research, I therefore concentrated on collecting 

ballast soil samples in private areas, such as the 

homes and gardens of the residents of Reposaari. 

And thus the residents began revealing their bal

last plants. These samples later germinated in the 

well-maintained greenhouse of the University of 

Turku. The result of these samples on private lands 

wo u Id lead to a co-authored scientific ballast study. 

One woman, Soili Tuukki, had several ballast 

plants growing in her garden. Some sprung up 

naturally; others were the results of bartering 

with neighbors. One day, she leaned over the 

end of her fence at the back of her garden and 

pointed out an exotic ballast plant growing in 

the neighbor's garden, which had formerly been 

_._ -.i the property of Grandel, a ship captain. Tuukki 

.... ' 
Top: Map of R~posaari. 

Bottom: Ba last :,e ng u1 oaded 

in Reposaa·. Draw ng by 

VeikkuA7derssun, 1998 
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told us that a few years back, she had seen the 

plant on the far side of G randel's garden, closer 

to the water, near the former port where ballast 

material had been deposited. Over the years, 

the plant's seeds were whisked along by the 

wind, and the plant progressed further up the 



fence line. She removed one wood 

stave from her fence to facilitate the 

arrival of the seed into her garden. ~ 

Jyrki Takkunen now owns the 

Grandel house, where several ballast 

plants grow around the amp le garden. 

When he purchased the home from 

the captain's widow, she pointed 

out some special flowers that had 

sprung up accidentally after the cap

tain returned from one of his many 

international trips. In Takkunen's pur-

h 
• • • I d h Left:Sui iTuukkiandherhJsb~nd. (MTA.2001.) 

C ase contract, It IS StlpU ate t at Right:Jyrki Ta«,ner. {MTA, 2001.) 

he is not allowed to remove these 

accidentally imported plants. , .' •, r ··:;· 

Jorma Pakkanen has maps of ----=--=-=- 1 ~-=-~=-...;... Ntf•@ \ 

the areas where ballast material was \----

used as landfill to build up the island. . . . 11 \\ 

Th~ Pakkanens were proud ~f t~e _Je·· ·. ', ·' -_-·11:· :1111~ _i-.,, :' :"'°":L 
variety of ballast plants growing 1n . ' ' I • I • · '- ' ~. •. · : ,;_[J 
theirgarden. 1·•·.:1: ·.;· ~ i.-,.:: _. r_i- l~•-EEJ •• 

Ir:] ~ • ' , • . . . • , l!J:I .. 
Eero Raes ma's house faces the =--- ·-· ...... · """" •· ~ - .. - , _, -· -· 

\ .. 
GulfofBothniaandwhatwasformerly -·- ·~-·-··-·~...... ·-·· 1

'
11 

the harbor area. In the middle of the 

garden in the front yard, a solitary 

exotic ballast plant stands majes- NotesbyAlvesoflocalresidentsandballast 

tically. Toward the back, Raesma (Cuurtesy!
h
""'

11st.1 

cultivates large areas with ballast 

flora. He became interested in these plants as a child after a ~{TF ~1 ,1 ~ 
school teacher asked students to collect about thirty samples ~j f --: ~ ~ -=== 
of plants and classify them from botany books. He could not 

identify them in the Finnish Flora and soon discovered how 

special these strange plants were. 

Others on the island learned about the ballast plants from 

newspaper articles, the radio, or neighbors. Today, children 

from the island only learn about botany when they are in the 

secondary level of schools in Pori, and not much specific 

information is passed on about the ballast flora of the island. 

When we visited Raesma's home, he emerged from one 

of the outbuildings carrying a tray of jars containing seeds . . . 
Ee ~o Raes111a with h1g favorite 

from these exotic plants. He traded these seeds for cakes. ballast plant. (MTA. 2001.) 
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Liisa Santavuori's house, and that of her brother, is built directly 

on an area created from ballast material. Bal last plants grow abu n

dantly around their gardens, from which I took several samples. 

As a young child, Santavuori became interested in these peculiar 

looking bright flowers. Her parents warned her not to 

pluck them, as they were special. Today, in the cellar 

of her brother's house sits a large pile of ballast sand 

from a long time ago. I took samples from it, but nothing 

grew. Among the ballast material, Santavuori has found 

ceramic pipes belonging to Dutch sailors. This is not 

unheard of; several households on the island have a 

place in their homes reserved for unusual objects found 

in ballast material. 

The home of Mauri Tai, principal of the local grammar 

school, is too far away from the original ballast area to 

have any plants. Instead, he collects stones that he has 

picked up from ballast material throughout the island. 

Note.s by Alves of depth of 

ballasts a11ples ·emoved from 

rH-~ident's homes. (Courtesy 

1,e artist.) 

Although plants had not yet had the chance to spring 

up at a newly installed lamppost, dozens of unique 

stones lying on the surface testified that the soil was 

ballast material. Just past the church meadow-which 

had recently had a layer of earth removed by bulldozers and 

was then deposited in the nearby woods-this newly made 

mound was flecked with ballast stones. The black flint with 

'l white chalk comes from somewhere around Malmo in Sweden. 

~ ., Geographer Karri Jutila has identified one of the rocks as 

limestone with fossils of a crystallized former tube of a beach 

~ worm found in Gotland, Sweden. Even coral has been found. 

I Resident Sal~inen_ T_u_ulikki said her mother was given 

;;;~·I a recipe by a relative vIs1ting from America for bread that 

· · includes the seeds of cumin, a ballast plant that grows on 

the island. She now likes to keep track of where her favorite 

............ ...-...--~.i ballast plants are growing around the island and their progress 

Mar Tai. 
{\HA, 2001.) 

inland. One plant that had first been spotted by the shore 

had, in just two years, trickled toward the church meadows 

just across from her house. Soon, it might come into her garden. 

Veikko Andersson's house lies along what had been known as 

the London Road, which leads to London Villa. The venue was built 

by the owner of a dock in the port of Reposaari; its foundation was 

leveled with ballast material. A temporary road was made from the 

pier, which is on the other side of the island, linking it to the villa to 
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transport the ballast. Along the way, ballast material spilled from 

the wagons, and plants grew where one would not think to look for 

them today, far away from the original ballast areas. 

Ballast plants especially flourish where some earth has been 

disturbed, giving seeds previously buried too deep a chance to 

germinate once they are pushed further up, closer to the sun. 

Andersson pointed out an area along the edges of the former 

London Road, where on one side ballast 

plants grow higher and more abundantly 

than the other side. Andersson said that the 

land had recently been dug upto put cables 

in for the new owners of the villa at this spot. 

For various reasons, areas of ballast 

material are extended from their sources. 

Andersson suggested that I visit a site near 

the former port, where ground was being .__ ___ _ 

removed to lay the foundations for new Plantsg·owi1gfromballasIsam~les, (MTA,2001.) 

houses. Andersson reminded me to touch 

the ballast earth with my hands to feel its difference from the local 

soil. Workers at one site had piled up the excavated soil to the side 

several weeks earlier. Ballast stones speckled the ground, and a 

garden of ballast flora had already sprung up. 

On their walks around the island, residents see the damage 

inflicted on the ballast flora. Visitors sometimes yank out plants 

with pretty flowers. Others are dug up by tourists who want to add 

these exotic plants to their collections. Sometimes th is results in the 

removal of the only specimen in the area. Construction companies 

present another problem. They begin building in the early spring, 

and their heavy machinery inflicts 

much damage when it is too early 

to see any plants. 

Contemporary ideas of gardens 

have also pushed out ballast flora. 

Older, wild gardens, which were 

extensions of the nature around them, 

are being replaced by American

style gardens with pristine lawns 

and methodical flower beds that 

disallow wild flora to settle in. 

The island's council has taken 
Left: Ballast plants g·owiig n Veikko's garden. (MTA. 2001.) 

measures to safeguard ballast Right:Balastg·owngalongroad.(MTA,2001.) 
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flora. Some sidewalks are not asphalted to allow for as much 

exposed earth as possible for seedlings to establish themselves. 

Grass on public lands is cut later than usual in order to disturb 

flowering plants as little as possible. Signs inform visitors about 

these unique plants. 

Reposaari residents Pirkko Norikuro and Laila Saarikko took 

me out to the front of their homes, where ballast plants grew best 

alongside the road. 0 ne of the ballast plants growing on the road 

was Chelidonium ma;us, a plant originally from Europe and Asia. 

Heli Jutila had explained that as a botanist, she was limited in her 

investigation because it is not possible to consult historical archives, 

as it is not her specialty, and there were no funds to hire an expert. 

It was challenging to acquire shipping records, which in Reposaari 

are haphazardly kept by individual companies. These records 

would have been important in her studies to determine the exact 

ports of call of the ships returning to Reposaari and their returning 

merchandise (and the weight of these goods). This information 

~----------- w o u Id give clues as to whether ballast would be on 

board. But Andersson, who consulted on the project, 

was a retired administrator of a shipping company 

~-..;;;;;;.._,w:s,-..;.;;;;..;;;;;;~.;;;;::.i in Reposaari. While on his lunch breaks throughout 

the decades, he had read through the archives of the 

company. He has a photographic memory and had 

memorized shipping lists that included ports of call and 

types of goods. During the opening of the exhibition, 

I introduced Veikko Andersson to Heli Jutila. 

In the greenhouse ofTurku University in Reposaari, 

seeds germinated from the two hundred samples of 

!!~!~!::!~~~!~:!:::!!:=~~~!! earth I had collected from private gardens and newly 
discovered ballast sites on the island. The samples, 

So Ii Tuukki awaited see:Js of 

this ~a lastfloraw, r.h was labeled with the name of the person from whose land 
grow ng in the garden of 1er 
neighbor, Jyrki Tak,unen. they were taken, were later placed in a green house in 
(MTA, 

2oo1.i the Pori Art Museum. Images of some of the residents 

who participated in the work were placed in niches surrounding 

the conservatory. The greenhouse became a meeting place for 

sharing information between residents of Reposaari and Pori and 

the scientific community. Although the infrastructure was inadequate 

to take fu 11 advantage of the scope of the project, it became clear 

that the port's community retained a unique knowledge of ballast 

flora and the distribution of ballast soil, making their contributions 

vital to any continuing scientific study in the area. 
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GLobai Routes to 

locat Miracles 

Yrjo Haila 

111eworld of immigrant plants tends 

to be painted in black and white: 

"good" native plants versus "evil" 

alien plants. In general terms, this 

is understandable because of a fair 

numher of well-known cases of harm-

ful invasions. But in fact, the phe

nomenon of immigrant plants shines 

in shades of gray. As such, we must 

look closer at how plants disperse to 

new areas, by themselves or helped 

by humans, and ponder more deeply 

the consequences. Maria Thereza 

Alves's project Seeds ofGnange brings 

this into focus using the example of 

plants that have spread via the ballast 

of sail ships. 

The question is most concrete 

when looked at through the lens of a specific place. In this case, 

Reposaari: an island outside the estuary of the River Kokemaenjoki 

on the west coast of southern Finland, one of the locations where 

Alves collected material. 

Reposaari used to be an important harbor in the era of sailing 

ships, approximately from the late eighteenth century until the 

first decades of the nventieth. For a shon time in the 1870s, it was 

the liveliest export harbor in Finland. The key to its importance is 

Kokemaenjoki, a major channel draining the big lakes in cent.ml 

Finland into the Baltic Sea and thus a natural waterway to drive 

timber from the inland to the coast. In earlier times, the river served 

as a major channel for human settlers to move from the coast to the 

inland. 

111e Gulf of Bodrn ia's expanse opens up on the western side 

ofReposaari and offers seaways to other parts of the Baltic. On the 

other hand, the eastern side is well sheltered against storms and has 

provided a favorable location to load sailing ships with timber sawed 

from logs that were driven down the river. 

However, eveiy place is dependent on a larger sphere of influ

ence. The significant connections from Reposaari extend, on the 

one hand, toward the inland along the river Kokemaenjoki, and on 

the other hand, out to the Baltic Sea. This position as a joint is fairly 

typical of coastal cities anywhere, but local histories arc, of course, 
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variable. local specificities are best laid out by comparing regions 

chat are similar in some ways bur differ in others, like the Balric and 

the Mediterranean. 

Plants, too, have the ability to colonize new lands. Geographer 

Jonathan Sauer formulated a simple rule on what factors influence 

the migration of plants. (7
) The interplay of two opposing forces is 

decisive here: centrifugal or spreading ounvards, driven by seed dis

persal, and centripetal or withdrawing, caused by various factors of 

environmental control. When environmental conditions change, the 

balance between these forces also changes in a complex and nonlinear 

fashion; identifying unambiguously the causal factors leading to such 

change can rarely be done; more often, it's a combination of factors. 

Different pans of the world have their peculiar features. Ac 

one extreme are regions that have undergone drastic disruptions in 

environmental conditions over large areas. In north western Europe, 

a geological process of cardinal importance has been the Pleistocene 

ice age over the last nvo and a half million years or so. The advance 

and retreat of enormous ice sheets a few miles chick have dominated 

the ecological conditions all across Europe during chis era. lhe 

stages of extended glaciations number, perhaps, twenty. 'lhese glacial 

fluctuations have moved plants around. When an ice sheet expands, 

it causes Hora to "withdraw" to the south by going extinct in regions 

covered by ice. During melting, the flora will root in suitable spots 

in newly exposed lands. The pattern includes both slow, step-by-step 

movements and so-called "jump dispersal" over long distances due 

to various contingent factors. 

TI1e Baltic coastline where Reposaari is located has gone through 

such Huctuations. During the peak of the latest glaciation 22,000 years 

ago-hardly a hlink of an eye on a geological time scale-the whole 

of northwestern Europe was covered by a continent-wide glacial sheet 

down to northern Germany and south-central England. Every(hing 

alive in this vast region today has arrived from someplace else. 

What was there in the region of Reposaari and elsewhere in 

northwestern Europe before these glaciations? Plant remains-mainly 

pollen found in soils-offer more or less convincing evidence that 

conditions have varied a lot from one warm period to the next. The 

geography of continental Europe has made i( difficult for plants 

to carry through the movements required for survival during the 

Pleistocene: from north to south and then back north. Major 

mountain ranges run cast to west in central and southern Europe, 
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which is a major factor explaining the relative impoverishment of 

forests in western Eurasia compared with the eastern Aank of the 

continent and North America. 

The environmental changes have been very rapid. Trees provide 

most reliable data on plant movements as their pollen can be identified 

to the species, and data points telling about presence or absence of trees 

at different sires are numerous enough to allow estimates of rares of 

dispersal after the onset of the present warm period. (2) Findings vary 

from a few hundred yards per year (for beech, ash, and lime tree, for 

instance) to more than two thousand yards per year (for birch). These 

arc coarse average estimates, but they generally indicate amazingly 

high rates of dispersal. 

This histotyalso includes interesting seemingly anomalous cases. 

For instance, the hazelnurapparendyspread ro the British Isles via rhe 

Irish Sea, not directly across what nowadays is known as the English 

Channel. Presumably nuts were carried by water currents from the 

west European coast. Another anomaly is a sudden appearance of 

the pine in the Scottish Highlands quite early after the retreat of the 

glazier. Perhaps a Aock of crossbills got thrown northwards in a storm 

and dropped in their feces seeds that luckily germinated. 

Another important feature documented in Europe and North 

America is that different species of trees have traveled independently 

of each other. A forest is not a unified "plant community" that can 

travel back and forth as an entity, another factor explaining why forest 

profiles have varied greatly from one warm period to the next. Of 

the dozen orso dominanttrees forming northern forests around the 

Baltic today, the spruce is the latest colonizer. It arrived from the east 

to Finland soon after the retreat of the ice, but expanded to different 

parts of the Scandinavian mountains as recently as two thousand 

years ago. 

The effects of human-induced change on plane distribucions resemble 

patterns of natural environmental change. Somewhat schematically, 

permanent settlement and land cultivation prepare the ground for 

step-by-step dispersal, while communication and transport over 

long distances increase chances of jump dispersal. Historically, 

these processes have acted together. Early localized traces of human 

presence are quite similar everywhere: habitations, yards, paths, 

latrines, waste disposal sites, and so forth, as well as clearance of areas 

for cultivation and domesticated animals. No wonder a similar set of 

species has thrived in human-modified environments worldwide, in 
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areas where similar "western Eura.sian" livelihood practices have been 

adopted. Historian Alfred Crosby famously dubbed th is "ecological 

imperialism."(3
J 

Permanent agriculture originated less than ten thousand years 

ago at several centers on different continents. Permanent settlements 

spread to Central Europe from the southeast some six thousand 

years ago and reached Denmark and southern Scandinavia some 

four thousand years later. It took another millennium or two before 

agricultural setdemems showed up along the northern shores of the 

Baltic, including the Kokemaenjoki river basin. 

Which plants were favored by the spread of human culture has 

been well-known since old. Cultivated plants were, of course, a major 

element, and quite a few of them colonized natural and semi-natural 

habitats in theviciniryof pennanencsectlemencs.111eywere followed 

bpveeds that thrive in fields and gardens, several of them being similar 

to cultivars and therefore very difficult to keep in check. In addition, 

a whole range of other plants thrives in environments that typically 

take shape around human habitation. 

In the millennia following what has been called the "original 

colonization" of northern Europe (often called by the Danish term 

"landnam"), landscapes were thoroughly domesticated, too. (4) l;orests 

gave way to cultivated lands, and patchworks of land plots with 

different vegetation changed shape; the profile oflandscapes became 

more "fine-grained" and presented more small-scale variation than 

was the case in the original prehuman situation. Overall, everything 

has been molded by historical human influence; there is nothing 

"primeval" left in any literal sense. 

Long-distance trade, particularly maritime, has provided plants 

with major opportunities for jump dispersal. The global influence 

that Alvcs's Seeds of Change project is tracing is from the recent cen

turies, hut the historical background has deep roots. A comparison 

between the Mediterranean and the Baltic is instructive. They both 

are landlocked seas; i.e., surrounded by land masses except for narrow 

straits that provide connection to the world ocean; a landlocked sea 

docs not isolate people living along its shores but connects them, 

provided people learn the skills of seafaring, which is precisely what 

happened in both regions. Un ti! recent centuries, movement across 

land was much more difficult and time consuming than moving 

across water. 

Maritime historian Lionel Casson has collected a wealth of evi

dence on the development of seafaring skills in the ancient world. l5) 
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To travel across waters, people originally used anything that Roats. 

Reed crafrwas an early device adopted on the relatively benign waters 

of the Nile. Early in the third millennium BCE, ancient Egyptians 

took the important step of making their boats entirely of planks; they 

needed sturdy boats to transport blocks of stone used for building 

the pyramids. In the beginning, the boats were replicas of recd crafts 

in wood, but they gradually acquired novel "woody" shapes. 

1l1e earliest evidence of Egyptian seagoing ships dates back to 

the middle of the third millennium BCE. Also, other Mediterranean 

peoples learned and adopted Egyptian ship craft skills, building 

different types ofboats for different purposes. These vessels' demand 

for a skilled crew also grew over time. It is no coincidence that many 

ancient thinkers used the command of a ship as a metaphor for 

scacecrafr. 

ln hen ch historian l •ernand Bra udel's words,"' l he Mediterranean 

is not so much a single entity as a 'complex of seas. "'(5
) Skills needed 

to move across waters were refined in regions where the rewards 

were best, like the Aegean archipelago and the Venetian Lagoon. 

River connections inland were also important; the Nile steered 

them toward che south and rhe Po and the Rhone toward the north. 

However, in general, navigable rivers were of no prime importance in 

the Mediterranean because of her geography characterized by steep 

mountains and a hot and dry summer climate. 

When comparing the Baltic with the Mediterranean, the first 

point to note is the enormous difterence in the harshness of the 

conditions. The Baltic is covered by ice for more than half a year in 

the north and for several months in the south. Also, tilling the lands 

surrounding the Baltic required new methods, and the productivity 

of cultivation is lO\-vcr than in the Mediterranean lands. 

But similar to the Mediterranean, the Baltic is a "complex of seas." 

Original colonists to its shores sustained themselves by h uming and 

fishing. They must have moved on rhewacers, too, buc che early stages 

of seafaring have vanished wi rho ut a trace ( while ancient Egyptians, 

Greeks and Romans lefr behind inscriptions on wall paintings, vases, 

coins and so on). The first Baltic era ofintcnsive sailing began with 

the Vikings, who dominated the northern seas for some two and a 

half centuries, starting in the late eighth century. TI1eir plundering 

and trad i ngjourneys reached the Mediterranean via a western route 

along the Atlantic coast, and the Black and Caspian Seas via an eastern 

route along the big rivers that flow to the Baltic. 

The German Hanseadc League took over as the next maritime 
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power in the Baltic; its heyday lasted from the early thirteen th century 

to the late sixteenrh cenmry, by and large. During chis period, the 

histories of the Baltic and the Mediterranean became closely aligned 

through a trading network of relatively autonomous cities all over 

Europe. As historian Robert Bartlett writes: 17) 

just like Muslim sea power in the Mediterranean, pagan sea power in 

the nor th was checked and rolled back. The dominance oj Christian 

navies was a distinctive feature o/the High Middle Ages. /. .. J The 

trading cities of Germany tlnd ltaLy simuitttneousiy expanded and 

integrated the economy ofthe west. 

In the Baltic, major cities were established at the deltas of big rivers that 

offered routes toward the inland. The river Kokemaenjoki belongs in 

this category, bur its physical geography is determined by land uplift, 

a dominant phenomenon in northwestern Europe.1l1eweightof the 

glacial ice sheer pressed down the crust of the earth during rhe last 

glaciation, and the crust has been slowly pushing up. At the latitude 

of Reposaari, the rare of uplift has been a bit over a foot and a half per 

century in recent rimes. This means that the most suitable location for 

a harbor moved toward the west-outward-as the sea recreated; the 

city of Pori, co which Reposaari administratively belongs, is located 

along the river some twelve and a half miles to the inland. 

Overall, it is the nature of landlocked seas such as the Mediterranean 

and the Baltic that seafaring has created strong tics between the regions 

and cities along their shores. Human communication has created 

dense con tact networks and whatever can make use of such a network 

has done so. Plants and other living beings moving abour with the 

help of humans are no exception. Every location in such a network 

has acquired its own distributed nature, maintained by continuous 

exchange of elem en ts of nature and culture. 

Used in sail ships to improve balance when the freight is light, ballast 

is a fascinating, if not miraculous means for plants to achieve jump 

dispersal. Since ancient rimes, ballast has been a necessary device 

used in ships. Lionel Casson notes that in antiquity, sand and stone 

were standard materials used as ballast. Some ancient sources note 

that sand stored in the hold of a ship was occasionally used to keep 

water or wine fresh, shaded from direct sunshine. 

Extra ballast was dumped at ports where bulk materials were 

loaded on the ship for export. At lively ports the volume of dumped 

ballast grew prohibitively big; archaeologist Mats Burstrom reports 

that the earliest written note on ballast in northern sources was by 
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Haakon Magnusson in 1313, forbidding dumping at the harbor of 

what is nowTrondheim, Nonvay.(e) Some of the materials were also 

reused. A famous example is in King's Lynn, England, where a wall 

was built of ballast stones over a century, beginning in 1266. In the 

wall, about three thousand of its fifty-five thousand stones arc of 

Baltic origin. 

What was ballast and what was cargo?-aconfoundingquestion. 

Large copper sheets chat have been rescued from shipwrecks along 

the shores of various distant lands provide a partial answer, but it 

remains ambiguous, too. We simply do not know. 

The weight of freight or ballast required for safe passage is estimated 

to be about a quarter the weight of the whole ship, depending on the 

height of its reel and mast.1he total amount ofballast freighted across 

the world seas and oceans is in the millions of tons. With steamships 

gradually overcoming sailing ships after the mid-nineteenth century, 

water tanks took the place of sand and gravel in balancing the ships. 

In most harbors that arc located within major cities, ballast 

dumping sites have largdyvanishe<l, built over for other use as port 

facilities, industrial and storage buildings, traffic arteries, and so on. 

Reposaari is a rare exception: a considerable proportion of its ballast 

dumping sites have remained undeveloped. '!his is because the main 

harbor was transferred to another location in the Kokemaenjoki 

estuary when the age of sailing-and trade in Rcposaari-came to an 

end. Consequently, exotic plants arc left, both growing in the gardens 

of local people as a proudly cherished heritage, and occasionally 

appearing at sites at which the soil is suitably disturbed. (g} 

ln a q uantitat.ive sense, ballast plants are a minor element in local 

floras ofold harbor cities. The situation is, in fact, similar in the case of 

colonizing plants such as weeds; this fact contradicts the impression 

produced by the scare of"alien colonists." Botanist Richard Mabey, 

a specialist on the weed flora of Britain, posits: (10l 

7he serious lesson that l 've Learned from three decades ofstalking alien 

weeds in Britt1in is thflt for most ofthem life is sweet, but short. hr 

the hundreds ofnew species that arrive each yem; the avaiLabte niches 

are small, the climate hostile, the pace oj 'environmental change ojten 

faster than even their rapid l{je cycles, and most oj the non-cultivated 

Land surface already occupied by ancient and determined natives. 

Ultimately, however, there is no "correct" solution to how to relate 

to plants that colonize new areas. My view is that the appearance 

of new immigrant plants in human-modified environments is an 

encouraging sign that not everything in nature avoids places modified 
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by us humans. Plan ts transported via old trade con tacts give fodder 

for historical imagination. Who else was traveling on the same ships? 

Some of the shades evoked by such questions are pitch dark as with 

slave trade, some are deliciously light as with spices and herbs. As 

Maria ThcrczaAlvcs says, borderless histories invite us to understand 

and cherish global interdependence and coexistence, provided we 

want to learn. Besides, it is good co be reminded that thanks to human 

inAuence, the collection of plant species in the whole of modern 

Europe is considerably richer than it was immediately after the glacial 

ice cover melted away. 111
) 
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Germinating Seed Bank 

and Emergent 

Vascular Fiora ~l 
Baiiast Areas 

in Reposaari, Finland 

Heli M. Jutila 

Over the years, I have had the 

opportunity to cooperate ,vith 

Maria 'lherezaAlves in researching 

a number of seed banks for Seeds of 

Change, a collaboration between 

the creative and the scientific. It has 

been inspiring to be involved in the 

ongoing project, which is based on 

original research of ballast flora in 

the port cities of Europe. 

I first studied seed banks and 

emergent (i.e., aboveground) flora 

of ballast areas in Reposaari, Pori, 

Finland, between 1993 and 1995, and 

again in 2001, chat time with Alves. 

The seed bank samples collected in 

the spring of 2001 were utilized in 

an art museum exhibition in the 

summer of the same year, and complementary projects have been 

developed for Marseille, Dunkerque, Exeter and Topsham, Liverpool, 

Bristol, and other cities internationally. Ballast seeds have been trans

ported around the globe, originating from any number of ports and 

regions involved in commerce with Europe, as well as their regional 

trading partners. 

This essay is a revisitacion of my scientific paper, "Seed Bank 

and Emergent Vascular Flora of Ballast Areas in Reposaari, Finland," 

originally published in 1996 and again in 2001.(
1
) ·1his abbreviated 

version points to key aspects of the methodology and findings behind 

my research and how it has been enriched by my collaboration with 

Alves for Seeds r,/Change. 

In my first study in Reposaari, the seed bank densirywa.5 n,205 

seeds per square meter. Tr represented both the transient and persistent 

part of the bank for other study sites, except for the church meadow, 

which represented a persistent seed bank. The latter study by Alves 

and me described both transient and persistent parts of the seed 

bank. Its density was 3,961 seedlings per square meter and most of 

the germinating seeds were dicots (73.5 percent) and perennials (62.7 

percent). In my original srudy, seventy seed bank taxa (or taxonomical 

units) were found, and in 2001, an even higher number-seven ry-six 

taxa-were germinating from the seed bank. This accounted for 13.2 

percent of the species in the seed bank, but only 3.2 percent of all 
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germinated seedlings. In 2001, more hallast species were detected in 

the persistent seed bank; altogether, seventeen ballast planr species 

have been detected in the seed bank of R.eposaari. In the emergent 

flora of' the study sites, 134 vascular plant species were found, of 

which thirty were ballast species. The emergent flora and seed bank 

shared forty-nine taxa, ten monocots (or monocotyledon plants), 

thirty-eight dicots (or dicotyledon plants), and one pteridophyte. 

The emergent Aora was richer in ballast species than the seed bank 

(22.4 percent versus 13.2. percent). Despite restrictions, seed banks 

may provide possibilities for the management of' the ballast areas. 

BACKCROUND 

A seed bank is com posed of germinable seeds in and on so ii and in Ii tter. 

Some seeds can germinate immediately, while others have physical or 

physiological barriers that do nor allow for immediate germination. 

For peas, a thick and strong seed coat can inhibit germination, bur if' 

water penetrates the seed coat, the seed starts germinating immediately. 

Some seeds may stay viable in soil for a long period, even hundreds of 

years. A typical long-term persistent species is Chenopndium aibum, 
also known as "whitegoosefooc," which commonly remains viable in 

the soil for up r.o forty years (and in rare situations, perhaps as long as 

1,600 years). Seed banks allow plants to respond to disturbances and 

utilize habitats when they become suitable for germination. Typically, 

rudcral plants (that is weedy plants growing where the vegetational 

cover has been disturbed by humans or ocher agents) rely heavily on 

seed banks, but other strategists may leave some of their seeds in soil 

as a reserve and as insurance for future changing conditions. 

Ballast plants are species that were distributed. within ballast 

soil to previously uncolonized areas of the world during the sailing 

ship era from approximately 1400 to 1880. If the exported material 

was light or if there was no cargo, ballast soil was loaded in the craft's 

hold co keep it steady. In another harbor, the soil, or pan of it, was 

unloaded if a new, heavier cargo was taken in. "lhe heaps of unloaded 

ballast were composed of' stone, gravel, sand, and earth and included 

seeds plants' veo-etative re productive organs whole plants ·tnd small :, t, , ' ( 

terrestrial animals like insects and mollusks. (2) 

Especially toward the end of the sai Ii ng craft era, the total amount 

of soil moved from harbor to harbor was larger than ever before, 

allowing overseas migrations for many plant species that were not 

otherwise capable of spontaneous long-range dispersal. Today, water, 

rather than soil, is used as ballast. Thus, the amount of ballast plants 
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has dramatically diminished, since not too manyvascular plant species 

are hydrochores, which rely on water to distribute their seeds. 

Reports of alien species believed to have been introduced in 

ballast to various countries were published, especially between the 

end of the eighteenth century and World War I. l3 ) For instance, more 

ballast soil and plants, as well as animals, migrated from Europe to 

North America than vice versa. (4) 

The ballast plants attracted numerous botanists because the 

species did not belong to the narive flora. "lhe nature of the inter

national trade of Nordic countries, namely ex.porting heavy wood 

materials and importing lighter ones (spice and textiles) back, led to 

the accumulation of large amounts of ballast soil. In contrast, some 

other countries were losing ballast soil. The shallowness of the Finnish 

coast fairly quickly led to the forbidding of dumping ballast soil in 

the sea. (5! 

Even though many herbarium specimens have been collected, 

and the knowledge of ballast flora has been relatively good, surpris

ingly few studies have been published concerning the ballast flora in 

Finland or elsewhere. (5l Concerning the ballast Rora of Reposaari, 

the situation improved in the 1980s when a summary of the 140 

ballast species found on rhe island was published. (7! Subsequenrly, an 

article, mainly based on this study, ,vas written for a Finnish botanical 

magazine. (S) In 1996, when my study on Reposaari's seed bank was 

first published, it was the first and only study of the Finnish ballast 

areas. My subsequent research aimed to answer unknown queries 

about the size and species composition of the sites in Finland and their 

proportion ofballasr. plants wirhin, the main differences between the 

emergent vegetation and the seed bank, and the importance of the 

seed bank for the survival of ballast species and vegetation and how 

it can be manaaed t> . 

The aimofthe srudywas to find answers to the following questions: 

What is the size and species composition of rhe seed bank of the ballast 

sires in Reposaari, Finland, and what is rhe proportion ofballasr plants 

in it? What are the main differences between the emergent vegetation 

and the seed bank, particularly in reference to ballast plants? And, 

how important is the seed bank for the survival ofballast species and 

vegetation, and how should these areas be managed? 

Study Area 

The area that was the focus ofrhe study is situated on the western coast 

of Finland by the Gulf of Bothnia and on the island ofReposaari, 
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which belongs to the town of Pori. At che end of the nineteen th cen

tury, Reposaari was one of the most important harbors in Finland, 

and its ballast areas grew very large: in fact, some of the eastern streets 

and houses were built on the ballast soil. The historical course of 

time was different in Reposaari than in most other Finnish harbors. 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the main port moved to 

Manryluoto, and Reposaari hecamean isolated, quiet island until 1952, 

when the road connected the island ro the mainland. Accordingly, 

the ballast Bora had the t.ime and opportunity ro become established. 

In many other Finnish harbors the development led more quickly 

to asphalted lawns and the invasion of a railway flora, resulting in 

the extinction of the ballast flora. The harbors ·were left unused, and 

the vegetation succession forested quickly. (9 l Reposaari remains the 

single most important refuge for ballast Rora in Finland. 

· lhe most exotic plants in the ballast came from Sou th America, 

but the plant material that survived longer was from Central and 

Southern Europe. (1 
o) In the study, alien species were easily recognized 

as ballast plants. For species of Finnish native flora, different subspe

cies or forms, or untypical distribution could hint ofa ballast origin. 

Many neophytes chat were readily iden ti hed as being of ballast origin 

have dispersed into and in Vinland, similarly to railway flora at the 

beginning of the twentieth century. 111
J Currently, the ballast flora of 

Reposaari includes between fifty and seventy-five ballast species.(12
) 

METHODS 

Sampling Design and Techniques 

In 1993 and 1994, 104 seed bank samples ,vere taken from fi.ve different 

ballast sites in Reposaari: the dock area, London lawn and shore, 

church meadow, and the old harbor. Samples were taken with a 

4.8-centimetcr diameter corer to a depth ofup to ten centimeters (in 

some places less than this; n {number of samples}= 86), and where 

it was possible (mainly in rhe church meadow; n = 18) even to ren co 

nvenry centimeters. My research found the density of seeds decreased 

to deeper soil layers. Sampling for the study occurred in spring, and 

in autumn for the dock area. 

The Seeds r1 Change study in Reposaari concen tratcd on the yards 

of private landowners, hut samples were also taken from dock areas, 

London meadow, and a graveyard. (7 
3l In total, 185 seed bank samples 

were taken from 109 sampling points in April 2001, meaning that 

both transient and persistent components of the overwintered seed 

bank were studied. Statistical analyses (mainly the Kruskal-Wallis 
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test and some pairwise t-test) were performed using the Statistical 

Analysis Systern.(14
) 

Treatment o_/Seed Bank Samptes 
The samples were spread out in a half~centimctcr layer to grow on 

a fertilized peat and sand mixture. Most were put to germinate as 

soon as possible after sampling. Samples of church meadow and dock 

area were kept in a cold room for several weeks, then given a two

week treatment at -10C in a freezer, and finally placed for two more 

weeks in a cold room before being germinated. The cold treatment 

ensured that the seeds would enter winter dormancy. In the case of 

church meadow, samples taken in spring had encountered winter 

in the field. The additional cold treatment in the freezer meant that 

for ch is set, rhe germinating seed represen red only a persistent seed 

bank. In 2001, seed bank samples were collected in spring again but 

were not given another cold treatment, meaning they represented 

both transient and persistent seed banks. 

In northern latitudes, it has been evolutionarily reasonable to 

have a physiological barrier for seed germination, since a good time 

for germination occurs for many species only in spring. To keep the 

seed intact and alive in winter, it has been a favorable adaptation to 

go dormant when temperatures drop. When the spring arrives, the 

dormancy has already broken for many seeds, and the seeds arc ready 

to germinate. This kind of seed bank, from which seeds germinate in 

less than a year, is transient. If the seeds stay dormant and germinable 

for longer periods, a persisren tseed bank occurs. Survival ofextended 

periods in soil has some evolutionary advantages since the seeds retain 

the memory of the conditions and allow more variability, leading to 

greater adaptive ability. 

Greenhouse Methods 

The samples were germinated in the greenhouse of the Sacakunra 

Environmental Research Center and given a daily phoroperiod of 

sixteen hours of light and eight hours of darkness. The temperature 

was programmed for 200C by day and 150C by night. A mesh was 

used in the hatches to prevent seeds from entering the greenhouse, 

and samples were watered once or twice a day, depending on the 

temperarure. On very hot days, when the greenhouse reached over 

300C, a sprinkler was used t.o lower the temperature. 

All the samples were allowed to germinate for at least 130 days, 

after which time the germination had clearly slowed down. The first 
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seedlings emerged in less than a week. Sample pots were observed 

every week, and an inventory was made at least t\vice and up to four 

times during the experimental period, which concluded the study. 

Study o/the Estabtished Vegetation 

The vegetation of the study sites was observed for three years and 

recorded, especially the growth of ballast plants. A complete list of 
the vascular plant species in study sites was made in August 1995, and 

the abundance of species was estimated on the N orrlin scale, 1iamed 

for Finnish botanist Johan Petter Norrlin. This data was, like the seed 

bank data, divided into systematic and life-history groups. 

RESULTS 

Seed Bank Density 

Altogether, 2,180 seedlings germinated from the 104 seed bank samples. (15
l 

On average, twenty-two ( 0-119) seedlings germinated per sample. Of 
these, 5 .6 (26. 5 percent) were monocotyledon species, and 15 .4 (73. 5 

percent) were dicotyledon species. The average number ofseeds in 

one square meter in the upper ten centimeters was thus 14,235 seeds 

in one square meter (11=56). The largest seed bank was detected in the 

old harbor (x=23,739 seedlings per square meter for ten-centimeter 

sample depth justified) and the smallest in church meadow (x=4,666 

seedlings per square meter). The seed densi tics were, on average, lower 

in Alves's and my 200I study (3,961 seedlings per square meter for the 

whole data and 4,857 seedlings per square meter for the surface layers 

up to twelve centimeters) than in my initial srudy. The dicot species 

dominated the seed bank, accounting for 8 5 percent of the seedlings. 

Seed Bank Flora 

In the germinating seed bank, seventy taxa were identified, three of 
them to genera and the rest to species level. A mean of 5. 3 species was 

found per sample, of which r.6 were monocots and 3.7 dicots. The 

richest seed bank flora was found in the London meadow samples 

(forty species), where the number and the proportion of dicot species 

were also highest (33 and 82.5 percent, respectively). In the samples, 

25.3 percent of the germinating seeds were annuals or biennials, and 

62. 7 percent were perennials. The most abundant species in the seed 

bank were Argentina anserina, Tanacetum vulgare, Poa triviatis, and 

Festuca rubra, all represented by more than one hundred seedlings. 

Tanacetum vu~[;are, Argentinaanserina, I'oa trivialis, Agrostis capiLLaris, 

I'oa pratensis, and Festuca rubra were all found in thirty or more pots. 
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In addition, Artemisia vulgaris, ELyrnus re pens, Plantago major, Sagina 

procumbens, Tr~foLium repens, and Urtica dioica can be regarded as 

common species in the individual sites. 116
) 

In my 2001 study with Alves, the most abundant and only 

species surpassing one hundred individuals was Uritica dioica, the 

common nettle. The next most abundant species in the seed bank were 

Plantago major, Sagina prncurnbens, Argentinaanserina, Campanula 

rapunculoides, Unaria ssp. and Poa triviaLis, all of which surpassed 

fifty germinating seeds. 'lhe list of most abundant species was quite 

similar to the list in Jutila 1996 (Fig 16). Also noteworthy was that 

Impatiens glandulijera, an invasive exotic annual species known as 

"Himalayan balsam," was found to germinate from the seed bank. 

Ballast Species in the Seed Bank 

Nine ballast species germinated from samples in my original study; 

these accounted for 13.2 percent of the species in the seed bank 

but only 3.2 percent of all germinated seedlings. Of the samples, 

twenty-four contained ballast plants (23 percent of all samples), 

altogether sixty-nine individuals. Of the ballast species in the 

emergent Aora, 30 percent had a seed bank, which is less than for 

the other species. 

It appeared that there was a significant difference in the numbers 

of ballast plant species and seedlings among the sites from the old 

harhor, where the seed bank was largest and no ballast seedlings 

germinated. This was also true after considering the inAuence of 

depth layer and cold treatment. 1he seed bank richest in ballast 

species was in the Astmgaius gtycophyUus site, where six different 

ballast plant species were found in the seed bank of this site (20 

percent of all seed bank species in this site). In pots from the dock 

area, four <liffercn t ballast plant species ( 8. 7 pcrccn t of all seed bank 

species in this site) were found germinating. In the seed bank of 

the London meadow and che church meadow, the proportion of 

ballast species was less. 

In 2001, Alves and I detected more ballast species in the seed 

bank, in the abundance order: Campanula rapuntuioides, Medicago 

Lupulina, Erodium cicutarium, Lamium aLbum, Anchusa officinalis, 

Gtechorna hederaceae, MeliLotus ssp., Cerastium arvense, Cirsium 

arvense, Jacobaea vuLgaris, MedicagofaLcatrl, Saponaria officinalis, 

and Symphytum officinrde. 'lhus, in my original study and my 2001 

collaboration with Alves, we collectively identified seventeen ballast 

plant species in the seed bank of Reposaari. 
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Established Vegetation and Germinating Seed Bank 

In the,vholeemergen t Rora of rhesrudysites, 134 vascular plant species 

and rhirry ballast species were found. (1711he richest flora, in both the 

vegetation and seed bank, were detected in the London meadmv with 

seventy-seven and forty species, respectivd y. Most ballast species were 

found in the Lmdon meadow vegetation, bur the highest number of 

ballast specie, in a seed bank (six) was found in theAstragatus glycophylLus 

site. In 2000, T reported many vascular plant species, which grew on 

ballast sites. "lhe emergent Bora of ballast sites exceeds two hundred 

vascular plant species. The flora of the vegetation and seed bank 

shared 123 species when the data of my previous research endeavors 

arc considered. The total number of species listed in this study was 

209.111e emergent flora wa.5 also richer in ballast species than was the 

seed bank (22.4 percent versus 13.2 percem). 

DISCUSSION 

Seed Bank Density 

The seed hank density in the ballast area ofRcposaari (n, 7 49 seeds per 

square meter in the upper soil layer) was, in my earliest research, higher 

than in grasslands on average. (1B) The limestone grasslands possess 

10,060 seedlings per square meter, and road verges in Sweden house 

5,800 seedlings per square meter, but it should be remembered that 

both transient and persistent seed banks arc included in my results, 

while the cited studies concern only the persistent seed hank. 119
) The 

samples of church meadow had two consequent cold treatments, and 

thus, the persistent seed bank had 4,666 seedlings per square meter. 

'lhe 2001 Seeds o_fChange seed bank srudy in Reposaari con

centrated in the yards of private landowners, but samples were also 

taken from dock areas, London meadow, and a graveyard. 120
) In the 

2001 study, seed densities were on average lower (3,961 seedlings per 

square meter for the whole data and 4,857 seedlings per square meter 

for che surface layers up co 12 centimeters) than in my initial study. 

1his might be related ro rhe fact that quire often, the organic soil layer 

is deeper in yards. My first study showed that a thick organic layer 

diminished the number of viable seeds. It is likely that the seeds have 

suitable conditions for germination, which empties the bank. 

The dicot species dominated the seed bank, accounting for 

73.5 percent of the seedlings. This surplus of dicocs was even more 

evident in rhe srudy in Reposaari, in which eighty-five were dicots. (21
) 

Forbs-flowering, herbaceous plants-dominate grassland seed 

banks. 122
) Meanwhile, seashore meadows and wet grasslands have 
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more rnonocots than dicots in their seed banks. (23
) Only in the A. 

giycophyllussite, which is siruated immediately by chesea, the number 

of dicot seeds was not significantly higher than that of monocots. 

This is because grasses dominate seashore meadows and their seed 

banks. The sandy site was probably suitable for the seeds of many 

species to survive, but not so much to germinate. In life history 

patterns, gra~ses lean mainly to the perennial strategy, and forbs have 

more possibilities. Most of the vegetation in a boreal environment 

is perennial, but still, some annuals and biennials have their place in 

natural seashore meadows and semi natural meadows. 

Proportionally, the most grass seeds were found in the dock area 

where the succession has, in many places, led to grass-dominated 

vegetation. It was interesting to observe that the old harbor had the 

highest numbers ofgerminacingseeds.1his site is nowadays mown 

twice a year. 

Seed Bank Flora 

C'.,oncerning the species' richness, it is more difficult to compare different 

studies due to varying sampling efforts. The seed bank of Reposaari 

was quite species-rich (seventy taxagerminated in the original study 

and seventy-six in 2001) in comparison with some grasslands in the 

world, or the lawns and ruderate places in the center of Pori. (24
) 1he 

seed pool was also richer than in arable land (forty-one species in 

97.8 cubic decimeters) or in the boreal hardwood forest (eight taxa 

in I.I cubic decimeters). (25
J 

Of emergent species, 36.8 percent were found to have a seed bank. 

Dicots dominated the emergent flora and the seed bank of ballast 

sites in Reposaari. About 72 percent of the seed bank flora was also 

found in the emergent vegetation, and twenty species were found 

exclusively in the seed bank. 

Ballast Species in the Seed Bank 

Nowadays, about fifry-eight to seventy-five plant species can be con

sidered to constitute the ballast flora of Reposaari. 126
) In my original 

study, nine ballast species germinated from the seed bank. All the 

ballast species found in the seed bank-i.e., Artemisia absinthium, 

Astragaius giycophylius, Carum carvi, Cirsium arvense ssp. arvense, 

Lamium atbum, Medicago luputina, Metilotus albus, M. altissimus, 

andjacobaea vuigaris-were also growing in the study sites. lo the 

Seeds o_{Change study, more ballast species were detected in the seed 

bank, in the abundance order: Campanula rapuncuioides, Medicago 
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lupuiina, Erodium cicutarium, Lamium album, Anchusa offecinaiis, 

Giechomd hederaceru, MeliLotus ssp., Cerastium arvense, Cirsium 

arvense,jacobaea vuigru-is, Medicago Jriicata, Saponarir1 officintdis, and 

Symphytum o/JicinaLe. Altogether, seventeen ballast plant species have 

been detected in the seed bank of Reposaari, which is approximately 

30 percent of all the still-existing ballast species. 

Many seed bank species were leguminous species, which are 

known to have a hard seed coat. Seeds of Medicago Lupuiina-or 

"black medick"-for instance, have a strong dormancy that can last 

for many years. Still, due to the short non-dormant phase in their 

development, they can germinate rapidly under favorable condi

tions. (27
) The perennial (or biennial) Jacobaea vuLgaris--or "stinking 

willie"-which is known as a weed in many areas of the world, has 

boch effective seed dispersal bywind and a persistenc seed bank from 

which it germinates mainly in spring. (2 BJ • lhe small sample size in 

the studies likely hindered discovering all rare species. The ballast 

species that were found in the seed bank were also the most common 

ballast species in the vegetation, like Campanuta rapuncuLoides (or 

the "creeping bellAower"), which certainly has had a chance after the 

sailing ship period to disperse with other methods. 

Still, the seed bank is known to be an important factor for many 

rare ballast species, and their seeds can be preserved for centuries. 

In Reposaari, long-term records show that numerous species have 

germinated from the seed bank. I have recorded the germination 

from the seed hank afrer a disturbance, like digging or burning 

for Carduus nutans, Euphorbia helioscopia, FiLipenduLa vuLgaris, 

Hyosl)'arnus niger, Papaver dubium, PLantr1go Lrmceolata, Trijolium 

arvense, and Vitia tetrasperma. Diplotaxis muratis, Matva syLvestris, 

Geranium pusilium, Erodium cicutarium, and Conyza canadensis arc 

fiuther ballast species, which arc considered to depend on seed hank 

in the flora ofReposaari (Kalinainen & Lampolahti 1994). At least 

Car du us n utans ( Popay et al. r 9 87), Erodium cicutarium, Hyoscyam us 

niger (Roberts 1986), Papaver dubiurn (Odum 1978), Pumtago tan

ceoLata, and Fitipenduta vulgaris (Milberg 1991) have been shown to 

have a persistent seed bank. The seed bank ofReposaari is activated 

now and then by water-pipe construction and different kinds of 

disturbances. The importance of the seed hank was evident in 1992, 

for exam pie, when a water-pipe channel was built on the side of the 

London meadow, one of the richest ballast sites in Reposaari. ln the 

following summer, there was dense vegetation comprised of common 

ruderates and numerous ballast plants possibly germinating from 
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the seed hank, some of which had not been seen in the place since 

the beginning of the twentieth century. Papaver dubium, a species 

of poppy, flowered there vigorously, but by the followings ummer, it 

had unfortunately disappeared. Hyoscyamus niger, a biennial plant 

known as "stinking nightshade," lasted in the place for two years, and 

Euphorbia helioscopia, called the "sun spurge," only one summer. It 

is likely that these plants are now preserved in the seed hank of the 

site and maygerminatewhen disturbances activate chem. 

Management of Ballast Areas: 

ExarnpLes and lmpLicatio ns oj a Seed Bank 
Ballast plants arc a vanishing part of cultural history capable of telling 

the histo1y of vegetation in some harbors where they still hang on, 

such as Reposaari. Ballast soil remains in the sites, but the seed bank 

is reduced over rime. Studying seed remains will one day help tell 

the history, but a living history is only in vegetation and germinable 

seeds. Some of the ballast species have become quite abundant, and 

it seems that they survive, but some species need management. 

In general, it can be argued that moderate disturbance of soil 

is beneficial for the ballast Aora. 1l1is was also noticed in one part 

ofthe dock area, where a horse pasture was established. After heavy 

grazing pressure, the area seemed almost plantless, save for some 

Rumexlongifolius ("dooryard dock") growing there. In the following 

summer, the sitev/a.s 8ov,'ering with rid1 ballast Rora, including species 

1 ike Carduus nutans, MeLiLntus aibus, Medicago Lupulina, M. faLcata, 

and Anchusa officinalis, but also many weed species like Arctium 

tomentosum and Urtica dioica. 

In the management of ballast areas, one should have a good 

knowledge of the established vegetation, its succession, and the life 

strategics of the constituent species. Then one should decide which 

species should be protected and v,rhere they can be cultivated. Mowing 

(and removal of mown hay) in rhela(e season, when these species have 

Bowered and produced seeds, is good for small and annual species. 

Places that have lost their ballast vegetation, but still have ballast 

species in rhe seed bank, should be disturbed by digging, burning, or 

heavy grazing. The areas to be managed should be small and mosaic 

to avoid the expansion of some ruderate species. 

A coral lack of ballast species in the largest seed bank of the si(es, 

(i.e., the old harbor) would suggest some other management than seed 

bank activation. Indeed, mowing has continued in the site, and the 

emergendlorahas improved and nowadays also includes ballast species. 
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I thank Maria 7hereza Alves fora multitude ojco-operations on seed 

banks over the years. lt has been inspiring to be involved in the Seeds of 
Change project, an ongoing inve;·tigt1tion based on originlli research of 

balkt flora in the port cities o.f Europe. 1he seed bank samples collected 

fom Reposaari in the spring of20or were utilized in the art museum 

exhibition in thefrJLlowing summer. Projects have aLso been developed 

for Marseille, Dunkerque, Exeter and Topsham, Liverpool, and Bristol. 

The source ofbaLLast seeds crm be any oft he ports and regions ( and their 

regional trading partners) involved in trr1de with .t:urope. LikewiJe, it hru 

been interesting to be involved in other pr~jects in Bertin and Brasilia. 
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Maria Thereza Alves 

Seeds ol Change: Liverpool, 2004 

Liverpool has been a chartered port city for over eight hundred 

years. The city has traded with the world through trade routes that 

formed complex exchanges of cargos by traveling, for example, 

from Africa to South America, then to North America, and back to 

Liverpool via the Caribbean. 

-......:......1 

Probable ballast sites 1 

the Port of liv"·pool. 
(Installation deta . MTA. 
2004) 

After the 1 740s, Liverpool became the leading slave 

trading port in the world. Its over five thousand slave trade 

voyages forcibly transported 1.3 million enslaved Africans. 

During my research for Bristol, I discovered that ballast 

was particularly used to balance ships sailing from the 

colonies in the Americas to Liverpool, the last leg of the 

Atlantic triangular slave trade. It was far more profitable 

for traffickers to pick up more enslaved people in Africa 

and sell them in the colonies than to trade in colonial 

goods, and thus ships returned to Liverpool in ballast. 

Botanists in the nineteenth century found ballast 

plants from Eurasia, North Africa, the Mediterranean, 

and North America growing in the port of Liverpool. After 

an initial search at the Royal Botanical Society revealed 

only brief references to ballast flora, the botanist who 

worked with me, Leander Wolfenstone, remembered a 

herbarium catalogue that had been shelved away 

from its section because it was oversized. The 

Brown Collection, compiled by Robert Brown from 

1870 to 1889, contained a segment toward the 

end of the herbarium on ballast flora. (This is the 

only instance when I have encountered an entire 

chapter on the subject in a flora.) Brown cites 

about forty ballast plants growing just around the 

=----------::::::===:::: Birkenhead Docks in the port of Liverpool. 
Documents in the archives of the Maritime 

Museum provide only marginal mentions of bal

last. By chance, in a folder for "Maintenance," 

I found a receipt for the repair of a "ballast crane." 

A nineteenth-century map of the area shows a 

27-ton ballast crane on the Cavendish Wharf in 

the West Float adjacent to the coal yards in the 

Ballast plants listed in the her barium 
l'..:ompiled ::.y Robe1 Brown 

(Installation deta . MTA, 2004.) 
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Birkenhead Docks, which is on the west bank of the River Mersey 

and just opposite Liverpool. Berthing fees were less expensive at 

the Birkenhead Docks than the premium docks on the Liverpool 

side, and thus ballasting operations were handled there. The 

ballast crane no longer exists, but 

its metal base does. A waste area 

lies in front of it, with wildflowers 

growing. Soil samples from this 

area were taken and germinated 

at the National Wildflower Centre 
and shown at the Hortus: Botany Left: The base of the ~al last crane on he o· ginal "le. (MTA, 

d E 
• h"b" . d b 2004.) R ght: The area in front ol the~• last cra1e. (MTA, 2004.) 

an mplfe ex 1 1t1on curate y 

Tom Trevor in conjunction with the Liverpool Biennial. 

Samples were also taken from the Alfred Docks in Seacombe 

and the Nelson and the Princess Docks on the Liverpool side. (All 

other former docks have undergone intensive ~' ;·~ · • 

refurbishment and were not sampled.) At the •~ . ,· 
, ~ . 

Nelson Dock, a shipment of wood from Sweden fl' · .. : 

had just been unloaded. At the Princess Dock, 

which originally extended further inland, foundation 

work for a major new construction had begun. 

The original ground level of the dock would be 

accessible for one day only before tons of concrete 

would seal access to the ground. The architect's 

office permitted us to take samples of the earth. --~--,--, 

In The Flora of Cheshire, its author, de Tabley, 

mentions Brom us arvensis growing on the "bal- · ~~~ . 

last-made roads at Claughton and Birkenhead" 

and says Asphodel us fistulous was seen growing 

on the "new-made road at Oxton;' adjacent to 

Birkenhead. 

There had been so much ballast coming • 

into the port of Liverpool, which I would venture ~1111Caa.~ ~~~illlii=::::..~..a111:...; 

to now say as a direct result of the slave trade Twenty·seve1-toncraneo1Cav_endish 
, Wha·f °' B rkenhe&d Doc<s wh,ch ,,. 

that some way of getting rid of it had to be found official Y 1oted on the map. (lnsta lation 
1 

deta I. MTA 2004.) 

including using it as construction material (not 

only for making roads but also for the foundations of homes and a 

school). Although ballast flora grows throughout Liverpool, it has 

become remote from its intimate connection with trade, colonialism, 

slavery, and the city's history. The project in Liverpool intended 

to re-establish these complex ballast histories by examining the 
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apparent randomness of these plants sprouting by roadsides, 

through cracks in the pavement and in the concrete seams of 

waste ground. 

These are the ballast plants that Lord de Tabley lists as growing in 

the docks of Birkenhead, Seacombe, and Liverpool [Lord de Tabley, 

The Flora of Cheshire (London: Longmas, Green and Co, 1899)]: 

- Ranunculacus pensylvanicus. Ballast near the 

Birkenhead Docks (Fisher). 

.. - E1 ysimum orientale. A casual on ballast at Birkenhead 

(Lewis). 

- Er ysimum repandum. A casual on ballast, Birkenhead 

(Wheldon). 

- Lepidium graminifolium. Ballast, Seacombe (where 

the Alfred Docks are} (Lewis). 

- Enarthrocarpus !yratus. Ballast by the Great Float, 

Birkenhead (Lewis). 

- Geranium /ucidum. (Shining Crane's bill). Bal

last-brought. 

- Meli/otus alba. Reported in 1863 as covering a 

large tract on the south side of the Birkenhead 

docks (Webb in Nat. S.B. p. 

86). Now, "very fine and large 

about the coal-years up the 

Great Float, Birkenhead; in 

one place quite a forest of it 

growing three or four feet high" 

- (Brown). Perhaps a little less 

luxuriant that it was ten years ago, but still 

occupying the same ground, and has extended 

its range windward over a long stretch of waste 

ground (Webb 1873). 

- Ornithopus compressus. Ballast heaps and 

waste ground by Birkenhead Docks, 1860-61 

(Webb and Fisher). 

- AethusaAmmi mE,ius. Ballast casual. Birkenhead 

Top: Deiailofsa-npledareas ndor.ks Docks, 1864 (Gibson). 
on Liverpoo and B rkenhead s de - Centaurea ca/citrapa. (Star Thistle}' A common 
of the port. lMTA. 2)04.) Others· 

Probable- :lallast s tes w"lern sa""r'lp es 

of earth were taken a,d seeds 

ge"'rli1ated. (MTA, 2004.) 
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plant in the neighborhood of the Birkenhead Docks (Webb) .... 

On ballast, Seacombe (Lewis). 

- Centaurea cafcitrapoides. Native of South-Eastern Europe. 

About 1 860 in considerable quantity as a ballast plant at 

Birkenhead (Webb). 

- Centaurea melitensis. Native of Southern Europe. A frequent 

ballast plant at Birkenhead Docks (Webb}. 

- Ch,ysanthemum coronarium. A ballast casual. Native of the 

Mediterranean region. Ballast, Seacombe (Lewis}. 

-Artemis/a Xanthium spinosum. A casual. Has appeared as 

a ballast-plant at Birkenhead, but none of these introductions 

have held their ground for any length of time in my experience, 

much less spread abroad from their place of deposit (Webb). 

- Erigeron canadensis. (Canadian Fleabane). A North

American introduction. Has only been seen with us as a bal

last-plant. ... 

- Chenopodium murale. (Nettle-leaved 

Goosefoot). As a ballast plant at Seacombe 

(Brown). 

- Chenopodium o/idum. (Stinking Goosefoot) . • 

Introduced with ships'-ballast, "Has 

occurred ... at Birkenhead, Seacombe ... " 

(Fisher and Brown). 

- Chenopodium glaucum. (Glaucous Probableballa.stsitesw,ere 

G ) 
. . T sa11plesofearthwereta{enand 

oosefoot . I ntrod U ced With sh Ips bal- seeds germ sated. {MTA, 2004.) 

last. "Was found in 1 871 and 1 872 in fair 

quantity intermixed with C. rubrum, on the 

waste ground outside the Dock walls, near 

the Mahogany Shed, Birkenhead" (Brown). 

- Mercurialis annua. (Annual Mercury). Alien. 

Introduced with ships' ballast. Has occurred 

at the Birkenhead Docks from 1864 to 1871. 

Likely, years hence, to be as common round 

Birkenhead as round London and Brighton; 

it is one of the aliens "on its promotion'.' 

- Setaria viridis. On ballast at Birkenhead 

in 1871 (Brown and Fisher). 
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i:,.,. 111~!::-:., '-77 )h 1", wtit'lr.ld c,n lflUJO n) 
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One exam pie trum ~eoJe~al c..::itatiun~ 

- Polypogon monspeliensis. Casual On bal- of ballast flora g-owi,g on balla.st• 
made ·oads in Flora of Coeshi·e. 

last. Birkenhead ballast, 1 B71 (Brown}. (ln.stalatiundetail.2004.) 
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Fora. (MTA, 2004) 

81 T.IVERPOOT. 

- Bromus maximus. A ballast casual. 

In small quantity on Birkenhead ballast, 

1871 (Lewis). 

- Bromus Schraderi. Ballast casual. 

Ballast by the Great Float, Birkenhead 

(Lewis). 

- Brom us /anceo/atus. A Ballast casual. 

In small quantity on Birkenhead bal

last, 1871 (Lewis). 

- Hordeum maritimum. (Seaside 

Barley) .... a few specimens have 

recently been picked near Liverpool, 

introduced with ships'-ballast. 

- Hordeum glaucescens. In very small 

quantity on Seacombe ballast, 1871 

(Lewis). 









Maria Thereza Alves 

Seeds of Change: Exeter/Topsham, 2004 

Topsham was the second busiest port in seventeenth-century 

England, while Exeter was the fourth-largest at that time. Gradually, 

Exeter subsumed the port ofT o psham. Perhaps that is why residents 

in Topsham were trying to escape tax payments on imported goods, 

as they did not want to give it over to a neighboring lord. Research 

for Seeds of Change was conducted on both ports, as goods 

destined for Exeter were, at different times in its history, unloaded 

in Topsham and then taken overland to Exeter. The quays along the 

port, some private, served as entry points for seeds. Today, inside 

a local resident's estate at the tip of the Exe Estuary, a replication 

of a commemorative plaque from 1 861 celebrates the arrival of 

a shipment of hemp from St. Petersburg. As it was unloaded on 

private property, the excise tax was avoided. 

The former ballast depot of Exeter is located in what used to 

be the Ballast Bank. In 1700, ships arrived in ballast from Lyme, 

Ferrol, London, Portsmouth, and Milford. In 1765, a ship arrived 

Left: Probable ,al la.st s tes sarnp ed. (lnstal ation 

detail MTA, 2004.) Right: Ballast in ships. (Installation 
detail, MTA, 2004.) 

in ballast from San Sebastian in 

Spain, and from more local ports 

such as Cork. In 1785, nine ships 

arrived in ballast. Although ample 

documentation exists of ballasted 

ships arriving into port, botanists 

pointed out that there are no ballast 

flora studies of Exeter or Topsham. 

Exeter exported serge, and at one 

time, thirty percent of the woolen 

exports of the entire kingdom. In 

some documents, mention is made 

of the difficulty of obtaining return 

goods to Exeter; those ships would 

need ballast taken on board ships. 

Today, the former ballast depot 

is a storage area for oil; therefore, it was impossible to obtain a 

sample of earth. 

Probable ballast sites in Exeter and Topsham were located 

through archival research and interviews with scientists and mem

bers of the community. Seeds germinated from samples taken at 
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these sites were later shown in a Seeds of Change exhibition at 

Spacex Gallery in Exeter. 

In the middle of the investigation, the work changed 

course. While researching in the libraries of Exeter for 

ballast, I came across the fact that human bones were 

imported in 1858 and rendered into fertilizer for gardens. 

... ::::C ... 111,..,~ ... _•;,,i,~F. 

This discovery gave a disturbing perspective on the English 

fascination with roses and all things floral, including those w•~ 

printed on cloth, wallpapers, cups, and linens. I, therefore, ~~ 

included the rose motif in the installation at Spacex. Whose :) 

bones were these? In 1858, the British massacred many :: 
during what is referred to as the "Indian Mutiny" in India. ~• 

Cheryl Buchanan, an Aboriginal friend of mine in S~d~n~e::l!..•!•~;;:::;;:~==::::;;;;:;;:;: 

Australia, suggested that perhaps they might 

have been the bones of her people, as the British lft,,il"'""E~.,=l,::.,...----:-7'~~-=-- r 

might have wanted to eliminate evidence of 

the massacres carried out against Aboriginals. 

As a result, in Exeter and Topsham, Seeds of 

Change expanded to include imported cargo 

such as sugar, tobacco, chocolate, wine, cork, 

hemp, gold, and human bones. Consequently, 
the incl us ion of the contemporary individual in lup:_Map ot ballast ,a,k. (lnstal atiun 

deta,, MTA, 2004) Bottom: Reco·d.s 

history became urgent in this work. ofdepart.rea1darrivalof,alast n 
1B54. (hsta lat ur d~tail, MIA. 2004.) 

Ballast flora uncovers the comprehensive 

history of a place, a history that must necessarily 

expand to include what I call "borderless history." 

Borderless history must also consider the origins and 

specific histories of the enslaved and Indigenous peoples 

working on plantations, as products from the colonies 

were imported to colonial Europe along with ballast. In ~ 

2020, I realized that the concept of borderless history -··~ 

needs to be expanded to include "ara;' the Guaranf 

concept for the entirety of all living beings that accounts , 
I 

for each member of the ara individually. For example, the 

hummingbird on our terrace in Cuernavaca who liked to 

sit on a leaf and sip the nectar of purple flowers would be 

an individual being in the ara, not just a representative 

of the genus hummingbird. 
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SU GAR Chocolate, Coffee, and Tobacco 

Tobacco and cotton were grown on farms by Cherokees in the 

Carolinas before colonization. All of this was taken away forcibly. 

Samuel Butall, owner of the Sugar Factory in Topsham, had an 

estate in Carolina. 

Top: Ste of iorme· SJga· Factory w1ere 

raw 11olasses from the British colonies 

was prucessed. (MTA, 2004.) Buttum: 

Ho 11 e ess C 1erokee. IM TA. 19 83.) 

Lad slau by 1 s cacao t·ee. He was ex:,e led from 

asqJatted farm bygJ1men sent bya :,owerful 

laid lord. -le "'t1ade his way up to the Amazon, where 

he heard land was f·ee. A dozen ma11bers of a ocal 

l1d gen ou s nal on.hunted by w 1ite fa·11a ·s. a I have 

bullets H-mbedd~d in t"'lei~ nes"'I. Lad is i:u saytL "Nuw, 

I can dr nk 11i ke,eryday." (MTA. 19B4.) 

WINE 

Imported from France, 

Portugal, Spain, and Italy 

Left: Flora in t,e Old Port of Marse ii e, which trades w l1 

ma,y other coJnt-ies (MTA. 19991: Right: The ·ed juice 

from the Poke pl.ant from North Ameri<:a w.a~ used in 

lta y to color red wi,e. l,dige,ous peo::.les eat this plant. 
Nun-lidi~e1uus Am~~ cans du nut. (MIA, 2004.) 
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HUMAN BONES 

Imported as fertilizer for gardens in 1858 

Trade Route: India 

The Indian Mutiny of 1858 
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C"ieryl B...1cha"'lan. an A:::>original 

leader i, AJstral a, said: "Maybe they 

are o Jr bo,es, as Eng a ,d wou Id 

wa 11 lo be gelt 1g · d of ev dence of 

n-assacref; r;ommitted agaiist us.~ 

(MTA, 2004.) 

0 dham's Man Jre and Ch emi<:al 

Company i11po·ted bones, ;iua10, a1d 

manure to be used r1s garden fert I zer. 

(MTA. 2004) 



HEMP 

Everything was unloaded everywhere because everyone was 

trying to escape taxes. 

Marker where hemp was on loaded on 

the dock ot a p· vale estate. IMTA, 2004.) 

Most gold ir Brazil came from the 

slateutMatuGro8su.{MTA, 19B0.) 
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GOLD 

Trade Route: Brazil and 

Mexico via Portugal and 

Spain 

Tupa-y, an Indigenous 

leader organizing for the 

recognition of tribal lands, stands on 

the limits of present land demarca

tion and points towards a mountain 

where tribal Ian d origin ally extended. 

He was anxious that the local white 

landowner who had stolen tribal 

lands and whose "property" began a 

few steps from his feet would kill him 

before he could achieve recognition 

of the lands. Tupii-ywas killed before 

he was able to accomplish this. 



Notes fora 

Seedy Politics 

Radhik.a Subramaniam 

Seedy, adj.: Fruitful, abundant 

(obsolete). Bearing many seeds. ( 1) 

1. Pack Light 

Seedy: Of-wool, not cleared rfadhering 

seeds. As in, the wool was inferior in 

vaiue, seedy and burry. 

At souvenir stalls in India, artists 

accost you, offering to write your 

name on a grain of rice. They point 

to examples of their minuscule art

istry char are laid our, proffering a 

magnifying glass to help you see the 

hymn or poem etched on the seed. As 
a child, I was intrigued by the claim 

that epic verses might be written on 

these grains until a smug adolescent skepticism took over and killed 

the magic. Who could check, I concluded, to know if th is was true? 

Years later, at. an exhibition of Mughal miniature paintings at the 

Metropolitan Museum in New York, equipped with the magnifying 

glass on offer, I was stopped short by the folds of the ehuridar pants 

worn by a minor courtier in the corner of the frame, each individual 

bangle-like contour drawn by the artist as if just for chis moment of 

i llUtn ination. 

Artists like that Mughal miniat.urist were employed by the 

officers of the East India Company as it established itself over the 

eighteenth century as much more than a trading concern on the 

Indian subcontinent. Curiosity, all too frequently acquisitive, about 

the flora. and fauna of pla.ces visited hy European explorers had meant 

that from early on, sci en tis ts were allowed on expeditions to oversee 

the collection of birds, insects, plants, seeds and other items for 

research and potential commercial exploitation. An entire category 

of professional botanical advenrurers called planr hunrers came into 

being who traversed the globe bringing their botanical bounry back 

for the delight of the scientist a.nd gentleman gardener a.like. (2) 

Gardens were becoming the pride of English estates and every gen

tleman was eager to show off the latest. exotic acquisition. At the 

same time, botanic gardens were being established as clearinghouses 

for scientific research and plant exchange. Vast collections of living 
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plants, seeds, and herbaria, as well as drawings, illustrations and prints 

were integral to such gardens where efforts to systematize collection, 

experimentation and distribution were underway. 'lhe Royal Botanic 

Gardens at Kew in London, the flagship of a botanical imperium, 

became one ofthe key conduits for introducing new species to Britain. 

In Calcutta, an East India Company army officer, Rohert Ky<l, 

suggested that a botanic garden could identify and nurture plants 

of commercial value_(3l Established in 1787, the garden was to grow 

into a center for collection, scientific research and dissemination as 

well as the commercial distribution and exchange of tropical plants. 

Botany had become a curious mixture of enlightenment science, 

colonial exploitation and patriotism. 

1his was a period in which soldiers, diplomats, missionaries, 

civil servants, company officers and their wives had begun to settle 

in lndia. As they encountered the plants, animals and birds, people 

and their varied customs, garments, monuments and festivals, new 

landscapes and other features of the country, they commissioned 

Indian painters to render them in picturesque scenes. The hybrid 

Indo-European style that it spawned is often called Kampani Kalam 

or Company School painting. Company artists were schooled in 

Indian artistic traditions but they adapted their techniques to satisfy 

their new patrons, specializing in scenes and subjects of interest to 

Europeans. Gouache gave way to watercolors on imported paper. 

Traditional modes of making pigment out of vegetable matter, seeds 

and minerals and preparing handmadewasli paper were also set a5ide. 

Botanical arc was a significant subset of the Company School 

oeuvre. Botany grew rapidly in the shade of the commercial enterprise, 

feeding and fed by colonial exploration and expansion. Between 

the late eighteenth and late nineteenth centuries, a singular set of 

surgeon-botanists, in particular, commissioned Indian painters to 

document the various plants they had begun to collect, name, study 

and classify. Mughal, Mara cha, Tam ii, and Teluguardsts, respecdvely 

skilled in distinct traditions, were among these painters. "lhey suc

cessful! y adapted their tradi tiona1 styles to the conventions of natural 

history depiction, presenting each item as a specimen isolated from 

surrounding context. What else they observed of the surroundings or 

what they could have conveyed about the plants they drew, their uses 

and environments, is not a matter of record. 111e Calcutta Botanic 

Garden, which employed many lndian artists, made no attempt 

to gain or exchange botanical knowledge or involve local people in 

intellectual partnerships. (4) 
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Botanist Sir Joseph Hooker, bosom friend of Charles Darwin, 

director of Kew Gardens and plant hunter in his own right, com

mended Kew artists on the illustrations and lithographs for his book 

on Himalayan rhododendrons as they could "correct the stiffness 

and want of botanical knowledge displayed by the native artists."151 

Other patrons did value the artistry and contribution of Indian 

artists who ended up having long careers with them. In recent years, 

scholars have actively sought to uncoverthe individual names, style 

signatures and biographies of this "company" of artists and give 

appropriate attributions. 161 ln 2018, the Royal Albert Memorial 

Museum and Gallery (RAMM) in Exeter, which houses a collection 

of eighty-six Company Schoo] botanical watercolors, announced 

that researchers had finally been able to attribute seventeen of these 

paindngs to three renowned eighteenth-cemury Indian artists: 

Sheikh Zain ud-din, Bhawani Das and Ram Das. 'lhe paintings 

are of plants used in traditional Indian Ayurvedic medicine. (7) 

In the late eighteenth century, around the time that the botanical 

artists in RAMM's collection were painting their Company com

rn issions, the East India Company was also propping up Exeter's 

saggingwoolen industry. In the previous century, Devonshire wool 

export to Europe had been a significant component of the port's 

maritime trade. The Napoleonic and American Revolutionary Wars 

together with a rise in Yorkshire woolens sounded the death knd] 

of the Devonshire serge trade. Cloth export limped along for a few 

more years only because the East India Company could afford to 

dump the cloth in China and recoup its losses from the profits of 

tea. Many Company men, once they had done with their sojourns 

in the East, retired to Exeter where they bought comfortable houses 

that they furnished with the artifacts of their time abroad.(sJ 

Exeter was not new to global con tact an<l certainly not to botanical 

discoveries. Over the nineteenth century, the locally based Veitch 

Nurseries of Exeter, and lacer Chelsea, transformed the face of orna

mental horriculmre in Britain. (9l Led by several generations of the 

Veitch family, the nurseries were responsible not only for introducing 

an extraordinary variety of plants from aJl over the world, including 

some of the earliest hybrids, but also for innovations in nursery and 

greenhou5e infrastructure such as heating. The nursery sponsored a set 

ofenergetic plant hunters-among chem, the Lobb brothers, William 

and 1homas, and the tellingly named E.H. "Chinese" Wilson-who, 

over the years, traveled to North and South America and large parts 

of Asia in search of desirable exotics, bringing back plants and seeds 
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to he acclimatized and naturalized. Orchids, rhododendrons, pitcher 

plants, lilies, monkey puzzle trees, Chinese paperbark maples, deodars 

or Himalayan cedars, among many others, found their way into, 

and became familiar denizens of; English gardens. No doubt some 

of the retired Company men indulged in the pleasures of gardening, 

cultivating in English miniature the horticul rural variety of the world. 

You don't always need a magnifying glass to see more clearly. 

Surendra Kumar Apharya of Jaipur who got into the Guinness Book 

of World Records for writing the maximum number of characters on 

a rice grain-I, 7 49-says he couldn't do it without a daily practice of 

yoga. He has taught himself to hold his breath for up to two minutes 

so his hand remains steady and he can bring his ultimate focus to the 
task. (rnl 

Pack light: you aren't clear of the snags of history. 

2. Lie in Wait 

Seedy: Morafiy dubious, disreputable 

The Svalbard Global Seed Vauh, whose ambition is to safeguard the 

world's agricultural biodiversity, houses seed from around the world. (11
) 

The location is high in the Arctic permafrost, deep in a sandstone 

mountain on an island well removed from tectonic activity. Opened 

in 2008 by the Global Crop Diversity Trust, the Vault is a sort of 

backup for regional seedbanks, an insurance co be drawn upon in the 

event of catastrophes such as climate change events. This apocalyptic 

vision has earned it the name Doomsday Vault. Herc in the bank, the 

seeds lie, like the princess in the fairy talc, packed in foil packages or 

stored on shelves in conditions expected to slow metabolic activity 

and induce a sort of deep sleep. This isn't new to seeds, of course, 

which are well known for scayingdormanc. But dormancy isn't really 

a cryogenic stupor awaiting the passing prince of suitable conditions 

to kiss it awake. 

In the bank, the seed is a specimen, shorn of its adhering con

text. Ex-situ conservation of chis kind often turns seeds solely into 

germ plasm manipulatable by private as well as sci en tihc interest. But 

there is more t.o us-human, animal or vegecal-than our genetic 

resources. The world of seeds includes the open air, a winter's chill, 

highland fog, the moist humus of a forest floor, fungal networks, 
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bacteria, insects, scurrying rodents, the scents and signals of its 

neighbors, the crackle of fire or that strange rainfall one year. Crop 

seeds, in particular, have had a long exchange with humans, with 

pollinating insects and plowing animals, nitrogen and bacteria, with 

a wealth of knowledge, skill, language, ritual and culture that binds 

together a multispecies world. Every seed has an epic etched into it, 

not only by human hands. 

1l1e doomsday drama of banks like Svalbard focuses us on the 

fot.ure in a way chat provides a security cover for current crises.· 1he 

reasons that make the bank feel necessary-loss of genetic diversity 

in food stocks because ofindustria] agriculture and agribusiness; the 

global emissions, deforestation and monocropping that cause climate 

instability and soil degradation; wars and other crises chat disrupt 

or destroy food supplies; oil, coal and other exrractive industries 

responsible for ecological devastation and losses of habitat-are 

impacts being fe]r in the present. lfnothing is actually done now to 

address these issues, there will be no recognizablc world in the future 

into which the seed can enter. There is little insurance here against 

the destruction of the practiced, responsive and adaptive knowledge 

systems of'small farmers and Indigenous cultivators whose lives are 

being devastated in the same way as their seeds. 

The worlds that seeds know and those who know seeds are under 

threat. And both of them-seeds and farmers-have been under 

threat for a long time. Botanical imperialism laid the groundwork 

for colonial expansion. Scientific research aided che introduction 

of the non-native plants that were established in the monocrop 

plantations of the colonies. Plant hunters brought tea to India from 

China, putting to work in the tea plantations of Assam, Darjeeling, 

and the Nilgiris the very agriculturists whose lands and skills had 

been dispossessed to create the so-called tea gardens. The Calcutta 

Botanic Garden acclimatized cinchona, whose seeds were illegally 

procured from South America with rhesupporrand blessing of Kew. 

Were it nor for the antimalarial quinine derived from cinchona, the 

settlement of India might have foundered. 

And were it not for the seeds that settler John Rolfe most likely 

smuggled out of the West Indies, the English colonial effort in North 

America might also have come to a shabby end. In the seventeenth 

century, merchants from Exeter, Bristol, and Plymouth Roared the 

Virginia Company to exploit the resources of the American East 

Coast. However, the little settlement in Jamestown struggled to turn 

a profit. Rolfe introduced his seeds which were that ofa tobacco to 
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which the English palate was accustomed, a sweeter, milder variety 

than the one smoked by the Indigenous peoples ofVirginia. It was 

to become one of the cash crops that transformed the history of the 

world. 

Those who ensured its harvests also landed on American shores 

at around the .same time, in slave .ships. From the outset, the cotton, 

sugar, tobacco and rice plantations of the Americas and the West Indies 

were rooted in human bodies-as those of enslaved Indigenous people 

were laid waste by genocidal acts, the bodies of enslaved Africans 

took their place, later followed by those of Chinese, Indian, and 

other indentured laborers. In 2006, archaeobotanist Steven.Archer, 

excavating an old well in Jamestown, found in its watery muck three 

tobacco seeds alongwith leaves, nuts, seeds and other organic material. 

(
12lTobacco seeds are litde more than the size ofche period at the end 

of this sentence: a story of violence ca pru red in minia rure or perhaps 

what the three little seeds offer is an open-ended ellipsis. 

The Virginia Company didn't last long-its royal charter was 

revoked-but the fruits of what it .seeded were enjoyed by more than 

the first shareholders. Ships laden with Virginia tobacco and Barbadian 

sugar needed a pilot to guide chem up the shallow channel of the 

Exe estuary to Topsham, the ou tport of Exeter. (l
3

J Deep draughted 

transatlantic ships carrying fish from Newfoundland, timber and other 

goods had to relieve themselves of their loads, putting goods onto 

lighters that would cany them up.stream to the docb at Topsham and 

further up the canal to Exeter. To avoid taxes and the additional costs 

of pilotage and transshipment to lighters, cargo might be unloaded 

illegally outside the port and ballast. dumped as well. 

Ballast stabiliz.ed ships across the Atlantic on their journeys down 

the American coasts, to the West Indies, to Holhmd, Belgium, Germany, 

Spain, Portugal and down to the Canary Islands before they returned 

to the ports of the Exe. In the vortex of the transatlantic triangular 

trade, the gravel and earth of ballast hefred a global movement of 

commodities and cash crops. Weighted against enslaved Africans, 

they kept the ships swift and on-keel. Weighed in this balance, the 

humble seeds mingled with earth and scooped into ballast must bear 

the historical weight of their violent dispersal, ju.st as the discarded 

ballast remains in eternal counterpoise to the weight of the enslaved 

men and women. 

Imagine the ballast seed-dark in the ship's hold, tossed wil

ly-nilly amid the earth, gravel, sand, and metal. The seed is nimble, 

open to the snags and accidents of travel. The mighty oaken timbers 
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of the ship creak and call. For all its freedom of movement, the seed 

is a landlubber-itwaits for wind, water, animal and human to lead 

it back t.o the soil. Most of us are familiar with the various kinds of 

strategies seeds use for dispersal-riding the wind currents, floating 

away downstream, being eaten and excreted by birds and animals, 

or in a definitionally seedy approach, snagging onto animal fur or 

human clothing and shoes. All ofthese enable a seed to travel farther 

in space but dormancy, biologist Thor Hanson notes, allows a seed 

to disperse over time. l14
J 

Each seed that falls to the ground feels no inherent need to sprout. 

Seeds can stay dormant despite favorable conditions, waiting for 

obligation to come to meet them rather than being propelled by their 

own inner necessities. Mother plants whisper their secrets to the seed, 

their memories of seasons, temperatures and environments so chat 

dormancy might have to be "cracked" to persuade a reluctant seed 

to germinate. The job of the seed is endurance, its ski11 the ability to 

wait it om-biding its time to give form ro things as yet inchoate, 

insisting on a world in which it can be. 

Lie in wait: silence is a part of speech. 

3. Disturb the Ground 

Seedy: Shabby, squalid 

If there is anything that backyards in Brooklyn have taught me, it.'s to 

be open to surprises. This is partly because l'm an erratic gardener, once 

misguided enough to actively cultivate a weed garden, transplanting 

every bold interloper sternly pointed out to me into a riotous patch of 

their own together. But the fact is every gardener knows there's always 

the danger ofan ambush. What would gardening be ifyoudidn'c have 

some reason to putter around every day? Weeds, in general, tend to 

be pretty seedy. Part of the gardener's daily survei1lance is keeping an 

eagle eye outfor the sly sprout putting its head above ground where it 

isn't wanted. Sometimes I think there must be a sort of seed theater in 

which we are the clowns on stage performing in a puppet show that 

they direct. We lop a vine and anothertendril pops up. Pull this stalk 

up only to make room for another. Some weeds, I'm told, actually 

thrive on weeding. No gardener rests easy. l15
l 

If you think it's fanciful to imagine a weedy seedy humor, consider 
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the Datura stramoniurn. A powerful medicinal plant and intoxicant 

with a long history of Ayurvedic, Native American and varied folk 

usages, it goes by different names, one of which is J amescown (j imson) 

weed. In the seventeenth century, English soldiers were brought in to 

Jamestown, Virginia, to q udl an insurrection that arose in its entangled 

internal settler politics regarding trade and war with the Indigenous 

tribes in the area. The soldiers ate the weed as part of a boiled salad of 

local greens. Icset them offon an eleven-day turn as ''fools" in a "pleasant 

comedy"-blowing feathers, kissing and pawing companions, or sitting 

stark naked, grinning and grimacing "like a monkey." When they finally 

came to themselves, they remembered nothing. 116
) Disruption comes 

easily to a weed. 

Plants that were once neatly contained in ornamen ral gardens and 

greenhouses sometimes hop the fence. The Himalayan balsam, now an 

unwelcome guest in the UK, was first introduced co Ke\vGardens bya 

Victorian plant hunter. According to the Royal Horticultural Society, 

this purplish-pink orchid-like plant can produce up to eight hundred 

seeds. In a sort of botanic blowing the raspberry, it uses a projectile 

mechanism to disperse them, often as far as twenty-two feet. Another 

avidly sought-after Victorian debutante, Japanese knotweed, which 

spreads primarily through a rhizome system, has been banished to the 

UK's invasive species list, along with the Himalayan balsam. 

Other plants and seeds arc inad vertcnt stowaways, carried in cargo 

and ballast, tracing in their movement the histories of exploration, 

exploitation and globalization. The seeds that once traveled trade 

and slave routes found themselves tossed ashore along coastlines 

worldwide r.ogether with the rest of the discarded debris. Ballast has 

crept into the landscape of many a city. enlarging banks and quays, 

raising mounds and cobbled into streets, walls and other structures. 

A~ cities have grown corpulent with the fruits of such landfill, some 

seeds within have disturbed this incessant growth enough to sprout. 

Some have adapted so com forrably to their new environ men ts as to 

become familiar presences in the landscape. 

Ruderal plants grab a foothold in neglected, disturbed environments, 

coming up through cracks and interstices in places that arc abandoned 

or ignored. Often seen as carpetbaggers in a landscape of <lcrdiction, 

they are wi mess to histories of upheaval and degradation. They are also 

the first budding assurances of new life. These scattered overgrown 

parches resist the aesthetics of the picturesque; they also resist being 

shorn of context. <171 But ruderal gardens, if we can call them that, are 

self-sustaining, abundant, carefree, even tranquil. Unmonumcntal, 
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they hear the heritage of disturbance lightly. 

Ground-level disturbance isn't limited to edges, embankments 

and interstices. Over the nineteenth century, the intensification of agri

culture in Britain required massive quantities of imported fertilizer. 1181 

The first of these was guano, the droppings of seabirds, which is 

high in nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus. The guano boom of 

the mid-nineteenth century served as little more than a temporary 

injection for the depleted soi ls of Europe even as it practically deci

mated centuries of bird droppings on the Peruvian coast in a matter 

of decades. Near-enslaved Chinese, Polynesian and other laborers 

worked in appalling conditions to dig up the stuff, swathed in a toxic 

haze of bird excreta. Nitrate mining in Chile's Atacama Desert and 

Peru took over from the guano industry, matching its labor practices 

torment for torment. 

ln this period, bones-both human and animal-were also being 

imported from Europe and India as fertilizers. Biochemist Justus van 

Liebig complained bitterly about the way in which England's bone 

lust had turned over the battlefields of Leipzig, Waterloo, and Crimea 

and looted the catacombs of Sicily. He was himself a proponent of 

bone fertilizers so his complaint was not particularly squeamish. 

Bur England, he felt, was "hanging on the neck" of other countries 

in Europe and the world, sucking them dry "like a vampire" for its 

own gain, and robbing them of their fertility. 119
) 

The derangement of soil's very substance at this time makes a 

mockery of ideas of belonging rooted in the settled rhythms of cul

tivated landscapes. Concepts of national identity as well as political 

and cultural belonging were being expounded upon even as those 

notional homelands were being built by ravaging others and reinforced 

by human, animal, organic and material infill. Today's agribusiness 

practices with their heavy fertilizer and herbicide use continue to 

rend ecosystems, wreaking havoc on the habitats of fellow species, 

destroying lives and livelihoods, and polluting soil, wacer and air. In 

a world rendered unhomely, no stake can be planted on undisturbed 

ground. 

But what if we ceded this ground of disturbance rn the stratagems 

of seasoned tacticians? What could we learn if we opened the field 

of meaning and political utterance to the Aighty, migrant, tenacious 

and shoddy seed? Disturb the ground: you rest uneasy. 

1 would Like to thm1k Pradeep Dairlt for our exchanges on lndian 

botanical illustration. 
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Maria Thereza Alves 

Seeds of Change: Dunkerque, 2005 

My investigations in Dun kerque confirmed that research into ballast 

flora discloses unacknowledged historical horizons and adds further 

complexities to "borderless history." 

Dunkerque was ruled by Spain, the Netherlands, Habsburg, and 

England before becoming definitively French in 1662. 

After the Middle Ages, Dunkerquewas essentially considered 

a hub for British imports to France. But like in any large port, trading 

relationships seemingly confined to one country became incredibly 

complex: For example, a conventional history of Dunkerque cites 

England as its main trading partner, with ships recorded arriving 

from over fifty British ports. Further study, however, would reveal 

Ma::> ut prubable balla~t ~ite~. 

(Installation deta . MTA 2005.) 

the trade routes of these Dunkerque-bound ships 

and point to sources of ballast flora in Dunkerque 

that far exceeds England. After all, Britain traded 

with the entire world. 

By the eighteenth century, Dunkerquewas 

a massive entrepot for colonial products such 

as tobacco, exotic woods, cotton, sugar, coffee, 

and spices. Dunkerque, at the time, was trading 

with: Haiti, Guadeloupe, Martinique, St. Lucia, 

Tobago, French Guiana, West Indies, Senegal, the 

Antilles, Canada, Guinea, Madeira, the Canaries, 

Azores, Barbados, Havana, Cadiz, the Levant, the 

Americas, Africa, the Netherlands, and Russia. 

In the case of Spain and Portugal, trade included their thirty-two 

colonial territories. These complex trading partnerships resulted 

in ballast seeds arriving from unforeseen places 

Ji' not directly connected to trade with Dunkerque. 

~.r, ~~+"'=~~== Borderless history must also include the 

~ [i ",.i,;,a-='""'=,=:;-~...,,. orig ins of enslaved people, indentured work-
, ers, and Indigenous peoples (some of whom 

: were also enslaved), who were transported to 

"' plantations and other work sites alongside the 

produce shipped to Europe. Their histories of 

displacement add further factors to the analysis 
..... ..._..__,.._.,t.....;,uc.........._.,.._,=,.......n;Li of ballast flora in Dunkerque. 

Detai I of probab e ::.al la.~t ~ te~ 

(MTA,2005.J The inland network of canals of Furnes 
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(which, under Spanish influence, was used to connect Brussels 

to Flanders when the Port of Antwerp was heavily destroyed and 

closed by the Netherlands), Bourbourg, and Bergues connect 

Dunkerque to central and northern Europe and the South of France. 

Through this route, the distribution of ballast plants extended far 

outside the original entry point of the port. 

A railroad system was installed in the port in 1 848, linking 

the quays and distributing the seeds that arrived in Dunkerque to 

other cities in France, the rest of Europe, and Asia. 

Ballast flora brought by ships can thus be found 

growing along railroad tracks. 

Even countries without a port, such as Austria, ----------

were possibly influenced by the spread of ballast -- ':'::l~f~·1 
flora from Dunkerque in the mid-eighteenth century 

when it ruled over the neighboring towns of Ypres, ~----------~ 

Furn es, Nieuwpoort, Ostend, Brug es, and Ghent. Canas. (lnsta lation detail, 
MTA. 2005) 

One hundred and sixty-seven ballasted (lege) 

ships arrived in the Port of Dunkerque between 

January and April of 1 858. They had no cargo and carried only 

ballast. The vessels transported a total of 11,379 tons of ballast, but 

details are not available regarding how much was unloaded at the 

port. These ballasted ships came mainly from English ports. Some 

ballasted ships came from other European 

ports including some from France itself. One 

ballasted ship even arrived all the way from 

Boston with no cargo. Surprisingly, this was 

not a rarity; studies by Kenneth Morgan, R.B. 

Sheridan, and Guillaume Dau din discuss the 

phenomenon. 

At first, ships were ballasted directly on 

the quays and a regulation of 1 681, the first ---------~------"-.... -'-

time that ballast is mentioned in the archives, Railroad. {MTA, 2005) 

perm its anyone to provide these services. 

The first mention of an actual ballast depot in the archives is of 

the Bassin du Commerce located in the town's pier between the 

ponton de carenage and a construction site. Today, this would be 

somewhere between Rue Faulconn ier and Rue du Marechal French 

on the Ouai des Hollandais. 

Later ballasting operations could be carried out in the Ouai de 

Hull in the Bassin de la Marine (/'arr/ere-port) or the Port d'Achouge 

(/'avant-port). The area has been heavily renovated, so it has proven 
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t.~ ;.. ':'-:';'..'.,"'Jif: 1 ·~ rt~ .. 'f' ffe~=+ ,- H:;z: impossible to dig up a sample. 

~I,/,,/. f ;:I~ if~ is :-:(i The Ouai de Depart could have been a likely 

)
; ; 1 f I ~: ; ,(-.-~.. ~-;- ·~: .. .,. ballasting area during the nineteenth century as 

: • :--'-..,. J :: ~ .~ J the Captain of the Port Noel Juhere, pointed out to 

}
1
~ r~ ! I I; lil I 1 me. Later, the pier was used for receiving imported 

zJ · ~-·if I ... ; !,.·;;..,~- j wood from Sweden, Russia, Norway, Finland, and 
~.. ' ~ ,,~ ~ ,u(,,J.J"' 

/
~.:. , I,:... ' -I :r• -:-..::,-::; Canada. 

L ;1 ~ ~ :.~ ; S ~ I h 'd · h h B f 
.: 1 ,~,- 1+ ,., ~ . ..,_ . .,,, j n t e mI -rnneteent century, t e u reau o 

,..,, ... '

1

'~ ,,,. ' ~ -· , ,,,, .,-:, BallastingandDeballasting,whichwastobecome 
1/i ~ rw 

, 1 i I the major ballast depot of the port, was established 

fJ ~; I on the /Avant-port between the Ouai d'Estran if 1· 

'I .I --" 
_,,,_ ; /' '!. and a dike, just behind the huitriere building. By 

'-,f.:... 1886, eight companies provided ballast services 

in Dunkerque. 

,:..": • Today, the former ballast depot operates as 

'~ rf.~~- j the working area of local fishers, Ouai d'Armement 

Nord on Port Plaisance. But most of the original 

(9 

Nat~s by Al'le!,-Top: L !,t of "Ships 

arriving "lege" in ballast in 1573. 

Bottom: Trying to find the ballast 

depot. (Cortesy t 1e a1ist.) 

area was removed for the building of Port Plaisance. 

Where did the sand, earth, and ballast seeds go? 

There is a mention in the archives of rue de Lestage 

BJ re au of Ballasting 

and Deballasting on 
Avant Port. (Installation 

detail, MTA 2005.) 

(Ballast Street) in 1867 but it is not on any map. 

In the late 1800s, the botanist Dr. Bouly de Lesdain 

documented plants growing in the Dunkerque area that 

originally come from Asia, Africa, Australia, the Americas, 

India, Africa, South America, and the Mediterranean. During 

my research, I noticed that while English botanists may note 

specific modes by which plants arrived in England, including 

ballast, French botanists of the same period, the nineteenth 

century, usually do not. Concordantly, staff at the ecology 

center in the city were both unaware and disinterested in 

the phenomenon of exotic species growing in Dunkerque 

and skeptical a~out the category of ballast flora. 

Dunkerq ue introduced me to the necessity to broaden 

my research beyond ports and study how much further 

~ 'lllliillz:i ballast flora co u Id have traveled. 

Left: Ouai de Hull. (MTA. 2005.) 
Right: Ouai du D.apart. (NITA. 2005.) 

, The results of the many recon

structions of the port also led me 

to consider the importance of the 

movement of building materials in 

a city and the possibility of setting 

up an archive of such materials, so 
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that all the layers of its history can be accessible. 

On Mole One, wine in wooden barrels was 

imported from North Africa while sugar was 

unloaded from the Antilles and Cuba. 

Botanist Jean Claude Brunell pointed out 

two non-native plants growing between these 

two buildings, one from South Africa and the 

other from India. How did their histories become 

connected with sugar and wine? The;iruu,dsuftheformer 
Chant era de Franr:e. (MTA, 2005.) 

Lesieur on the Canal de Bourbourg imported 

peanuts from Senegal, the Ivory Coast, 

Buenos Aires, and India. Botanist Bouly 

de Lesdain saw Eriochloa punctata, a plant 

from tropical America, growing in the debris. 

Wool from Central and South America, 

Australia, New Zealand, and North Africa, 

and cotton from the Americas and Egypt 

were stored in hanger Leon Herbart. Seeds 

also came along. Today, exotic wood is 

imported here, and yet more seeds arrive. 

Just outside the Musee Portuaire, 
Left: Ouai d·A·meiient Nord. (MTA. 20)5 .) 

formerly 8 warehouse for tobacco that Right Qua daCitadPlla IMlA.2005) 

was imported from the colony of Virginia 

and also from Brazil, a trench was opened for new 

pipes on the Ouai de la Citadelle. Guano was also 

imported and unloaded on this quay. Birds eat lots 

of seeds. Soil samples were taken in the trench. 

Christine Stroobandt, a historian at the Musee 

Portuaire of Dunkerque, pointed out that ballast 

was used as a landfill to build up the area of the 

now-demolished shipyard of Chantiers de France, 

constructed in 1898. I took many samples of earth 

from this site, but a new complexity arose: a school 

was being built there. The ground was being dug 

up and new soil and sand were brought in. This 

heavily ballasted area of the Chantiers de France 

is truly a monument to the "borderless history" of 

Dunkerque. 
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Mole 1. (VlTA, 2005.) 



Lesieur. (MlA, 2005.) 

As a result of the construction site, I made an art

ist's proposal to the city titled "Seeds of Change: 

Dunkerque: Where Did It All Go?" 

For the Dunkerque project, soil samples were 

taken from probable ballast sites, germinated, 

and exhibited on board a historical ship in the 

Musee Portuaire. 

Flora from South Afr ca and Ind a. (Ml A 2005.) 

f Hanger Leon He·bart. (MTA, 2005.) 
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Maria Thereza Alves 

Seeds of Change: Bristol, 2007-201 s11 i 

"At the end of the last Ice Age, the British Isles were home to only 

a handful of plants ... The majority of these introductions [the plants 

that came later] occurred over two centuries between 1 735-1 935:' 

- Sue Shepard, Seeds of Fortune{2 l 

The Atlantic triangular slave trade consisted of commercial exchange 

in which manufactured goods from England were taken to Africa 

in exchange for enslaved Africans, who were then traded in the 

Americas for colonial products. Since the inception of Seeds of 

Change, I have come across extensive documentation in archives, 

libraries, and record offices describing ships arriving in ballast. 

However, no explanation was given on port documents as to 

why ballast had been loaded onto the ships. When meeting with 

academics and sometimes botanists and explaining this work, 

I am regularly challenged about the economic absurdity of any 

ballast being used in mercantile shipping. Official shipping cargo 

documents, which list ballast, do not impress these individuals 

as sufficient historical evidence. During my research on Bristol, 

I came across academic studies that exposed the fallacy of this 

accepted economic theory. 

Bristol was one of the two leading English ports in the trans

atlantic slave trade (later, Liverpool would operate as the world's 

leading slave trading port}. Contrary to our ideas of mercantile 

shipping practices, ships frequently returned in ballast to their 

homeport in Bristol. 

Henry Cruger, Jr., a merchant in Bristol, complained in 177'2 

of this when he relayed the difficulty of one of his ships returning 

in ballast from Boston because it could not "procure a freight for 

Love or Money." One might have assumed this to be an uneco

nomic rarity. However, according to Kenneth Morgan in his study 

"Shipping Patterns and the Atlantic Trade of Bristol, 1794-1 7 70",l3l 

by the mid-nineteenth century, sugar production had so diminished 

or was so monopolized that it was common for ships to "trade 

in ballast" and return to Britain. Previously, it had been the main 

cargo exchanged for enslaved people in the West Indies. 

In "The Commercial and Financial Organization of the British 

Slave Trade, 1750-1807," R.B. Sheridan explains that slave 
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ships frequently returned to the homeports in ballast rather than 

wait for weeks or months for return cargo as the "triangle trade 

was feasible only in the early stages of the Caribbean economic 

development. But delays in collecting colonial produce for the 

return voyage, or late arrival of ships after the great bulk of crops 

had been already exported along with a 

more complex financial system such as the 

London commission which reduced the 

volume of sugar sold in the West Indies 

were all contributing factors for slave 

merchants' difficulties in finding cargos 

for the return journey:' All this was leading 

to the situation in the mid-eighteenth cen

tury where slave merchants, as Sheridan 

explains, "who formerly exchanged slaves 
for sugar in the West Indies were often Detail of nstallation inArnolfiri Gallery. 

' (Courtesy Arnolfiri Gallery. 2007.) 

forced to order their ships home in bal- · 

last:' As evidence Sheridan refers to a 

parliamentary investigation in which "[m]asters of slave vessels, 

sugar planters and island governors testified that few slavers 

returned to England with sugar." Sheridan cites the testimony of 

Captain William MacIntosh "who was asked by the Committee 

of the House of Commons in 1789, which was investigating the 

slave trade,' Do the ships in the African trade generally return from 

the West Indies fully laden with West India produce?' MacIntosh 

explained, 'They seldom or never bring any produce home."' 

In "Profitability of Slave and Long-Distance Trading in Context: 

The Case of Eighteenth-Century France:• ;J'.r. · 

Guillaume Daudin reveals an astonish

ingly seldom-mentioned economic detail: 

"Slave cargoes were more valuable than 

colonial goods cargo. A single slave cargo 

required four to six direct trade operations 

with the West Indies to remit its income 

in colonial goods:'{4
l It appears that the 

slave trade resulted in a great deal of bal

last crossing the Atlantic to homeports in 
Europe. Therefore, the formation of the P-o,aole ballast .sites sa11,led. (MTA, 2007) 

English landscape coincided with a time in 

English mercantile shipping when ballast was mainly transported as 

a direct result of the slave trade. Seeds arrived in Bristol as a result. 
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References to ballast in Bristol's port exist from as early as 1543, 

when Parliament passed an act prohibiting shipowners from casting 

out ballast onto what were then called Hungroad and King road. (5 ) 

The post of Ballast Master was created in 1 700. As late as 1918, 

Ballast Lane foJnd 

in the c Jrrent map oi 

Bristol. but what is its 

hislo 'y? (MTA. 2007.) 

C.J11berland Basin. 

(MTA, 2007.) 

Hung Road 1as several c tat ons by 

botanist Evans of 101· native flora 

g·uw ng un ba11«~1. (MTA, 2007.) 

CJ 11 ~erland Basir Lock is a possible 

ba lasts te. (MTA. 2007.) 

regulations stipulated charges for ships entering the dry 

dock in ballast. References also cite a Ballast Wharf and 

a Ballast Lane in Avonmouth, where several samples were 

taken for Seeds of Change. 

Redclifi: Among the water bai ifrs fees 

in 178 B was a charge of 1 s6d if a vessel 

came in loaded with ba last. lMTA, 2007.) 

Wap~ing O"ay has seve·al 

citations by boianists of non 

native flora growing on ballast. 

IMTA 2007) 

Ory Dor.k: Reg" at ions from 

1 ~2) r.ha-ged dues and rates for 

ships comi1g in ballasted here. 

(MTA, 2007.) 

Grove Ou ay is w1ere 
Amaranthus a/bus, a ~lant 

from North Amf!ric:a. was~ ted 

growing on ballast. (MTA. 2007.) 
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A flora book dating from the 1 930s, written by the botanist Cecil 

I. Sandwith, and the herbarium catalogue of lvorW. Evans mention 

sites where ballast plants from North America, Africa, and continental 

Europe had been found growing in Wapping Quay, Grove Ouay, 

and between Avon mouth and Shirehampton. During my research, 

I discovered some flora were entwined with histories of trade, colo

nialism, slavery, the extinction of languages, and Indigenous activism. 

A Seeds of Change installation digesting these findings was 

commissioned for the Port City exhibit, curated by Tom Trevor, at 

the Arnolfini Gallery. 

The following text is a transcript of the two paintings below: 

Sa/so/a Kali from Northern Africa (or Russia) was found on ballast 

in Avonmouth. Amaranthus Albus 

from North America was found on a 

ballast tip on Grove Quay. 

The people of the Susu, Gola, 

Limba, Mende, and Yalunka tribes 

were among those enslaved on 

Bance Island in Sierra Leone and 

taken by Bristol slave ships to be 

sold in Jamaica and other islands 

to replace the Indigenous Arawaks 

(who had been traders and traveled S"/sa/a Kali and Amarn1J!lws Albus. 

long distances from island to island {Draw ngs byt,e artiSt .) 

in their canoes). None of them sur-

vived contact with the Spanish or the English, who came later. 

These ships would then continue onto the Carolinas to replace 

the Indigenous workforce there, the Cherokees (two-thirds of 

whom did not survive contact with the English}. Ballast taken from 

Jamaica (seeds which could have come from any of the islands 

with which the Arawaks traded) or the Carolinas anywhere along 

the East Coast where Cherokees traded could mix with seeds 

accidentally coming from any of the villages attacked by slavers 

in Sierra Leone. 

Among the villagers were the Sasu, who were originally from 

Guinea and were also traders, nomads, and farmers. The Limba 

are autochthonous to Sierra Leone. The Gola are from Liberia. The 

Mende, who were originally from Sudan, traded with neighboring 
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countries such as Liberia, Ivory Coast, Guinea. (Later, the boys 

of the Mende were recruited to fight in the diamond wars.} Seeds 

from any of these places could have arrived in Bristol and been 

unloaded in the ballast dumps at the Wapping Ouay, where the 

Industrial Museum is. 

Slavery was not abolished in Sierra Leone until 1928, but it 

remained widespread until the 1970s. The country has the world's 

highest maternal mortality rate, and life expectancy for men is 

forty-two. The UN has declared Sierra Leone today the least 

livable country in the world based on poverty and poor quality of 

life endured by its citizens. 

Sebastian Cabot, perhaps a Venetian but anyway he considered 

himself to be an Englishman from Bristol, was a good friend of the 

Mayor of Bristol, Robert Thorne, who had a soap factory in Seville 

and a business of trading enslaved Africans and Canary Islanders. 

Thorne invested in Cabot's trip to La Plata River in Argentina 

where, with African slaves, he enslaved some Amerindians (most 

probably the Guarani, whose territory also includes parts of Brazil, 

which the Portuguese colonized as the first Europeans to have a 

monopoly on the slave trade). Maybe these plants arrived in Bristol 

because of Cabot? 

Colonization forced the Guaranion a migration movement in 

search of "A Place without Evil" to settle in. The Guarani did not 

find it, but some ended up in Mato Grosso, where Tupa-Y (Marc;:al 

de Souza), a Guarani who fought for land and Indigenous rights, 

was assassinated in 1983. Brazil abolished slavery in 1888, but 

in 1984 my Uncle Antonio was still afraid to travel outside of his 

village in the state of Parana for fear of being made into a slave. 

In 2008, the Anti-Slavery Task Force of the Brazilian government 

freed 4,forty-six hundred slaves. 

An incomplete list of some of the Indigenous languages that 

no longer exist in Argentina: Chane, GUenoa, Chana, Abip6n, 

Payagua, Mbegua, Lule, Manek'enkor Haush, Teushen, Allentiac 

or Alyentiyak, Toconote, Millcayac or Milykayak, Omaguaca, Cacan, 

Kunza or Likanantai, Comechingon or Henia-camiare, Sanavir6n, 

Het, Yagan, Yamana or Hausi-kuta. There were thirteen hundred 

languages in Brazil before colonization. Today about one hundred 

and eighty are spoken, of which one hundred and thirty-three are 

endangered. 
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One hundred samples of earth were taken from ballast sites 

throughout the port of Bristol. They were potted in trays given to 

residents in the community who reflect the complexity of Bristol's 

history. 

The participants included: Princess 

Campbell, Louise Walker, Iva William, 

Gloria Watson, Ms. McFarnlene, Mrs. 

Lafayette, and Mrs. Downer oft he Malcolm 

X Elders; Sean Atkins, Emma Whitaker, 

and Caroline Hope of the BTCV (British 

Trust for Conservation Volunteers); Joss 

Cole, Jade Laing, Gloria Ojulari Sule, 

Bunge Adedegi, and LisaRoutleyofLAFTA 

(Looked After Fostered and Transracially 
Adopted}· Vanessa Boyawa Linda de Plant.sgrowngfromsao,~led 

1 1 ballasts tes.(MTA, 2007.) 

Landro, Rose Thorn, and Arlene Pi lg ram of 

Breathing Fire Theater Group; Vandana Sharma and members of 

St Paul's Learning Center; Osake Babatunde, Sade Daly, Alyssa 

Small, HoodaAli, Nailah Barrett, and Mabon Ali of Full Circle Youth; 

Valeria Mower, Lance Watson, Jahluke Sellassie, Ismail Ali Ismail, 

Beryl Clarke, Desmond Henry, Shakini Francis, Patricia Spry, 

Rashid Mills, YasminAbdulaahi, Sonia Fullerton, Kevin Gayle, Kevin 

Spencer, Zachary Hooper-Baker, and Louise Nicholson of People 

First; Garthfield Martin of Felix RoasAdventure Playground; Louise 

Lynas and Rob Mitchell of Firstborn Creatives; Michael Debenham 

of Easton Community Centre; Sauda Kylambuka of Community 

Resolve; and Folake Shoga, Mr. Shign and his grandson, Zoe 

Shearman, Chandra Prasad and Baljinder Bhopal, Snoozie, Martin 

Hitchcock, and Kassim Han id. 

As a result of my work in Bristol, 

once again, the significance of involving 

community groups in research of their 

own communities has been made clear, 

especially as the community can pro

duce individuals who can approach the 

research from non-traditional academic 

perspectives that open up possibilities of 

research. 
In The Concise British Flora by William Some partioi~ants who grew ~lantsfrom eart, 

sam~les; Joss Cole. Jade Lang, Gloria 01ularr Sele, 

Keble Martin thousands of plants are B,ngeAdedegi.LisaRoutleyofLAFTA{Looked 
. 

6 
' , After Fostered and T·ansraoially Adopted). Photo by 

listed.{ I England started out only with a KateTierna,,courtesyArnolfin S.alery. 
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handful, but ship trade contributed to changing and re-defining the 

"English" landscape. Further, because the English landscape was 

formed during the country's intense slave trade, which resulted in 

much ballast and therefore seeds arriving in English ports, I believe 

it is necessary to create an "English" Landscape Research Institute 

to promote active participation and investigations between British 

residents, community thinkers, scientists, and academics about 

the land, its flora, and the history of Bristol. 

Prop us al tor an l:.ng is 1 

Land~cape Re~earch lnP-t t.Jtion 

du· ng the exhibit at the Arnolfin i. 
(Courtesy the artist.) 
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Since Marseille, I have pro

posed a ballast flora garden 

as a central element of Seeds 

of Change. It was only in Bristol, 

four years after the presentation 

of Seeds of Change: Bristol at 

the Arnolfini in 2008, that one 

could be made. The Floating " 

Ballast Seed Garden was made 

on a disused barge on Bristol's 

Floating Harbor. Funding was 

secured for five years to create 

an annually curated ballast flora 

garden as well as to make an 

extensive program on the garden 

with artists, writers, musicians, 

scientists, poets, storytellers, 

and others. It is a garden of wit

ness-plants, observers of the 

history and economy of Bristol 

and the peoples, beings and 

lands affected by it. At the end, 

the garden was planted with 

pollinating flowers to welcome 

and provide sanctuary for bees. 
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Maria T oereza Alve,s. Seed., ~I Change: A Floaling B~/iasl 

Seed Garden. 2012-2016. Photos,,;, Max VlcC J"e. 
Cuurte."'>y ut B~istul C ty CuJ,c;il, Arnolfini and Univ~~s ty 

o-f Bri.c.tol Botan c:: Sarden. 



Maria Thcreza Alves, Seeds of Change: A Floating 

Ballast Seer! GarderJ, 2012-20 16. Ph"to :t: M~, 

McClure. CoJr1esy of B· stol Ci1y CounciL Arnolfini 

and University of Bristol Botanic Garden. 

(1) Seeds ol Change. A 

Flo~tin9 Ballast S"ml Ga,rlr,n 

was c :>mmiss oned by the 

Brist:,I City Coun c I as part 

of it~ pu hi c~ ::1rt pmg ram. The 

pr:>ject was fu1ded by the 

Ashley, Easton & Lawrence Hil 

Neighhnurhnod Pwtnnrship, 

with the kind supoort of Bristol 

Harbo ,,r Aut1ority, Arnolfini, 

R.-.1m'.'l:>II, U ,ivorsity of Bristnl 

Botanic Garden, and the Avon 

and Somerset Probation Trust 

Camm unity P<1yh~1ck ft~<1m 

Seeds of Change F/oati11g 

Garden team: Lucy Empson, 

Brist:,I City Coun c~ I, lr.1ndscnpo 

archi1ect Gitta Gschwendtner, 

designer: Nick Wray, the 

UnivGrsity :,f B-istDI Bc,tunic 

Garden, olant cu·ator: Ramboll 
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Lara Khaldi 

We Witt Emerge jrom the 

Flower ofthe Grave11
) 

ln 2002, during the incursions ofthe 

second lnt[fada, a Palestinian political 

prisoner wa;· said to have catted hi., 

fatherfrom prison, teLLing him that he 

had buried weapons in their farmland 

some years ago. 

Ihe father quickly replied: '/1.reyou 

insane telling me this on the phone? You 

know our phone is bugged! "and hung 

up. Afew days Later, the son catted his 

.father again: "So, what happened? ' 

"Ihey were Listening to your calL, son. 

Ihey showed up the next day and turned 

the soil upside down looking for the 

weapons. Jheydidntfindanything.' 

The son Laughed and told his father 

there werent any buried weapons. He 

just thought he'd hetp out with this 

season's pLowing_ji-om prison. 

In this essay, l attempt to read some aspects of Maria' lhereza Alves's 

project Seeds of Ct1ange through my position and experience of living 

under settler colonialism in Palestine. It is perhaps a reading with the 

artist's project rather than ~fit. I will <lo so by evoking the structural 

movements of settler colonialism and Indigenous responses to them. 

Or perhaps the reading happens rh rough lessons one learns from rhe 

work. One of the key points 1 would like to advance in this essay is 

that we cannot consider plants as immigrants only and not as set

tlers, too; doing so would make a distinction between humans from 

nature-when these movements affect all beings-and obfuscate 

the structural impetus behind settler colonialism. Seeds of Change 

shows us that we still live che botanical legacy of colonialism, but 

the possibility of decolonization rises from below. We learn that the 

arrival of seeds points towards human movement and that not all 

movement is the same. Someone's arrival can mean the uprooting 

of another. Planting anew is quite often done through a process of 

"displanting," which is to say planting on ruins, on burial grounds, or 

through shifting earth. Yer chis displanring can nor be final. As seeds 

survive and lay dormant for hundreds of years, they bear witness to 

the continuous structure of settler colonialism and slavery. 1heir 

germination points to the possibility of return, which can be read 
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as a decolonizing structure in which the dismantlement of settler 

colonialism cakes place. 

PLanting· Not ALL Human Action Is ALike 

The title of Maria TherezaAlves's project suggests that seeds arc agents 

of change. Indeed, hy resuscitating and retracing the movement of 

seeds through ballast, the artist addresses historical and co nrem po rary 

relationships and changes in ecosystems resulting from th is process. 

'lhe research part of the project usually contains the historical derails 

of the origin of the seeds through tracing the slave trade across the seas. 

For each city, Maria ThcrezaAlves establishes ho"v the seeds arrive at 

that particular location. In fact, this is one of the most critical aspects 

of the project, that the movements of plants, animals, and humans are 

not all rhe same. BocaniscTomaz Masrnak confirms chat each plane 

species' means and ways of arrival are crucial to understanding the 

concept of botanical decolonization and "native" plants and people. 12) 

In the exhibition Seeds of Change: New York-A Botany ~l 
Colonizatirm,(3

) one of the works on paper is a short, handwritten 

text. In the first person the artist writes that the last remaining native 

American forest is found in woodlands in Manhauan, where she and 

her partner saw a Native American family camp. We tend to think 

that seeds and plants could stand for or function as a metaphor for 

people or that they represent the displacement of botanical life. Yet, 

if we consider the entirety of an ecosystem, then plants, humans, and 

animals form part of an interrelated web of existence or being: the 

displacemen r of plan ts has also con tribured to the destruction of an 

already existing ecosysr.em that inclu.ded the human inhabitants of 

the land, and of which these Indigenous inhabitants depended on 

for their livelihood. 

One year after the 1976 massacre at Tel al-Zaatar, the Palestinian 

refugee camp in Lebanon, the herb za'atar was added by the Israeli 

authoriries co rhe protected species list. Ir was deemed illegal for 

Palestinians co pickza'ararfrom their mountains. Za'atar is one of the 

most emblematic foods for Palestinians and has defined Palestinian 

culture for centuries. After the ban, Palestinians were prosecuted 

for picking the hcrh while Israeli settler farmers started cultivating 

it. In one of the cases that ended up in court, the Israeli prosecution 

lav,yer accused the picker of having a long experience in picking 

za' a tar, saying char he had confessed that he can fill a whole bag in only 

three minutes. The evidence, which the prosecutor used against the 

Palestinian za' a tar picker, is the same that affirms the long and binding 
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relationship between Palestinians and their land. The relationship 

between the l ndigenous and rhei r land is not essential or natural-it 

is rather an occurrence. lt's a relationship that develops over centuries. 

The colonizer destroys this relationship under the justification of the 

protection of nature, asphyxiating this very relationship, displacing 

and replacing it. The categories of cultivated and uncultivated arc 

decided and invented by the colonizer. As Mastnak explains, the 

settler colonizer's planting means cultivating by making native plan ts 

un-cul tiva ted. 

Disptanting: Terrains ofStruggle 
The exhibition Seeds rlj'Change in New York featured drawings that 

showed how the earth of New York itself was, in the artist's words, 

"leveled out"-how rhe original topography had disappeared and 

was replaced and displaced so that it looked more like your average 

flat European city, from where the settlers hailed. Alves goes on to 

mention that "among the Guarani in Somh America it is unfathomable 

to remove a hill as it would rernlt in a change in the currents of air," 

which would affect the whole ecosystem. 111e viol em displacement 

of soil in New York was just one component in the larger settler 

colonial project there. Colonial invasion reshaped the relationship 

between place, plants, and people, and new landscapes emerged. This 

"production ofa landscape," as Masmak calls it, begins with soil, the 

very basic matter oflifc.(4
) In a text about the life and work of the 

anti colonial revolutionary Amilcar Cabral, Fili pa Cesar writes, "The 

metonymy is chat people are a part of the soil, the soi I is a part of the 

people. Cabral stating that the people are our mountains means that 

the people themselves are the terrain ofthe struggle."151 Not only does 

one stand for the other, but one is in fact the other. In fact, one of 

the ships Alves traces as a vessel of ballast that docked in New Y<lrk 

in r88r came from Cape Verde, which was a Portuguese settlement 

at the rime and a stopover during rhe Adan tic slave trade. 

Production ofa Landscape 

Driving around in Palestinian Occupied Territories, one quickly 

learns to tell an Israeli settlement from a Palestinian village or rown. 

111ere is the stark visual difference ofhow power and financial means 

manifest in building material and scope. However, the most defining 

landmark of Israeli settlements is a forest of pine trees. In 1901, the 

Israeli National Fund commenced planting pine trees, among other 

trees which were mentioned to have been found in the "holy land" in 
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the Old Testament. Most of the pine tree species came from eastern 

Europe and ocher origin countries of Jewish settlers. And the land 

slowly began to look like Europe. 'lhe trees served to transform the 

region into a landscape resembling Biblical scenes according to the 

European canon, but they also hid and protected the illegal settle

ments. Tree planting is used for land grabbing as well. The many 

pine parks planted by the Israeli National Fund are cover-ups for 
destroyed Palestinian vii I ages underneath rhe trees' roots. According 

to writer Noga Kadman, of the sixty-eight parks owned by the Israeli 

National Fund, forty-six are forested on top of destroyed Palestinian 

villages. Planting is also displanting and displacing. Ifin California, 

as Mastnak writes, "The lawn is the domestic epitome of ecological 

conquest," then in Palestine, the pine tree forest is the public epitome 

of ecological conquest. (5) 

Germination 

In almost all iterations of Seeds oj Change, Alves points out that seeds 

lie dormant for hundreds of years. Given the proper circumstances, 

every seed has the pocen cial to germinate. 1l1e artist, in a sense, awakens 

the bal lase Aora seeds chat lie under layers of soil. Often the process of 

germination is collaborative, with other people or other structu.res. 

In Liverpool, ballast is used for road building-accordingly, the seeds 

sprout from beneath the roads. Seeds can also upend the very material 

of city infrastructure. After years of dumping the bal1ast in a new area 

slightly removed from the port, the seeds awaken, growing out of 

cracks. This growth tampers with our linear conception of history 

and opens up new possibilities. lt disturbs the soil and provides the 

possibility of return. In my viev,', those germinated ballast seeds are 

the material evidence of the possibility of return. To return is to 

decolonize. 

In Bristol, the garden planted with seeds from Alves's research 

contained plants chat were witness to the history of slavery in the 

United Kingdom. Indigenous peoples from across Africa were taken 

by Bristol ships from Sierra Leone to Jamaica as replacements for the 

Indigenous Arawaks and, some ships continued to the Carolinas where 

enslaved Africans were to replace the Cherokees. The seeds from the 

various villages oflndigenous peoples in Africa mixed with chose of 

the Indigenous of the Americas and arrived in Bristol by ship. Plan ts 

such as Sem111biera pinnr1tifida from Argentina were found in Bristol, 

along with Pisum arvense from Portugal. The budding plants and their 

growth in the garden transform the narrative from one that positions 
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this colonial event in the pa.st to an event that is ongoing and insistent 

on present and future. Linking ports together and showing us how 

countries such as the United States and the United Kingdom were 

displacing earth, people, and botanical life by force emphasizes how 

not all human movement is alike: traveling in exile is not the same 

as sailing to colonize and enslave. 

We learn from Alves's work that the slave trade in Bristol was 

closely associated with a few individuals, among them Robert Thorne, 

a merchant, and Sebastian Cabot, the Venetian explorer." lhey enslaved 

Amerindians from the Guarani people who were forced to keep 

moving in search of a place without evil, Alves says.(7)We also learn 

that although slavery was said to be abolished in 1888 in Brazil, the 

artist's uncle was afraid to leave bis village in 1984 from fear ofenslave

mem. Arriving in Brisco! as invisible side elements of the slave trade, 

these seeds are able ro tell us something about the Guarani people. 

The growth of those plants points to the descendants of those slaves; 

the immigrants in the UK and their histories and stories. In 2007, 

Alves gave earth samples from hallast-covered areas to members of 

the community in Bristol to grow in their homes. As emphasized by 

the anise, "Somearenewimmigrants." The germination and growth 

of those seeds makes the circumstances that brought them ro Bristol 

alive and linked to today. Those plants will keep the stories circulating 

as otherwise other hegemonic narratives triumph. In 2m2, the artist 

made a permanent ballast garden at the Arnolfini, which functions 

as a living material monument. In an interview by Salman Rushdie 

with Edward Said, Said speaks about the unmakingoP the hegemonic 

institutionalized narratives through the repeated telling of stories 

by the underdog. He says, "There seems to be nothing in the world 

that sustains the story, unless you're telling it, it's going to drop and 

disappear; it needs to he perpetually told and retold, whereas the 

other narrative is there and is institutionalized."(B) One can see the 

ballast garden as the constam tellingofthe story of how those plants 

arrived in Bristol-their conscam growing and many returns. 

Narratives around native plants and botanical cosmopolitan

ism have been associated with immigration and anti-immigration 

discourses. While one could read Seeds r!/Change in this respect, not 

every port is the same, and we tend to forget the relationship between 

immigration and colonialism. The ballast seed history in New York 

presents a stark difference with the ones in Bristol or Antwerp.· 1he 

volume of the ship ballast arriving in New York is so immense that the 

artist points to the fact that "in one day seven million tons of ballast 
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were dumped." As explained above, this destroyed and buried the 

native Aora and its landscape. Over this destruction, the new Biblical 

landscape was built. · l hus, the plants that the artist germina res in the 

New York iteration are material evidence of this ongoing process of 

settler colonialism that encompasses destruction, slavery, and burial. 

Return 

The germination of seeds is the material return of that which has 

been repressed. I do not refer here to the return to pre-colonial t.ime, 

impossible as it is. Yet the germination of seeds from former colonies in 

colonial countries points to the possibility ofanother form of justice. 

Plants that grow out of the dormant seeds arc the material evidence 

of this return. This growth is represen tativeof a whole ecosystem that 

chose seeds archive. Plants can change the soil surrounding chem and 

slowly produce a different landscape. To return is co transform. Seeds 

o_/ 'Change grants us this possibility. 

About three hundred years ago, the Palestinian diaspora brought 

the cactus plant from the Americas to Palestine. It was generally 

planted for demarcating lands or property and protecting villages 

from certain animals. In 1948 during the Nakba, Palestinian villages 

were destroyed, and in their place Israeli parks and setrlements were 

built. The cactus plant became a symbol for the perseverance of the 

Palestinians. As the cactus returned, it grew back in the areas of the 

destroyed villages. Sabr, the Arabic word for cactus, is also the term 

used for patience. The cactus ha_~ become witness for the destruction 

of the villages and an embodiment for the patience of the Palestinians 

and their everlasting hope of return. 

The late English anthropologist Patrick Wolfe famously wrote of 

settler colonialism, "Invasion is a structure, not an event." (9 ) Recent! y, 

for the commemoration of the seventy-second year of the Nakba, 

historian Mezna Qato wrote on her Twitter account that "return is 

a strucrure."(10
) Indeed, return is a process of transformation that 

involves the struggle for the dismantling of colonial structures.' lhe 

notion of "return" is complex. ln some cultures, it holds negative 

associations; the dead sometimes return as sinister spirits looking for 

revenge. Specters arc seen as pointing to farce and illusion. Return 

can he perceived as provocation to violence, civil war, or stasis, as 

by Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben. Differences arise between 

interpretations of return by the privileged citizens of nation-states 

and those by Indigenous non-citizen, for whom return is continuous 

struggle and whose hope is that one day settler colonialism will be 
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dismantled. Meanwhile, return can also be used as a tactic. Seeds 

buried in the earth for years and years are similar to archives-ones 

which are not yet museologized nor recorded and surveyed. 'lhey 

lurk in the ground, carrying the potential to reawaken. 

During the Nakba of 1948, many Palestinians buried their valuable 

belongings, ranging from photos to gold in their backyards or secret 

locations, so theywould be able to retrieve them once they returned, 

not knowing that many of them would remain buried for decades. 

However, the stories of chose underground remainders continue to 

circulate in the diaspora and across generations. In the satirical novel 

The Secret Lfje o.f Saeed: The Pessoptimist by Emilc Habiby, there is such 

a story. (l l) The talc centers around the strange time of the Nakba after

math. Chronicling the struggles and transformations of the antihero, 

Saeed, and his family, the story spans two generadons, ,vherein his 

son finds and is empowered by the buried objects. Two secrets haunt 

the novel: the first is that Saeed is a collaborator with the new regime, 

and the second is a buried treasure box that his wife's family hid in a 

cave in their village, Tantoura, before they were forcibly expelled in 

1948. Eventually, their son finds the treasure box and becomes a Pida'i, 

a resistance fighter. The book's pursuit of the buried treasure follows 

this form of movement. 'lhroughout the story, the buried treasure 

functions like a promise of salvation, a reminder ofa possible return, 

the potential for some kind of emancipation. Indeed, the story of 

the treasure box enables the son to become a resistance fighter. The 

buried archive produces life. 
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Monuments, Important 

Biographies, 
and Seeds of Change 

inBristoL 

Yesterday in Bristol, protesters 

inspired by the Black Lives Matter 

movement pulled down a srat.ue of 

Edward Colston, hauled it some 

distance, and threw it in the harbor.(11 

At last, Colsron's public honoring as 

Richard William Hill a philanthropist has given way to a 

growingcritiqueof his involvement 

in the Atlantic slave trade. Although 

the institution of slavery has been 

infamous and without mainstream 

cultural or political support for 

some time now, it is only relatively 

recently chat monuments co people 

like Colston have been subject to 

such a broadly supported critique 

and rejection. Something has shifted, 

and for many, such forms of honor 

are now beyond the pale. 

Defenders of controversial monuments worry abouc the loss 

of history or heritage that they imagine disappearing along with 

them, but this is disingenuous on many levels. Among other things, 

it (perhaps deliberately) misunderstands how public monuments 

function in relation to history. In his influential book Defacement: 

Public Secrecy and the Labor oj 'the Negative, anthropologist Michael 

Taussig argues that monuments harbor public secrets and that it is 

only their defacement-or in rhis case, rheir forcible removal-char 

brings them into active engagement.(2
) The role of monuments as 

keepers of public secrets is what makes them so paradoxical in their 

public visibility: omnipresent, yet barely noticed. This quasi-visibility 

creates an aura of generalized authority and respect for the status quo. 

This is something like rhe opposite of instructing the public about 

history.· 1herefore, the biography being honored only comes to notice 

during a particular memorialization ceremony or, more likely, when 

the sculpture's meaning is contested by defacement or removal. 

Not far away in Bristol Harbor, from 2m2 to 2m6, Maria lhcrcza 

Alves presented a public artwork that engaged in a competing form of 

an ri-monume n ta I rnemorywo rk. Her practice honored an unexpected 

ser of biographies: those of plants that began their lives as seeds far 

away and traveled to Bristol in the ballast in ships carrying colonial 

cargoes and enslaved human beings. They lay dormant in ballast 
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dump sites for what may have heen hundreds of years before heing 

recovered andgermi nated. The his tori es chat these plants memorialize 

may seem distant, but they exist within the lives of some of these 

plants, which--once germinated-materially bear witness to them. 

Alves began investigating ballast flora while she was living 

in Marseille in the 1990s, after reading botanist Hdi Jutila's PhD 

dissertation on the subject. Although Alves was able to research and 

grow ballast seeds in several cities for her Seeds o_j'Change project, 

the Bristol project was the artisr.'s first opportunity to realize her 

ambition for a public ballast seed garden. Now, Seeds oj C'hange is her 

best-known work. HO\vever, it took a few decades for the art world 

to catch up to the artist's boundary-crossing practice to the extent 

that a major, well-resourced institution would support the project. 

In chis case, it was the initiative of Aldo Rinaldi, the Senior Public 

Arr Officer for Bristol City Council and the Arnolfini gallery, that 

made the work possible. The institution procured an old barge chat 

was relocated quayside, near Castle Park Landing, and used as the 

foundation for the garden. Gitta Gschwendtncr designed the barge 

and gardens in consultation with Alves and Nick Wray, a botanist 

from the University of Bristol Botanic Garden. Such recognition of 

Alves's work dearly coincides with a growing interest in participatory, 

research-focused, and documentary artistic practices, as well as rising 

awareness of ecological issues and the ontological implications of the 

nature/culture divide in Western thought. 

This is not surprising. Seeds of Change dexterously straddles 

disciplinaryboundaries, makingvisiblewhatiswantonlydisregarded 

everywhere else. lnsp ired by the work of sci en rises, their sup port and 

engagement with the project are crucial to its success. At the same time, 

it also draws in the knowledge of community members in the Bristol 

area, focusing especially on immigrant communities whose voyages 

to England echo the journeys oftheseeds grown in the ballast garden. 

By 2015, eleven schools and five community groups, inspired and 

informed by the project, created ballast seed gardens of their own. (3 l 

Time travel, people say, is impossible. However, what they usually 

mean is not that it is impossible, bur that we can only travel through 

time in one direction and that we don't get to control the speed. I 

suppose that our everyday time traveling is so familiar and fundamen cal 

a part of our experience rhat we don't tend to be aware oPic as such. 

Our entire material world appears to us, at least, to be along for the 

ride: all the things and plants and other non-human animals. 

We probably speculate and fantasize about time travel for many 
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reasons. One is surely that our own lives are short; the more conscious 

we become of the scale of history, the more tempting it is to try to 

extend our agency beyond the duration of our individual lives. In 

moderation, this is a touching sign that we are aware of our own 

finiteness and attempt to deal with the loss that characterizes all 

human lives. But when cxtcmk<l by power and ideology, such longing 

can take the shape of grotesque architectures and monuments that 

impose themselves on us in their own interests. '~Vhile manyofthese 

monuments conceal their ideological intentions behind tributes to 

individuals, they function within, and in support of, broad systems 

of political and social power. 

We can read the biographies of wealthy slave traders and witness 

the monuments in sculpture left co them, but the people they enslaved 

are rarely so specifically remembered. In many cases, as artist Jimmie 

Durham once wrote, "We, you and I, must remember everything. 

We must especially remember those things that we never knew."14l I 

want ro be dear that I am not suggesting a moral eq ui valency between 

plants and people, hut instead trying to uncover their related histories 

of invisibility and the ontological assumptions that do or do not give 

them presence. Ifwe want to chink of plan ts in an ontological category 

of more significance than they are typically allotted in the Western 

tradition, we might consider them worthy of biographies. In the case 

of the seeds that have at last been given the opportunity to become 

plants through the intervention ofMaria 1herczaAlvcs and those who 

helped her, I will have to speculate a bit to provide them with the kind 

of stories that will make them present ro the humans reading chis. 

With this in mind, here is a biography that. reads a little like a 

fairytale. 

When she was very little, her mother knew that she would have 

to travel far from home if she was to have the opportunity to flourish. 

So, although tiny, she was ca.5t out by her mother, into the wind and 

the wider world, as her mother had been cast out by her own mother 

before. · 1 his was just the beginning ofl1er journey. Months later, before 

the little one could establish herself, she was relocated deep in the 

hold of an oceangoing vessel. Being very small, she tra velcd unnoticed 

across the sea to a new land. In this nc,-v land, she was the only one 

of her kind. Hidden deep as she was, she waited he fore making her 

presence known. She remained dormant for one hundred years as 

the land around her changed, becoming rich from trade in goods 

and enslaved humans. She rested one hundred years more., while 

around her waged wars and social upheaval. Many generations of 
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people were horn and died. And suddenly, she saw her opportunity. 

The conditions were at last ripe for her to grow and Aourish in this 

new land. When she broke ground, there were attendants devoted to 

her care. This caste ofspecializ.ed practitioners had trained for much 

of their lives to have the skill and knowledge to understand her and 

provide for her needs. People came from all around to look at her 

and to learn of her histmy. Then, before long, she sent off her own 

children, and as winter approached, she died. 

· !his story, of course, is about the journey ofa fertilized seed that 

began life elsewhere and traveled to Bristol to become part of Alves's 

ballast garden. The primary reason this biography reads like a fairytale 

is because of the marvelous potential for seeds to stay dormant for 

hundreds of years. This makes their lives, if considered in temporal 

terms, magical and otherworldly; what a superpower co be able co 

wait so long umil the time is right to flourish. 'lhis is not a luxury 

that humans have; often, we are obliged to endure. 

The thought of the promiscuous mobility of seeds alarmed 

some Europeans, including Louis Agassiz, a Swiss-horn scientist 

who immigrated to the United States in the mid-nineteenth century. 

According to cul tura I historian I ,ouis Menan d, Agassiz "represented 

the introduction of modern scientific education in the United 

States" through his work at Harvard University. l5l Agassiz's method 

was inductive, and he encouraged students to collect data before 

theorizing about it, an approach that appeared modern and designed 

to avoid traditional preconceptions. Yet, as Menand writes, "Agassiz 

had concepts and he had preferences.1hese were not modern at all, 

and the manner in which he used to advance scientific practices to 

reach reactionary conclusions is, in retrospect, the most interesting 

thing about him."(Bl He is interesting, in other words, because of 

the terrible and entirely unscientific way in which his racism would 

distort his entire view of his field. 

Agassiz was so shaken by his first encounter with African 

Ameri~u1s-so shocked by their difference in appearance ro himself

after visiting a Philadelphia hotel, that he immediately underwent a 

hysterical conversion to a bdicfin polygenism. (7l This is the notion 

that the different "races" ofhumanitywere each separate aces of cre

ation. In fact, Agassiz's racism was so deeply rooted that he objected 

co slavery on the grounds that it obliged peoples of African and 

European heritages to cohabirace in the same geographic area. As he 

wrote in a letter to his mother, "God protect us from such contact!"(B) 

He dedicated much of the rest of his career to refuting Darwinism in 
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favor of an increasingly outdated belief that all plants and animals, 

including human beings, were created inspecihcgeographiclocarions 

and were meant to remain there. As Menand writes, Agassiz" believed 

that all life forms have been created in the same numbers as currently 

inhabit the planet, and in the same geographical locations. Nothing 

had changed since the creation."191 

Agassiz has often been memorialized in the names of buildings 

and the erection of public sculptures, but due to his key role in estab

lishing and promoting pseudoscienrific racism in academia, there 

has been a recent movement to remove these tributes. Perhaps the 

most Dadaesq uc removal of a memorial to Agassiz occurred many 

decades earlier during the I 906 San Francisco earthquake. It was then 

that a marble statue of the man plummeted head-first from Stanford 

University's zoology building, burying itself to the shoulders in the 

concrete pavement below. His finger remained raised in mid-lecture, 

but we can imagine his words muffled by the earrh. lfthe sculpture 

had been left there, it would have become one of the finest works 

of public art ever ro grace a university campus, the proper way ro 

remember someone whose ideas have fallen so far. 

Let me try one last speculative plant biography-this rimeournide 

of the fairytale genre. 

The plant I would like to providewithalifehistory is the squirting 

cucumber, the most theatrical plant in the ballast garden. Native to 

the Mediterranean, it may have come to the Americas directly from 

that part of the world, though it possibly journeyed elsewhere first. 

As a very young seed, it rests in a seed pod on its parent plant. Then, 

when the time is ripe, something agitates the seed pod-perhaps 

a passing animal ever so gently causing it to vibrate-and the pod 

erupts in a gooey stream, jetting the seeds up to thirty feet. Maybe the 

seeds simply land in soil or rock that is later excavated for ballast, but 

I would like to imagine additional animal agency. Squirting seeds on 

passing creatures that disturb it is one of the plant's vital reproducdve 

strategies; I'd like to go further and imagine char the animal was a 

human attracted by the very theatricality of the plant itself. Who 

wouldn't want to sec a plant like this in action? Maybe it was a child, 

or perhaps it was a ballast digger taking a break. Docs rhat sound 

improbable? My uncle George worked on tugboats all his life, and 

in the r95os, he would often be gone for weeks or mon rhs at a ti me, 

towing barges from Vancouver, Canada, to Alaska. He told me that 

when he and his crewmates got bored, they would sometimes stop at 

a mountainside and spend hours rolling rocks down the slope for fim. 
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If this sufficed as entertainment for them, I'm sure they would not 

have been above triggering squirting cucumber plants for the sheer 

entertainment value. And, of course, it's a common and cunning 

trick of planes to convince other creatures to spread their seeds by 
offering them something-usually food-in return. Every time I 

cat a raspberry and defecate its seeds uselessly into a toilet, I fed like 

I am letting my end of the arrangement down. But if you're a plant 

attempting to seduce humans, perhaps it's not such a bad strategy to 

offer emertainment as well. It was no doubt this remarkable attribut.e 

that won the sq uining cucumber a place in the ballast garden. 

0 ne aspect of the artistry of Seeds oj Change resides in our ability 

to read these plants allegorically or metaphorically in relation to 

human migration. This is undoubtedly important, hut stopping 

there does injustice co the plants' agency and narrows, rather than 

expands, our understanding of the rransdisciplinary boundaries of 

creativity. The assumption is that if we address the significance of the 

plants as such, we will be doing science rather than art. But perhaps 

the most marvelous thing about chis project-which contains many 

marvels-is how it moves so Auidly across the boundaries between 

arc, science, and everyday curiosity about the world. 

A seed or plant used in an amvork is an indexical sign of itself. 

It is not only a metaphor of human travel and migration, but it is the 

material evidence of human travel and migration. It is also evidence 

of the transfiguration of the empire's center: the transformation of its 

Rora or its so-called natural environment. As art historian Jean Fisher 

put it, ''Like people immigration, seed immigration problemati7.es the 

means by which national identity and belonging is defined," blurring 

"our concept of what does and does not represent an 'authentic' 

national flora."!101 

A~ the next generation of seeds hides their time, is it too much to 

hope chat theywill sprout into a world in which more monuments to 

human power have fallen, the boundaries and hierarchies of empire 

and enslavement have waned, and more plants have grown? 
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Maria Thereza Alves 

Seeds of Change: Antwerp, 2009 I 201 9 

Although there is historical mention of the Port of Antwerp as 

early as the eleventh century, its economic rise began toward the 

end of the 1 500s, when two thousand ships arrived there weekly. 

Antwerp became Europe's most important port in the sixteenth 

century. Much of the merchant trade of the sixteenth century involved 

vessels coming in from Portugal's colonies, which used the port 

of Antwerp as a base for trading colonial spices for silver coming 

in from Germany. This metal was, in turn, sold by Portugal in India 

and Africa. Goods from the Spanish colonies in the Americas also 

arrived. At different times, the city was ruled by the Spanish or 

French before the independence of Belgium. 

Shipping activities in the earlier history of the port were con-

-~~......_.,,a,,,--- fined mainly to the Werff, a quay located in the 

_ castle area, and the canals and moats situated 

' i , .., within the city walls. (These were all eventually 

=iy-;.,;...,i,.--4,IL' filled in and are no longer accessible.) Religious 

: ,_· wars diminished port activities in the late sixteenth 

. century, and the docks were finally closed for inter-
• 

T 1e Port of A 1twerp. 

(hsta lation detail, MTA, 2019.) 

Port oi Antwa ·, .ndergo n g 

national commercial traffic in 1 648 as a result of 

the Treaty of Munster. The port eventually reopened 

in 1792. At the beginning of the nineteenth cen-

~ tury, Napoleon rebuilt it for military purposes, but 

by 1815, the port was open only to commercial 

activities. Records from the nineteenth century 

reveal that most ships deballasting in Antwerp 

came from England, which also had extensive 

trading transactions. Ballast seeds came via these 

unseen commercial movements. 

re,uvat on. Luc;ation ul the ::Joa laHt 

depot site of 1 g51 _ W 1ere wi II the 

seeds be moved to? (MTA, 2009.) 

Antwerp's participation in the Kingdom of 

the Netherlands resulted in the arrival of Dutch 

colonial goods into the port. It was only in 1839 

that free navigation of the Scheidt was guar

anteed to Belgium. At this time, a railroad was 

built that linked Antwerp's port with the German 

hinterlands. Seeds from ballast could then travel 

further than Antwerp. In 1864, a dock was built 

for wood arriving from Mexico. In 1887, an Asia 
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Dock, Africa Dock (for colonial goods mostly from the Belgian 

colony of Congo but also northern Africa), and America Dock (for 

oil and grains}, were also constructed. These opened the port to 

more goods and further possibilities of ballast seeds arriving in 

the harbor. In the 1870s, Antwerp again became Europe's leading 

port for a few decades. 

Although Antwerp imported more than it 

exported, ballast still arrived and was unloaded in 

the port. The documentation on ballast and debal

lasting in Antwerp's municipal archives is far more 

extensive than I previously encountered in Marseille, 

Reposaari, Dunkirk, Exeter and Topsham, Liverpool, 

and Bristol. In 1808, Napoleon decreed the "clos-

ing of the Ballast Office on the Werff Quay which 
T des shifted paces where 

had been established by the Captain of the PorC' "'i::,s ~LIU d de:>allas1in thepor1. 

C . I h I . f b 11 . d (MTA 
2009

'1 
ons1stent y, t e regu at1ons or a ast1ng an 

deballasting in Antwerp fail to mention specific 

legal sites for ballasting and deballasting operations, unlike the 

guidelines decreed in other ports such as Marseille and Dunkirk. 

Some of the docks in Antwerp were tidal. The fluctuations 

between low and high tides varied greatly, and ships could enter 

and leave the ports only during a few hours 

during the day, adding to the complexity of 

ballasting and deballasting. For example, 

boats in the Kattendyck Dock had just a 

coup I e of hours to leave the dock ore lse face 
.-. -~ /NV,_, ✓ e ,~ 

- _J 
-, 

I 

L 
i 

an additional day and delays in the landing. "'.J''-

Under such circumstances, ships were :;,~/':.;~~
1

:"

1 

ballasted to the minimum required for their ~~-;1 

safe operations, and the procedures were 

continued on the quay of the River Scheidt, 

I_ - - I 

or vice versa. Ballast operations in the port, 

therefore, were never confined to a specific 

location but were spread throughout the 

docks of the Scheidt. 

Sometime later, the port captain decided 

that the best place for ballasting and debal

lasting operations would be in the SAS Dock, 

which is between the Kattendyck Dock and 

the Scheidt River, allowing ballasting boats 
, . . Dark area is the location of the Balla~t Depot 

to work more eff1c1ently around the tides. The i, 1851. (lnslal ation detail, MTA, 201g,) 
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Ballast Office established a lower price for deballasting on the river 

than in the dock or quay. In 1 8 61 , a ballast depot was established 

"between the dike along the Scheidt River, between 

the ancient and new docks, between the last military 

lock and the Kattendyck Chantier." 

In 1863, the ballast depot's relocation was 

requested due "to planned construction of the 

prolongation of the walls of the Rhine Ou ay;' which 

wou Id facilitate the berthing of ships. In 1 865, it was 

decided that "the best place in Kattendyck for the 

Ballast Depot is the Glacis de la Place situated to 
11 l1e rn d-n neteenth century. 

then last depot was 11oved the west of the second petroleum hanger, .. by the 
frum the su.Jth side of Royern 

Loe, lo the >Orth, n~arhisarea. paved road which links the Rhine Quay to the new 

(MTA,
2oo9 .J docks." While conducting the Seeds of Change 

project, with the assistance of Jef Rel us of the Maritime Museum, 

we established that it was previously situated in an area just to 

the north side of the Roye rs Lock. 

-_f.,~ ·: :-::~~.~~ Ballasting and deballasting in the Port 

1 -~ ~l"·-: .. 'L-. .. lft~.1t.=;J ... ~ of Antwerp was unlike other ports I have 
<· '-· - ~' ~) D " ' 

·-1 • l-~:;':" 1..-:..,:~:;,;t,;,;-.. ~ researched. The practice was carried out 
l'i I • · 1 •~I; .... °" 
71 J ') .. ,.,;ff J[;st,?- .~ as a spontaneous response to the tides and 

f~· ~ .. ::-1<!-:-".\;, '"" ~~ the ship's schedules. There 1s mention in the 

-:.. • ~ ~
1J~{ ;1 

archives of ships being ballasted or deballasted: 

, · ... , .7 • .J. ~ -. 
11 

- In the middle of the Kattendyck Dock as well 

'l'\U U. 

" , .. _ 

(I :t- ~ as Quays 1 9 and 20 

) ,,., .,. ''.2 - - Napoleon Dock (Grand Bassin on map) 

'-"" . ._ - ·"' - Kampisch Dock (Bassin de la Campine on 
//f n,,, ,n., map) 

~ JI ,;1!./ - East Quay of the William Dock (Petit Bassin 
! Jf ,l'/1 

j~\ ~ .I//; /I '{' on map) 
~~ - Special mention was made requiring ballast 

4t'(J removed from ships to be deposited along 

Notes by Alves of ~robab e ~a last 

sites. ( Co Jrtesy the arti~t.) 

the wall situated in the South Quay of the 

William Dock. 

- Also, when deballasting boats were not avail

able, a harried ship's captain would de ballast 

upon whatever quay his ship would be without 

correct authorization. 

- There is also documentation of ships needing to be de ballasted 

because they were going in for repairs in dry docks, which were 

just off the Kattendyck Dock. 
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Registers provide specific 

information on the tonnage 

of ballast arriving in the Port 

of Antwerp monthly between 

the nineteenth and twentieth .. 

century from England, France, 

Norway, Napoli, Prussia, 

Bremen, Hannover, Hamburg, 

Spain, Sardinia, Austria, and 

Denmark, among others. In 

the early twentieth century, 

documentation mentions com

panies such as the Central 

Ballast Office, R. Van. Can. 

Co. Ballast Office, and the Probable ballast stes. lMTA, 2009.) 

new Ballast Company, which 

continued to unload ballast in the port. The Central Ballast Office 

wrote to the Port Authorities in 1 902 for a definitive Ballast Depot 

on Quay 29 (near where the Ballast Depot of 1861 was situated), 

but a fixed location for a ballast depot was refused. Ballast and 

seeds continued to wander throughout the Port of Antwerp. 

I would like to thank Filip Verloove's text: On an extraordinary 

collection of alien plants on dredging sludge in Bilzen-Genk 

(Belgium) in 201 7. 

Originally, Seeds of Change: Antwerp was com- P:ta,_~~~:..~~~-~~ .._._.;: 
missioned by Anselm Franke, the artistic director of .t 't • · · 

) ;... • -J,..-_, 

Extra City Kunsthal, at the end of his tenure as director _·"::I'--"~ 7 1.., ,_ J-·-'- ~ _ 
in 2010. However, the incoming director had no plans < 

1 

•::;\ 

1 

/:~ '.:: • , :,:.: 

to exhibit the work. Thus, the researched ballast ~;.. ........ ;;·i, , '.",:' I ::;, I 
sites-some of which were undergoing extensive f'l::;, .1.1 • • .Z · 

renovation at the time and therefore cou Id be easily - .... ·······- ·~· -~·~·:: .,.-:- .. -·"'] 
J I-, t ,~-- I )>' t~ :z '1, 

sampled-were not. No plants grew as witnesses. ·::·; !'.; · 1 ~.:.~ 1 .r/. :. ) , 
~ •' •) ' l .( -~ \ ! ! I 

At the time of the research, it was still common , , , "' , · ·, · 
' . 

practice for Belgians to deny their involvement in :: -:-.;,\.(,: ~r-- ·· 

the Congo's atrocities. Nine years later, Seeds of 

Change: Antwerp was shown in Leuven at the group 

exhibition Parallel Crossings at STU K, curated by 

Pieter-Paul Mortier. By 2019, there were websites with 
information on the involvement of Belgian companies Ballast ng a,d deballasting from 

1870 to 1S78-f1g.res are ,ot 

and citizenry in the Belgian Rubber Trade. It is no in tonnage bJI in "lastes," each 
wP.-ig"'I ngtwo thousand kilos. 

longer necessary to search the flea markets for the (lnstallationdetail,MTA,2019.) 
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stocks and bonds of Belgian companies as proof of the quotidian 

involvement of not only the Belgian king, but also of Belgians in 

the Congo. 

In our work as artists, some of us are responding to the con

tinuous making-present of the past while thinking about possible 

futures that our works might modestly speak with. If the work is 

thwarted, possibilities of aspects of present-making can become 

fractured, delayed or destroyed . 

Earth behg ·emoved from t 1e ballast 

depot site of 1851 in the SAS Dock 

du- ng renovation works in 2009. The 

earth <;an eonta n ~eP.ds that arri11ed 

w th ballast. W 1ere wi I it beg in to 

sprou1r (MTA, 2009.) 

. 
' ' \ ... 

: . ) . 
", ' . 

... . . . . ~·· 

For~otte i p les of earth ,ear t ;e former 

SAS Bal ast De :>0t with spontaneo JS 

floraa1d 11 cro·11a·s1 a,ds in develop· 

men1-some r:ould be from ballas1 

(MTA. 2009.) 

'.s . - j 
··,: . .;_ ~ 

~- c-· E±::::J 
'1 ;A&.Yl1

1 

11~r 

I - -
-- L""'!' -

Beg um Company stocks in the Congo 

The Co 1g o Entrepot. 

As Tauss g says, 
11T "le p..Jbli<: secret.'

1 

(MTA, 2009.) 

Descri:>tion of the d.Jties col ected 

for ballasting and da:,a last ng 

in 1575. (lnstal ation detail, 

MTA, 2019.) 
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Sh ps arrivi1g and lea, ng with 

ballast. (lestllege) (lnsta lation 

deta I, MTA, 2019.) 



I would like to acknowledge Filip Verfoove 's 2017 essay "On 

an extraordina,y collection of alien plants on dredging sludge in 

Bilzen-Genk (Belgium)," Manual of the Alien Plants of Belgium, 

https ://alienplantsbelgium.m yspecies.info/content/extraordinar y

col/ection-alien-pfants-dredging-sludge-bilzen-genk-belgium-2017. 

A Garden of Ballast Flora for ' 

Seeds of Change: Antwerp was 

realized at the Groot Begijnhof 

University Centre of Leuven. 

The work was commissioned by 

STUK Leuven (House for Dance, • .,_ 

Image, and Sound) and is part of L.o,; • ...,,.,..-..... = 

the exhibition Parallel Crossings 

(Artefact Festival), which took 

place in February and March of 

201 9 at STU K Leuven. 

CoJrtesy STUK. (j;;,• Joeri Thiry, 2019.) 

lnsta lation views, courtesy STUK. 

(P,olos ~y K· slot Vra,cken.) 
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Recueil Financier 1893 to 1894: Le Recueil Financier (Annual 

Financial Compendium, published in Brussels) lists the Belgian 

companies in the colonized-only-by-the-king-Belgian Congo 

and board of directors and administrators in the colonized-only

by-th e Be I g ian-ki ng-Co ngo. (https ://1 i b. u gent.be/catalog 

/ser01 :000048158). From 1893 / 1898: 
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Maria Thereza Alves 

Seeds of Change: New York, 

A Botany of Colonization, 2017-2018 

Over four hundred species of plants, mostly European in origin, 

grew on ballast grounds throughout New York and New Jersey. From 

there, they have since spread further. Ships arriving to the United 

States with ballast over the last few centuries were responsible 

for introducing much non-native flora to the East. So much so that 

botanist Viktor Muh len bach writes, "Com bing ballast grounds[. .. ] 

for the appearance of new plants was a popular botanical pastime 

of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries." 

When New York was a colony of the United Kingdom, British 

commercial regulations stipulated that commodities could only 

be imported via England; likewise, ships from the colonies were 

allowed to sell their goods in just a few foreign ports. Thus, the 

colonial ships based in New York would return home in ballast 

rather than plod the seas to England, because only there would 

they be allowed to pick up goods. 

The added complexity of trade along the East Coast expanded 

the likelihood of ballast flora arriving in New York. Between 1732 

and 1763, for instance, the majority of the ships sailing from the 

Spanish colony of St. Augustine in Florida to British New York left 

in ballast. Seeds could have arrived via ballast from any point of 

the vast Spanish colonial empire. 

Hundreds of thousands of tons of ballast arrived in New York 

City monthly. By June 30, 1900, approximately 7,584,000 tons 

of ballast reached the city's ports from a range of destinations: 

Colombia, various Caribbean islands, Venezuela, British Guyana, 

the "Chinese Empire," the Dutch East Indies, Japan, and the British 

Cape Colony in today's South Africa. 

Accumulations and processes between different beings, 

including the land, make a place specific. Earth itself becomes a 

witness and provides testimony of the multispecies relationship 

of place-making. Architect Charlie Hailey observes that "ballast 

collapses distance: how else can we reckon thousands of miles 

of geography, terrain, city-states, nations, and natures?" 

In New York, topographical particularities, specificities, and 

relationships were destroyed. Water was banished: rivers, creeks, 

streams, and ponds were drained, filled in, or covered. Non-linearity 
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was eliminated with the leveling of hills, nooks, crannies, niches, 

as well as gullies and ravines. Marshlands and swamps were con

sidered an affront to the settlers and filled in. Among the Guarani 

in South America, it is unfathomable to remove a hill as it would 

change air currents. But in New York City, settlers flattened hills 

into streets or material to be used to fill in swamps. The river was 

defined as a set of potential real estate plots, and pieces were sold 

to be fi lied in; water was converted into land and then to property. 

Thinking forests were made dumb as their mycorrhizal networks 

were severed. 

International politics scholar Lal eh Khalili writes that" landscapes 

were harvested of ballast, looted clean of sand and shingle and 

rock.[ ... ] This resource extraction transformed landscapes in ways 

that have been forgotten'.' Hailey further reminds us that "discarded 

ballast spawned landscapes born of displaced materials from far

flung lands:' However, this is not a matter for reconstruction of a 

lost landscape of purity but of acknowledging the colonial present 

in which we all find ourselves. 

As we walk across New York, we are, at times, thirty-three feet 

above the land that was once home for many more species than 

ours. Ballast, river silt, Indigenous relics, household and industrial 

waste, and ecological wreckage such as hills torn down with earth 

removed for tunnels have been used to level the city. That began 

quite early in colonial history, in 1646. 

By 1790, New York was the most important port in the country 

due to its central location in the North American colonies. It con

nected Europe to the West Indies, and later the Midwest via the 

Erie Canal, and later still via the railway system passing through 

the city, today called the High Line. 

As first mentioned in the Bristol iteration of Seeds of Change, 

contrary to popular ideas about the Atlantic triangular slave trade, 

it was often more profitable to return in ballast than wait for sugar, 

rum, or cotton, especially during the early days of colonization. This 

freed up the ships to sail to Africa more quickly and pick up more 

enslaved people-" cargo" -who were four to six times mo re I u crative 

than colonial goods. The slave trade was the cornerstone of the 

New York economy. And the transport of bodies in ships, mainly 

from the West Indies, required ballast to offset their movement. In 

New York, ships arrived from England with ballast material such 

as English flint, iron, and soil, from other areas of the world with 

ballast consisting of large chunks of coral, volcanic and coral 
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sands, bricks, stones, and rocks. Much of England-specifically 

fragments of Devon, Cornwall, Poole, and Bristol-ended up in 

New York. 

By the 1920s, solid ballast was slowly replaced by water in 

many places, but in New York, earth ballast continued to arrive well 

into the early 1950s. For instance, during World War 11, the US 

Navy shipped weapons to the Allies, with the boats returning in 

ballast as no goods were available. After World War 11, American 

ships brought goods to devastated Europe and would sometimes 

return with war rubble as ballast. Upon arrival in port, the ballast 

was unloaded, carrying with it seeds from the area where it had 

been collected. Lots of ballast was used as landfill throughout the 

boroughs of New York City (hence, for example, the name "Bristol 

Basin" where East 25th Street meets Franklin D. Roosevelt Drive 

along the banks of the East River). Along with the rubble of Bristol 

could also have come bones of Aboriginal people from Australia. 

"Displanting humans and plants are elements of the same 

multispecies colonial endeavor," says philosopher Tamai: Mastnak 

as he argues for the importance of "botanical decolonization'.' But 

in New York, we are also faced with a colonized earth. Let's begin 

by looking at these plants, which indicate ballast ground and are 

also witnesses to New York's transformation into colonialized 

land. They teach us that we are in spaces of colonialism, which 

must not become the sole defining feature of these places. At the 

same time, we must acknowledge that these are landscapes of 

violence. 

Mastnak calls for attention to "place-based" relations between 

plants. People must be placed within the context of how a location, 

its flora, and its geographic specificity are constituted by settler 

colonialism. Geographer Omar Tesdell echoes this when he 

argues "that scholars must examine how wildness, native-ness, 

and agro-climatic suitability are scientifically constituted with and 

not apart from colonial conquest." Art historian Wilma Lukatsch 

reminds us that "things come and have a walking history. And 

when we think of soil we do not think about traveling soil. There is 

history in soil." 

Colonization is built into the very soil of New York, the tradi

tional lands of the Lenape people. A process of decolonization 

must begin on the ground. 
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Ballast Flora 
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Sites as Citations: New Yorks 
Colonial Past in Baliast 

CarinKuoni 

TI1e earth you think you're on is not 

[what you think it is], it is someplace 

else, the only way you would know 

the place is from the flower. 

-Maria TherezaAlves 

Ir all heginswith a seed. For Alves, the 

disavowal of conventional, Western 

tools of scientific analysis and proof 

is fodder for pointing to and delim

iting modes and spaces for thinking 

about how and what we know. A~ she 

centers the barely perceptible seed, 

it emerges as the aggregate cross

ing point of narratives, journeys, 

histories, and temporalities of vast 

scales that seem incompatible with 

its modest size; however, precisely 

because the tiny seed and, by implication, the Aower are evidence of 

developments of vast magnitudes, they eliminate Cartesian categories 

such as size or metrics, confound common associations of power, and 

point to the implications of all human endeavors. 

How to bring closure to an art project that spans an entire human 

generation, a full continent, and histories around the globe? Alves 

decided that the New York iteration would be an erstwhile cumu

lation of Seeds of Change. Ac the Vera List Center, we embraced the 

project's multi-temporalities and mult.ivalence by enacting them on 

different platforms-through an exhibition, through gardens that 

spanned all plant stages from seed germination to harvest, through 

an exploration of flora in the urban terrain, and finally through this 

publication. All along, seed5 accompanied the research: in the summer 

oflor7, students at The New School and children in a sum mer camp 

at Pioneer Works began germinating seeds to be grown into plants 

for the exhibition at Parsons in late fall of 2017. Through the winter 

of 2017 / 2018, the seeds hibernated at Pioneer Works. In the summer 

of 2018, these plants then made up the Ballast Flora Gardens at 

Pioneer Works and Weeksville Heritage Center; those at the High 

Line remained there for another year through summer 2019. 
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Exhibition 

In Seeds of Change, Alves considers che movement of ballast soil

material that was used to balance ships during colonial trade and 

deposited onto the shores of port cities-to steer her research. Working 

with soil as her interlocutor, she traces the effects, impacts, and 

distribution of plants that can be seen as ciphers for individuals and 

co mm uni ties that were sold as commodities in the transatlantic slave 

trade. lhe persistence and survival of these beings form the 1 iceral 

and metaphorical ground of the exhibition. 

As a marginal byproduct of colonial and postcolonial trade 

up to the 1950s, seeds inadvertently carded by ships as part of their 

ballast have become the focus ofAlves's work. She activates the 

knowledge of botanical experts, historical records, and the "silent 

archive" Saidiya Hartman speaks of in relation ro slavery (Saidiya 

Hartman, "Venus in 'Evo Acts," SmtltiAxe, no. 26 (vol. 12, no. 2), 

June 2008, 12). ln so doing, she decolonizes the ways we know and 

engage with our surroundings. The exhibition reworked the physical 

and discursive material that we shape and chat shapes us in order to 

suggest a proximity between human bodies and land, both branded 

and marked by processes of often violent, sometimes inadvertent 

migrations.' lhe artist's constellation of markers elicited new modes 

of recognizing where we are, who we are, where we are from, what we 

arc responsible for, and who we arc accountable to. The installation 

oscillated bet-Neen the mesmerizing beauty and life force of the plan ts, 

and the plastic and wooden hulls containing them, not unlike a boat 

riding the ocean waves. 

'fo understand this history from a material perspective, Alves 

researched the stories ballast flora tell us about migration, movement, 

trade, and valuation. Not surprisingly, the contemporary connection is 

immediate to issues such as Indigcncity and belonging: ·'Which plants 

do and do not belong to this land; which plants stand to threaten 

"nadve" species and vice versa, and which have the "right" robe here? 

Rather than provide a comprehensive history of plant migration in 

the New York area, the artist examined in detail key moments of 

such encounters. She parsed, for example, the Buiietin of the Torrey 

Botanical Oub from 1879 to 1881 and rhcn developed a list of ballast 

Rora sites, including specific locations in New York City, such as 107th 

Street and Eighth Avenue in Manhattan, Hunters Point in Queens, 

the Gowan us Canal in Brooklyn, Mott Haven and Oak Point in the 

Bronx, and Comm uni paw and Hoboken in New Jersey. The names 

of ships arriving or departing "in ballast" appear in the painting ln 
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BaLlast: To and From New York. Another vmrk, Tracesj'i-om the Past: 

Some Ha/Last Mruerialand Flora, shows ballast flora, ballast, and earlier 

manmade landfill that may or may not have included ship's ballast. 

In the largest work of the exhibition, The Entire Coast oj Long island, 

2017, the focus is on the line of encounter between shore and wave. 

Rather than an actual map of Long Island, we follow a horizontal 

(shore)li ne as it dips in and out of water, soil, and plants. 

111ese maps of land displaced in trade were supplemented by 

a series of watercolor paintings of ballast indicar.ors and entitled 

accordingly: Ballast indicator: AtripLex rosea; Ballast indicator: Verbena 

officinalis; Ballast indicator: Mercuriatis annua; and BaLlast Indicator: 
DipLotaxis-tenuijr1Lia. Stylistically, these works arc akin to those of 

botanical illustrations produced during the eighteenth and nine

teenth centuries that were seen as both appealing and scientifically 

valid. Alves also included seven text-based works that relay specific 

narratives from ballast dumping sites in the New York area. These 

arc transcribed by the artist into poetic accounts: "Peach Tree "\Vttr," 
" lV.rf. i d " " (" . I . ,, " 7h wnenever peopie were transporte ... , ,,prmg nad come ... , e 

Liberia," "Much BaLLast arrived in r877 /rnm Norway .. . ,""Documents 

oj Disturbance," and" Inwood Park." 

BalLast FLora Gardens 

In the New York iteration of Seeds of Change, the only one in the 

Americas, the exhibition scaled bcnvcen micro and macro installa

tions through a network of partner organizations around the New 

York area: the High Line in Chelsea, Pioneer Works in Red Hook, 

Weeksville Heritage Center in Crown Heighr.s, and "lhe New School 

in Greenwich Village. In the spring of 2017, approximately four 

hundred individual plants selected from thirty-eight species were 

propagated at The New School and Pioneer Works. These plants 

populated the gallety for the November 2017 exhibition at the Sheila 

C. Johnson Design Cen rer. In the spring of 2018, the same plan ts 

were distributed co all partner sites to live on in those spaces as actual 

ballast flora gardens. 

This cultivation and dispersal organically tied together each site's 

distinct history of trade and the distribution of people, plants, and 

goods. As Alves observed,'' Seeds oj Change is not a reconstruction of a 

lost landscape but an acknowledgment that in New York, che traditional 

lands of the Lenape people, we are faced with a colonized earth. By 

looking at plan ts that both indicate ballast ground and are witnesses to 

the subjugation of New York, a process of decolonization can begin." 
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Near the hanks of the East River in Brooklyn, Pioneer Works is 

literally built on ballast: in 185r, an Trish immigrant, William Beard, 

purchased land and gained permission to build the Erie Basin, 

originally marsh land below the Brooklyn Docks where ships from 

around the world would drop anchor. Beard invited ships to dump 

their ballast at the Basin to shore up the space, producing a landmass 

that is largely made of ballast soil and populated by ballast Aora. As 

a result, ballast Rora grows abundantly around the neighborhood 

today. 

The community of Weeksville was founded in 1838 by African 

American freedmen, and is located between Bedford-Stuyvesant, 

Crown Heights, and Brownsville, Brooklyn. After abolition, pur

chasing land at $250 per plot was the only means for freed African 

Americans to gain both econ o rn i c independence and the right to vote. 

Weeksville was named after one of its founders, James Weeks, who 

also worked as a stevedore in the nearby port, loading and unloading 

ships (and presumably their ballast), and was thus involved in the site's 

development both economically and ecologically. By the mid-r8oos, 

\Veeksvillewas a community of five hundred people with their own 

newspaper, school, orphanage, and housing, the history and legacy 

of which Weeksville Heritage Center preserves to chis day. 

The High Line is a private-public partnership park in Chelsea that 

was opened in 2009 on what was formerly the "West Side Elevated 

Linc" or the "EI" elevated train tracks. Herc, the story of ballast dis

persal shifts from the ports co the Western frontier of this country: 

As goods arrived at the city's ports, carrying seeds with them, they 

were loaded onto trains chat traveled on what is now the High Line, 

themselves the carrier of seeds from the West and now inadvertently 

transporting "non-native'' seeds across the United States. Alvcs's Ballast 

Flora Garden at the High Linc was part of Agora, a group exhibition 

organized by CeciliaAlemani with Melanie Kress. 

Weed Walks 

The traces of ballast flora create a map of colonization that is deeply 

embedded yet generally invisible in the landscape ofNew York City. 

Selected for their prucncc ar sites around rhc New York area, the 

ballast Aora in the exhibition set up a key for che map of che city's 

sites of Indigenous displacement and disruption. 

Spawning from the exhibition, over the course of a month we 

spread out into the urban cityscape to "read" the history of New 

York through its weeds. Guided by artist and horticulturalist Marisa 
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Prefer, Wiidpl£tnts, queerl£tndmzpesexplored the connection between 

Alves' work and the New York landscape. Prefer rook participants and 

casual passersby to the city's plant comm unities. Parrici pan ts went to 

the Western Rail yards in Manhattan to look for self-seeding plants 

left behind afrer the trains stopped running in 1980; they visited the 

former ballast dumping si tc of the Atlantic Ba.sin and Red Hook, where 

many salt-loving marshland plants thrive in cracks along sidewalks 

and beneath the sewers; and, with artists Andrea Haenggi and Ellie 

Irons, they went on am ul tisensory exploration of the seed scape in and 

around the historic Weeksville Heritage Center grounds in Crown 

Heights, as the artists said, "Seeing with our feet and touching with 

our eyes, we let the autumn landscape guide us through past and 

present." 

Volunteer plants penetrate ruderal landscapes, thriving under 

the harsh conditions of poor soil and post-industrial waste. "lhese 

uninvited plants blanket spaces of transition by creeping into patches 

of dirt, emerging year after year, far from their places of origin. Wild 

plants arc often perceived as threats or intruders, but they arc doing 

the work of queering the urban landscape. 

Historical records and botanical journals cite the plants that have 

grown out of ballast soil as "non-indigenous." Outside of botanical 

gardens and the realm ofhorticultural expertise, they are often referred 

to as '\.vecds" grm-ving out ofthe cracks in the sidewalks, city parks, 

ands uburhan landscapes. Spreading out in to the city, Seeds oj Change 

familiarized visitors with these persistent and enduring planes and 

encouraged them to recognize the organ isms as keys to knowing an 

alternative, extra-an thropocenrric mapping of the New York landscape 

and the traces of colonialism that continue to shape it. 

Adaptedfrom the essay by Carin Kuoni and Amanda Parmn; ':Sites as 

Citations ofNew Yorks Colonial Past in Ballast," Vera List Center Prize 

for A rt and Politics, 2016-2018; Maria 7herezaAtves, Seeds of Change: 

New York-A Botany of Colonization (New York: Vem List Center 

for Art and Politics, 2017), I2-14. 
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Top; A Ballast Flora 

GrJrdt::n. Weeksvi le. 2018. 

Bottom: A Ballast Flora 

Garden, Pio 1eer Works, 2018, 
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Previous and Above; A Ballast 
Flora Garde1J, High Li1e. 2018. 

P1otos: T mothy Sc1enck. 
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Seeds o/Change: New York, 

A Chronology 

SEEDS OF CHANCE: NEW YORK, 

A BOTANY U.F COLONlZATlON 

EXHTBJTJON 

Nov. 3-27, 2017, Aronson Galleries, Sheila C. Johnson Design 

Center, Parsons School of Design, TI1e New School. Curated by 

Carin Kuoni and Amanda Parmer. Exhibition design and graphics 

by Other Means. 

CONFERENCE 

Nov. 3, 2017, 'lhe New School. Organi7.ed by Carin Kuoni and Amanda 

Parmer. Documented atwww.veralistcenter.org. 

Ihe Ground Were Standing On 

Unpacking the co-production of land, plants, and peoples in the 

research for Seeds oj Change, this conversation challenged assumptions 

about how and what we think we know about a site. By looking at 

human-instigated histories of soil movements-and plants as evidence 

thercof--wc examined radical forms of geography that help uncover 

obscured histories of sovereignty and oppression and consider the 

potential of'interspecies co-operation. 

- Seth Denizen, University of California, Berkeley, Department 

of Geography 

-J. Kchaulani Kauanui, American Studies and Anthropology, 

Wesleyan University 

-Tomaz Masrnak, Institute at-Philosophy, University of Ljubljana 

- Moderator: TJ Demos, Director, Cell(er for Creative Ecologies, 

University of California, Santa Cruz 

- Respondent: Kenneth White, Instructor, Whitney Museum of 

American Art Independent Study Program 

Seeds as Storytelter and Witness 

In their narrative and expository role, seeds collude with human 

actors and fertile ground to tell a story, sometimes a different story 

than expected, about the history of a place. The dormant seeds of 

ballast have the potential to activate alternative ways of uncovering 
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buried and obscured histories of oppression that are "flashing up," 

as Walter Benjamin wrote, in the presenr. 

-Jane Bennett, Department of Political Sciences, Johns Hopkins 

University 

-Marisa Prefer, artist, gardener, Pioneer Works; Horticultural 

Advisor, Vera List Center 

- Radhika Subramaniam, School of Art and Design History and 

'lheory, Parsons School of Design 

- Moderator: Lara Khaldi, Curator, Palestine ( who had nominated 

Seeds oj Changefor the Jane Lombard Prize for Art and Social Justice) 

-Respondent: Katayoun Chamany, Mohn Family Professor of 

Natural Sciences and Mathematics, Lang College 

Prize Presentation ttna Keynote Conversation 

-Welcome: Mary Watson, Executive Dean, Schools of Public 

Engagement 

-Tribute: CharifKiwan,Abouna<l<lara 

-Maria TI1ereza Alves and Ruth Wilson Gilmore, Professor of 

Geography and Director, Center for Place, Culture, and Politics, 

Graduate Center, CUNY 

-Moderator: Carin Kuoni, Vera List Center 

LUNCHTIME READINGS 

Nov. 3-21, 2017,Aronson Galleries, Sheila C. Johnson Design Center, 

Parsons School of Design, The New School 

Organized in collaboration vvith Melanie Kress, Eric Rodriguez, Ja.~min 

Chabla, and Andi Pettis at the High Line, the reading sessions drew 

on acornrnunicywich elected affinides responding co the exhibition 

and looking to the future it promises for the summer of 2018 when 

the plants were re-sited in ballast Rora gardens around New York, 

including the installations at the High Linc, Pioneer Works, and 

Wceksvillc Heritage Center. 

Wendy S. Wr1/ters, Nov. 7 

Walters, reading from Multiply/Divide, has been described by Phillip 

Lopate asan author who "fearlessly discloses the personal and embeds 

her individuality in the larger dilemmas of the historical moment." 
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Patricia Kiindienst, Nov. 9 

"Freedom" is the tide of the chapter Klindienst read from, part of 

Jhe bzrth Knows My Name: Food, Culture and Sustairwbitity in the 

Gardens ojEthnicAmericans, which won the American Book Award 

for 2007. 

Meunie Kress and Eric Rodriguez, Nov. r4 

High Line Art Assistant Curator Melanie Kress and Eric Rodriguez, 

High Line Horticultural Coordinator, grounded their conversation 

in texts by Rosalyn and VitoAcconci. 

Jennijt-r Kabat, Nov. I6 

"Rain Like Cotton" was published in BOMB in fall 2017. Kabat is 

the recipient of an Andy Warhol Foundation Ans Writers Grant, 

teaches at 'lhe New School, and is a regular contributor ro Frieze, 

Granta, Harper's, Virginia Quarterly Review and The White Review. 

Alex Smith and M. Teliez, Metropolarit;1, Nov. 2I 

Descri hi n g Metro polarity as a" D IY sci-h collecci ve hased, h red, and 

tested in the colliding future-present of Philadelphia," Smith and 

'l ellez read an excerpt of Style oj Attack Report. 

WlLD PLANTS, QUEER LANDSCAPES: 

WEEDWAI.KS TN FORMER RALLAST DUMPING SITES 

Along urban roadsides and beneath the crack of city asphalt, trash 

collects amid the living. Volunteer plants penetrate waste-places 

and thrive in harsh conditions of poor soil and postindustrial waste. 

WeedWalks were led by artist, herbalist, educator, and VLC horti

cultural advisor Marisa Prefer. 

Western Raii Yards, Nov. 5 

Marisa Prefer explored the Western Rail Yards of the High Line, 

where gardeners have lcfr "cxistingsdf-scedcd plantings, celebrating 

the urhan landscape that emerged on the High Linc." 

Atlantic Basin/Rea Hook, Nov. 12 

Wild planes are often coded as threatening, labeled "weeds" or ''inva

sive" but are also opportunists. They are doing the work of queering 

the urban landscape. At ballast dumping sites at the Atlantic Basin 
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and in Red Hook, many salt-loving marshland plants thrive in cracks 

along sidewalks and beneath sewers. 

Crown Heights, Nov. I9 

Andrea Hacnggi and Ellie Irons of the Environmental Performance 

Agency guided a one-mile walk from the Utica Avenue train stop to 

Weeksville Heritage Center. 

BALLAST FLORA CARD.ENS 

The High Line 

April 2018 through summer 2019 

Pan of the exhibition Agora, organized byCeciliaAlemani, Donald R. 
Mullen, Jr. Director and Chief Curator, with Melanie Kress, High Line 

Art.Associate Curator. Staffmembers from the High Line Network, 

Education Department, and Horticulture Department led a series 

ofhrown-hag lunchtime reading sessions, featuring texts inspired by 

Maria Thereza Alves's project for the group exhibition Agora. 

Education Department, May 23 

Horticulture Department, July 25 

High Line Network, September 19 

Pioneer WrJrks 

Organized and curated by Marisa Prefer. 

May through October 2018 

Second Sundays Family Program 

Drop-in family workshops engaging with the Ballast Flora Garden 

May 13 and June ro, 2018 

Red Hook Ecology Walks 

Summer through fall 2018 

Red Hook Ecology Roundtables 

June, July, and August 2018 

Weeksvilie Heritage Center 

May 2018 through October 2019 

Organized by Asantewa Archer and Rob Fields, with landscape 

guidance by Elizabeth Kennedy. 
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WeeksviLle~· Bailast Fiora Student Workshop 

EveryTuesdayfrom April through May2018 for students aged eight 

to rwelve. Curriculum ou dine: Plant Science; Hands-on Art Making; 

Experiments; Weeksville's History and Ballast Flora; Ecology ofRed 

Hook; and Gentrification, Race, Politics. 

WeeksviLle Heritage Center's Ffjiieth Anniversary and Exhibition 

Opening Event, May 12, 2018. 

BaUast Flora Gardens 

With Maria Thereza Alves and representatives of the High Linc, 

Pioneer Works, Vera List Center, and Wecksvillc Heritage Center, 

June 23, 2018. 

EXHl31TION CHECKLIST 

Tfie Er11ir9 Co..-:1.'1·! ol Long t~l:.wd. 

2017. Acrylic and ink on nen, 

59 71B x 1621/4 n. 

(152 x412cm). MTA_0104 

In B..-:1/hi.sl: To ..-:1wi Frum Nf::':1N 

Yark, 2017. Aery ic and ink on 

linen, 1153/8 x 61 in. 

(293 x 155cm).MTA_0111 

Common Ballast Fbra on Long 

/sl~11d, 2017. One vase on shell 

wth a f~e::l""I bo..Jquf!t every week, 

co,s st ng of danJelion, daisy1 

buttwcups, chicury, plant.H.in, 

cover, ::rnrdock. and wild c:arrot. 

Ur,iili~d, 2017. Aery ic o,d nk 

on I nen, 44 x 32 1/4 in. 

(112x82cm).MTA 0119 

LJr,iilled, 2017. Aery ic °'d nk 

on I nen, 44 x 32 1/4 in. 

(112 x 82 cm) MTA_0123 

Untitled, 2017. Aery ic a1d nk 

on I nH-n, 44 x 32 1/4 in. 

(112 x 82 cm) MTA_0127 

Un1i1l~d. 2017. A~ry ic o,d nk 

on I nen, 44 x 32 1/4 in. 

(112x82cm).MTA 0114 

Ur,1i1led, 2017. Aery ic a1d nk 

on I nen, 44 x 32 1/4 in. 

(112 x 82 cm). MTA_0124 
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Untitled, 2017. Acrylic and ink 

on inen, 44 x 32 114 in. 

{112x 82crr).MTA_0115 

B..-llla'Hl lnr.Jir:alur.· Alripli:1x ru.•,;ea, 

2017. Watercolor on ~•~er. 

11 3/4 X 11 3/4 n. 

{30 x 30 cm). MTA_0193 

Ballast Indicator: Verbene 

ulficin. .. -ilf . ..,· .. 2017. Watercolor on 

paper, 11 3/4 x 11 3/4 in. 

{30x30cm).MTA 0191 

Ballast Indicator: Mercurialis 

annua, 2017. Watercolor on 

paper.11 3/4 x 113/4in 

{30 x 30 cm). MTA_0195 

Balla.81 lndir:alur: Dfplulaxh;

tenuifolia, 2017. Walercolor on 

paper, 11 3/4 x 11 3/4 in. 

{30 x 30 cm) MTA_0194 

"Peach Tree War," 2017. 

Watercolor and ink on paper. 

24 X 18 1 /8 in. 

{61 x 46 cm). MTA 0182 

"Whenever people were 

transported ... ,' 2017. Walercolor 

a,d nko,paper,24x181/Bin. 

{61 x 46 cm). MTA_0183 

Caribbe1::w Cum/ S1:mcJ in 

Manhattan, 2017. Watercolor 

a1d nko1paper.181/8x24 n. 

{46 x 61 cm) MTA_0190 

"Spring had come .... " 2017. 

Watercolor and ink on paper. 

24x 18I/Si,.(61 x46cm). 

MTA 0185 

"The Liberia,· 201 7. Watercolor 

and ink on ~ape·, 24 x 16 1 /B n. 

(61 x 46 cm). MTA_0184 

a1Mur:h Bafl~.•-;t .:lrrived in 

18'/ I fr~m Nor Nay ... ,' 2017. 

WaterGolor a 1d n k o 1 paper, 

24 x 18 1/B n (61 x 46 cm). 

MTA_0186 

;,,Dm:umtm /8 ul Di .... ·J.urbmice, r. 

2017. Walercolor and ink on 

paper, 24 x 18 1 /8 1ches 

(61 x 46 cm) MTA_Ol 87 

"Inwood Park.' 2017. Watercolor 

and ink on ~ape·, 24 x 1 6 1 /B n. 

(61 x 46 cm). MTA_0188 

Tra.r:e8 /rum i.he P.:lsL· Sume 

Ballast Material and Flora, 2017. 

Watercolor a 1d n k o 1 paper, 

24 x 18 11B n (61 x 46 cm). 

MTA_0189 

All works he ght x width 

Co,·tesy the artist and Ga erie 

Mic 1el Rein. 



A Botany of Decolonization: 

Countering the Settler 

Coionial Quest.for indigenous 

Elimination 

J. Kehaulani Kauanui 

In the fall of 2015, a student at 

Wesleyan University in Middletown, 

Connecticut, where I teach, came to 

my office to ask for guidance. At the 

time, he \.Vas working on a project for 

a studio arts class. He explained that 

he had zoned in on a construction site 

near the art complex and wanted to 

create an installation with a dig, as the 

water system in that area was being 

overhauled. Initially, he planned 

to delve into the meaning of the 

"unearthing" in relation co his own, as 

he pm it, ex is ten tial condition. That 

is, until he learned whose land the 

university stands on-the Wangunk 

people. Given the ,vi despread settler 

colonial erasure of their history an<l 

contemporary existence, their very name was news to him. He had 

learned about it from a student who was enrolled in a new course I 

was teaching at the time, "Decolonizing Indigenous Middletown: 

Native Histories of the Wangunk People." Once he learned whose 

land we were situated on, his art project no longer held together. The 

land that was being unearthed was no longer abstract in the way he 

first encountered it; rather, it was a part of a people's homeland. This 

new awareness prompted a level of self~confrontation and raised 

a set of ethical questions, and he ultimately decided to scrap the 

installation altogether. 

I open with this vignette for my discussion of the New York 

iteration of Maria TherezaAlves's Seeds o_j Change project to illustrate 

the urgency of an ti-no rm al izatio n of ongoing settler coloniz.1.tion and 

the politics of Jndigeneicy.(1lMy focus draws on some of the themes 

brought into sharp relief in the exhibit-specifically cheobservation 

that ballast flora in Europe is not the same as ballast flora in North 

America. Herc, it is evidence of the economic systems of enslavement in 

the con text of settler colonization. The Dutch systematical! y enslaved 

African people, introducing slavery to the continent when they first 

settled the colony. Both the English and the Americans carried on 

this system of terror when they superseded the Dutch. For more than 

two centuries, New York was considered the capital of American 

slavery.<2
> As Alves points our in her essay accompanying the New 
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York exhibition, "TI1e transport of bodies in ships required ballast 

to offset their movemenc."(3
) She explains how ships arrived from 

England with ballast material such as flint, iron, and soil, and from the 

Caribbean with coral, volcanic sand, bricks, stones, and rocks. Alves 

unearths historical ballast sites and ballast flora through her careful 

archival research, scientific investigation, and artistic representation 

of these co mp lex and multi layered histories. Among many i m po rtan t 

elements in rhe New York iteration of the project, we learn char the 

seeder colonisrs used ballast as landfill to .Hatten it out to marketable 

territory that could then be demarcated for commodification. And, 

as Alves explains in the same publication, "Upon arrival in port, the 

ballast was unloaded, canying with it seeds native to the area where 

the ballast had been picked up. l- .. ] Colonization is built into the 

very soil ofNew York. A process of decolonization must begin on the 

ground.(4l"lhis begs the question: What of the Indigenous peoples 

who are ontologically rooted in chat soil? 

This is what I would like ro focus on: an examination of the 

politics of lndigeneity in relation to Maria Thereza Alve.s's New 

York City project. The artist has explored ballast flora in other port 

cities, but about New York, she notes, "The earth of Manhattan is 

mostly not itself. It has had its millennium relationship between 

land, water, animals and not animals taken away or buried. To me 

that is what is very important on the New York iteration that along 

with the colonization of the people, the culture, the land-the very 

earth was colonized." I aim to extend her focus, since New York City 

raises the question oflndigeneity, unlike the European cities she 

st.udied-at least. when it comes to people of the land (not only the 

land itself): the Lenape and other Indigenous peoples, including the 

Canarsie, Shinnecock, Unkechaug, and Munsee Indians. (5 l I begin 

with a focus on distinctions between Indigenous flora and Indigenous 

peoples defined by their relacionshi p to land. I then briefly examine 

the implications of the elision of Indigeneity in order to push for 

sustained engagement with the politics of decolonization, as Alves's 

New York City exhibit provokes a rethinking of ballast flora in a 

way that compels the viewers to confront the ethics of rdationality 

as they pertain to enduring settler colonialism vis-a-vis Indigenous 

people(s). TI1echallenge, then, demands an exploration of what forms 

of decolonization are possible in this context. 

Historian Patrick Wolfe's theory of settler colonialism posits chat 

this social and political model of domination operates by "the logic 

of elimination of the native."161 This is because, unlike other forms of 
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colonialism, land acquisition is its central feature. (7) As Wolfe argued, 

"The colonizers come co stay-invasion is a structure not an event. "(Bl 

· lhis is not t.o suggest that settler colonialism is permanent (as though 

it is necessarily a foregone conclusion), but rather that the aim of 

those upholding that form of domination strive for permanency. 

When people speak of "the legacy of colonialism," they arc casting 

colonialism in the past. But for Indigenous peoples subject to seeder 

colonialism, checolonial project hasyec co end. Understanding seeder 

colonialism as a structure exposes the face that it cannot be relegated 

to the past. 

The political and cultural terms "Indigenous" and "Indigeneity" 

emerge in relation to these same social forces. Thus, Indigcncity is 

the counterpart analytic to seeder colonialism. Some people dismiss 

assertions ofTndigenous idendtyas essentialist, assuming that being 

Indigenous is grounded in a belief in an underlying and unchanging 

"essence." But for Indigenous peoples, the question oflndigeneity 

is rooted in a distinct relationship to land, which has consequences 

for sovereignty. In addressing "Indigenous" as a category of political 

suhjectivi ty, one necessarily must wrestle with particular histories of 

do mi nation rather ch an fa II back to an all-too-common default posi cion 

of "everyone is Indigenous to somewhere, so we're all Indigenous." 

Alves's work is focused on actual flora and fauna, enabling careful 

distinctions. The category of "Indigenous" regarding peoples is always 

already a socially constructed relational category since we arc not 

Rora and fauna hut are part of (not apart from) the natural world. 

For some who insist that "everyone is Indigenous to somewhere," 

they might cite the definition of the adjective from the dictionary co 
justify their claim. "Indigenous" comes from Late Latin: indigen-us, 

meaning born in a country, native ( <indigen-a, a native), as in "born or 

produced naturally in alan<l or region; native or belonging naturally 

to (the soil, region, etc.)_"(9 l But, wichoucattention to the histo1yand 

presem forms of social domination, it can be reductive to use rhe term 

co refer co anyone born in a particular place, caking che geography of 

any given country for granted (while also naturalizing nation-state 

borders). 

This emphasis on nativity or birth too ofi:cn ends up rendering the 

concept of"Indigenous"-when it co mes to h umans--meani ngless by 

erasing the political history of speciflc Indigenous struggles over land 

claims. In hrsting and Lasting, historian Jean M. 0 'Brien (White Earth 

Ojibwe) traces the genealogy of the myth of the "vanishing Indian" 

to white settler assertions that Indigenous peoples had "vanished" 
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despite their known continued presence. (lo} She documents that well 

into the rwentierh century, white Anglo-Saxon nativists dismissed 

the continued existence of a wide range of Indigenous peoples by 

claiming themselves to be "native-born." This is a classic example of 

the "logic of elimination of the native."111
J 

The general definition of "Indigenous" as "born or produced 

naturally in a land or region" is far coo simple and cannot account 

forthe diversity of the more than three hundred andseventymillion 

Indigenous peoples who are spread across seventy countries world

wide. (12
) The 1986/7 definition proposed by United Nations Special 

Rapporteur Jose Martinez Cobo remains the most influential today: 

Indigenous peoples arc "those which, having a historical continuity 

with pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies that have developed on 

their terricories, consider themselves distinct from other sectors of 

the societies now prevailing in chose territories, or pans of them."1131 

Returning to Wolfe's definition of settler colonialism as a 

land-centered project that relics on the "logic of elimination of the 

native," let us consider the question of territory for the Lenapc in 

Mannahacra. Educators at the National Museum of the American 

Indian have referred to the 1626 "sale of Manhattan" as America's 

first "urban myth" since there is no known deed ofland transfer or 

bill of sale. Soon thereafter, Dutch Governor William Kieft tried to 

impose a tax on the Lenape, who refused to pay to live on their own 

territory. He vowed to force them into submission, resulting in a 

genocidal massacre during Kiefr's War between 1643 and 1645. (141 

This history coincides with the construction ofa wall by the Dutch 

that later lent its name to "Wall Street.." By 1644, they had erected a 

wooden palisade to block the Lenape Indians from protecting their 

own territory from settlement; by 1653, they built a sturdier wall to 

prevent further encroachment by rhc English colonists. (l
5
l 

111e English rook over "New Amsterdam" in the 1660s, and by 

che early 1700s, che Le nape were forced to move from Mannahacra. 

'Ihro ugh a series of negotiations and treaties, the Lenape were sub jeer 

to several removals. 116
) They were caught between the Dutch and the 

British, then the French and the British (in the French-Indian War), 

and later the English who wan te<l independence and claimed American 

identity. As sociologist Brice Obermeyer explains, "The tumulcuous 

years surrounding the American Revolution led to a Delaware diaspora 

that would further define the nucleus of the Delawareli.-ibe and create 

the boundaries between the many Delaware-descended groups chat 

exist today. By the eve of the American Revolution, most Delaware 
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groups were living along the Ohio and Allegheny rivers." Lenape 

polities are now self-governing in Oklahomaand\Visconsin, as well 

as Ontario, Canada, while orher clans of rhe Lenape remain in their 

expansive traditional territory: in other parts of present-day New 

York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware. 

So here we sec the violent features of settler colonization-land 

expropriation and its accompanying "elimination of the native"

through both spatial removal and genocide, constituti ngwhacwould 

today be called ethnic cleansing.' lhis history and present demonstrate 

Wolfe's assertion that within settler-colonial contexts, "invasion is a 

structure, not an event." And even though the Dutch, British, and 

Americans pushed out the Lcnapc an<l other Indigenous peoples to 

create New York City for themselves, numerous sites throughout 

Manhattan reveal an enduring Lenape presence. Given this legacy, 

we musr also cri rically face the na tivism inheren r in terms like" Na rive 

New Yorker" that contribute to lenape invisibility and erase the 

ongoing settler-colonial dispossession of them. 

Alves ha.~ <locumen te<l how the introduction of ballast transformed 

the land of New York City. She notes, "River silt, Native American 

relics, household and industrial waste, ecological wreckage, hills torn 

down with earrh removed for runnels, and ballast was used to level 

New York, and that began quite early in colonialhistory-1646."117
) As 

an example, Alves included in her exhibition at The New School an 

archival sketch, "View of 2nd Ave Looking Up from 42nd set 1861." 

As Alves points out, "Topographical particularities, specificities, 

and relationships were 1 iterally crushed ... ah ill became a street or 

material to be used to fill in a swamp. 'lhe river was defined as a ser 

of potential real estate plots, and pieces were sold to be filled in: 

converting water to land to property."(ls) Notably, the artist found 

that ballast was continuously imported to New York up until the 

1950s. Of course, it is necessary to caution against romanticizing 

some unsullied precolonial site. As the artist puts it, "However, this 

is not a question of reconstruction ofa lost landscape or puriry bur 

of acknowledgement of the present we all find ourselves in."( 191 So, 

that begs the question as to what forms of decolonization arc possible 

in settler-colonial contexts. 

In the legal realm, international law bars Indigenous peoples 

from the United Nations (UN) decolonization protocols, which 

were codified for franchise colonies. 1he exclusion is based on the 

"salt water" doctrine, making eligibility for decolonization based on 

the presence of "blue water" between the colony and the colonizing 
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country. 120l As a result, it is countries, not peoples, who are eligible 

for UN-sponsored plebiscites regarding their political starus. 

After decades of effort and organizing by the Working Group 

on Indigenous Populations (later renamed the Working Group on 

Indigenous Peoples) to address this marginalization, in 2007, the United 

Nations General A~sembly passed the Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples (DRIP). The aspirational document asserts that 

Indigenous peoples are "peoples" with the right to self-determination, 

as embodied in Article l of the Charter of the Uni red Nations: "All 

peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that right 

they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their 

economic, social and cultural <levdopment."(211 DRIP importantly 

includes several articles mentioning the principle of "free, prior and 

informed consent," acknowledging chat Indigenous peoples should 

have the right to give or withhold consent to a project that may affect 

them or their territories. For example, Article ro states, "Indigenous 

peoples shall not be forcibly removed from their lands or territories. 

No relocation shall take place without the free, prior, and informed 

consent of the indigenous peoples concerned and after agreement 

on just and fair compensation and, where possible, with the option 

of recurn."(22
J Notably, though, DRIP still limits self~determination 

for Indigenous peoples. Article 46 makes this clear, that nothing in 

the declaration may be construed as authorizing or encouraging any 

action "which would <lismemher or impair, totally or in part, the 

territorial integrity or political unity of sovereign and independent 

States."(23
) 1lrns, for Indigenous peoples, although decolonization 

means limited self-determination (within the states that currently 

encompass them), land and resource protection based on Indigenous 

knowledge has bolstered forms of Indigenous resurgence. This turns 

away from recognition by states, both of which open diverse pathways 

for reconnecting with their traditional water and land-ha.5ed lifeways. 

In one of her essays on Seeds ofChrmge, Alves also reflects on 

invasion and quotes botanist Heli Ju tila. (241 In some places, "like 

maybe Finland and F ranee," Jutila says, "ballast Bora came to enrich 

the local flora, but in the Americas, many ballast plants oftentimes 

from Europe have been invasive aliens, and have narrowed the niche 

of many species of native Rora." When thinking about the number 

of species of plants (over four hundred, mostly European in origin) 

found by Alves's research to be growing on ballast grounds throughout 

New York and New Jersey, from where they have spread further since, 

we can critically explore the concept of "invasive species." 
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Indigenous environmental studies scholar Nicholas J. Reo (Sault 

Ste. Marie Tri be of Chippewa T n dians) and an ch ropo logist I .aura A. 

Ogden offer an Indigenous perspective on the global threat of invasive 

species that contrasts with prevailing conservation discourses. Turning 

to the Anishnaa be, who, like the Le nape, arc part of the Algonquian 

cultural group, they show that dominant (non-Indigenous) approaches 

tend to portray invasive species as biological en ti ties temporally and 

politically connected co colonial rimelines. (25l But their ethnographic 

research also makes clear that even while Anishnaabe may describe 

invasive species as "phenomenologically entangled with colonialism," 

the ways they think about invasive species "provide alternatives to 

native-non-native binaries that dominate much of the scientific 

discourse."(261 As Reo and Ogden point out, the "invasive land ethic" 

manifest in non-Indigenous governmemal and NGO approaches 

to invasive species management is undergirded by Euro-American 

property ownership regimes that are "predicated on the separation 

of people from nature."127
) Reo and Ogden delineate this contrast, 

finding that for Anishnaabc, "plants and animals arc family members 

and respected as elder siblings to humans." Their interlocutors also 

explained chat "humans have an obligation to figure our the nature 

ofour relationship with new arrivals, which includes careful consid

eration of their potential gifts and our reciprocal responsibilities." 

Furthermore, the Anishnaabc suggested that the ecological impact 

of introduced species is linked to Indigenous neglect of "responsi

bilities for longstanding plant and animal relations," and that white 

American approaches to land management, such as invasive species 

eradication programs, can create barriers to Indigenous caretaking 

that may remediate adverse effects. 1his is not to conflate or confuse 

the Anishnaabc with Lena pc, Canarsic, Shinnecock, Unkechaug, 

or Munsce Indians (even though all arc Algonquian). However, the 

contrast provides insight into alternative ways to respond to non-In

digenous Aoraand fauna. Moreover, these Indigenous principles can 

inform decolonization as a practice in ways that need not negate the 

non-Indigenous and which can \-vork to negotiate ways of co-existing 

based on Indigenous ethics and governance. 

A~ Maria Thcrcza Alves considers decolonization in relation 

to the flora highlighted in her own project, she turns to the work of 

philosopherTomaz Mastnak. Tn her essay on Seeds of Change, she 

quotes him that "displanting humans and plants are elements of the 

same multispecies colonial endeavor" and presents his argument 

for the importance of "botanical dccolonization."(2
Bl Alves points 
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to Mastnak's calls for attention to "place-based" relations between 

plants and people. "People must be seen within the context of how 

that place, its flora and the geographic specificity are constituted by 

settler colonialism." Speaking to US settler colonialism and linking 

to Mastnak's suggestion, I posit that the primary political and ethical 

challenge is the demand for accountability towards the Indigenous 

peoples on whose land we dwell and mobilize. However, the concept 

ofindigenous nationhood is too often astickingpoint for those who 

may bristle over the abidance to any notion of distinct peoplehood. 

For Indigenous peoples, the challenge is to survive as peoples given 

the endurance of colonial domination. Decolonization in a settler 

colonial context must tend to the Indigenous peoples of the land-and 

their attendant sovereignty given chat relationship to the land-as 

they contend with the reality that "invasion is a structure, not an 
event."(291 

Ongoing Indigenous snuggles that are specifically grounded 

in New York-for instance, a range of cases of the Shinnecock and 

Unkcchaug tribes on Long Island an<l the battle of the Lenape in 

Manhattan-speak to the same challenge. The Shinnecock Indian 

Nation has been trying to stop the construction of two homes on 

Montauk Highway in Southampton on a privately owned two-acre 

site ,vhere some oftheir ancestors are buried. Tribal leaders "say they 

had an agreement with the town of Southampton that ifdevclo pmen t 

was slated for the site they would he notified so they could monitor 

construction in case any remains were found," according to local 

reporting.(3oJ Meanwhile, the Unkechaug Indian Nation has a law

suit challenging the state's authority to regulate or restrict the tribe's 

historic fishing rights at Mastic Beach. (311 Three Shinnecock Indian 

Nation members filed a similar case. 

In another ecological example from Long Island, the Shinnecock 

Nacion has been reckoningwith constantly rising waters. 1l1ey have 

responded by "moving dredged sand and placing sea and beach 

grasses, oyster shells, and large boulders in the path of the Adamic 

Ocean." I32I As director Shavonne Smith of the Shinnecock Indian 

Nation Environmental Department notes, the tribe is hoping co 

increase the oyster red to dissipate the force of the waves on the 

shore: "We have an inherent responsihili ty to protect the homeland," 

Smith says. "lr's not the type of" thing where you can work against 

nature. You work with it."(33
J ln contrast to the violent flattening 

of Manhattan achieved by using ballast, here they are using "what 

experts in climate change adaption call 'nature-based solutions' to 
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mitigate the damage from the next storm. 1l1e wind and water use 

the grasses, rocks, and shells to sculpt the sand in desired directions, 

creating rising dunes. In almost four years, the Shinnecock have 

restored 3,250 feet of beach."134l 

Shoreline erosion-arguably part of climate colonialism-has 

affected burial grounds of the Unkechaug Indian Nation. (35
l In turn, 

Chief Harry W..1.llace urged Suffolk County to take action to protect the 

buria 1 grounds.1he county is nowworki n go n a shoreline stab ii ization 

project in an attempt to end the severe erosion of the point at Indian 

Island County Park and protect the burials. In November 2019, "the 

county legislature approved a $1.2 million 'living shoreline' project 

to stabilize the bluff at the point."(3
Bl The project includes installing 

rock sills in tidal wetlands, with upland sand placed landward of 

the rock sills and planted with native, salt-tolerant vegetation. As 

reported, "'lhe bluff in the tidal wetlands adjacent area will be further 

stabilized with the installation of a cantilevered bulkhead covered with 

dean sand and planted with native grasses."(37
l These efforts serve as 

examples ohvhat environmentalists term "nature-based" responses, 

which can contribute to place-based forms of decolonial practice. 

Furthermore, all propose explicitly Indigenous approaches to land 

remediation, thus countering the erasure oflndigenous peoples. 

Alves's Seeds o/C'hange project advances the work of anti-nor

malization concerning ongoing settler colonialism-and its changes 

to the land-through a focus on Indigenous and "imported" flora. 

In extending her work by centering Indigenous peoples, we can also 

take up an ti-normalization by countering "the logic of elimination 

of the native." Indeed, this is a prerequisite for enabling practices of 

decolonization in settler-colonial contexts. 

The author would Like to thank both editors-Carin Kuoni and 

Wilma Lukatsch-as weii as Jean M. O'Brien, Daniel Schniedewind, 

Rana Barakat, and Nicholas Reofor their feedback on earlier drt1fts of 

this essay. 
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7he Green Settlers of 

New York City 

Tomaz Mastnak 

Dictionaries define the verb "terra

form" as denori ng a science-fiction 

vision of shaping the moon or planets 

in Earth's image to make them able to 

support terrestrial life forms. I learned 

the term in Southern California 

when witnessing the construction 

of yet another housingproject for the 

University of California at Irvine's 

faculty. There was a small sandstone 

hill, invaded by thistle, mustard, 

and wild artichokes from the roads 

that circled it, scarred by a small dirt 

road and Ii ctered with paper, plastic, 

and construction debris. Yee, it gave 

food and shelter to some native flora 

and fauna, like snakes, lizards, birds, 

insects, and rodents, and functioned 

as a transition corridor for coyotes and bobcats. I knew every little 

corner of it. 

One day, it was fenced, and heavy machinery began to move 

the soil around, breaking the reddish-colored rocks, crystals, and 

fossils (some of which were fortunately saved) to shape the terrain 

for a model settlement. That little piece of earth was completely 

unformed, deformed, and reformed. All life was erased, so-called 

pre-historical artifacts were lost, and geological history was crushed 

to rubble and dust to pave new ground for alien life-forms: wage 

intellectuals, Mexican gardeners, Eastern European cleaners, cats 

and dogs, tropic and subtropic plants, and lawns on life support via 

ever-gushing sprinklers. 

Through Seeds of Change, Maria Thereza Alves makes us think 

not only about the excen t to which the earth beneath New York City 

has been rerraformed, bur also about how much of irhas literally been 

made. 

According to Alvcs's estimate, informed by scientific research 

before her, the ground under New Y<)rk City has been so thoroughly 

terraformed that only a sample of the "prehistoric" terra (earth) 

survives on Manhattan's northwestern rip, in lnwood Hill Park. The 

ground on Manhattan lsland was basically leveled. Leveling, German 

philosopher Bruno Bauer wrote in the New York Daily Tribune in 

the 1850s, was the spirit of the age, a key characteristic of the new 
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imperialism that rose to power after the defeat of the 1848 democratic 

revolutions. (l) 

It is even more unsetdingco learn fromAlves's project that much 

of the ground, on which today's New York City stands, is made of 

ballast. This material was transported from Europe to New York on 

ships as late as the 1950s, meaning the earth of New York is mixed 

with rubble from European cities bombed during World War II. 

The quantity of that ballast is staggering. Bies of foreign landscapes 

and crash, nature and culture, history and stories were built into the 

foundations of the cosmopolis, where history was to end and only 

stories arc spun. 

Mixed with the ballast, fragments oflifc in the dead matter were 

imported: "seeds of change." Many of those seeds germinated to 

become New Yorkers. Just like the human settlers, they began a new 

life here. 'lhey have become an integral part of the New York flora 

and, thus, ofthe cityscape and the city's life. They are silent voices of 

a muted history that should scream injustice. 

What arc we to think about these plants? Hmv arc we to relate 

to these green New Yorkers? Alves gives us the coordinates: "The very 

earth of New York is colonized and yet chat does not signify that what 

we might term as settler plants are to be acknowledged as che new 

normality, for to do so would make us complicit with colonialism 

and its violence inBicted on land and bodies."12l 

The very soil of New York was colonized. That is the nature of 

colonization; it is not only a conquest or subjection of a territory, but 

also the inscription of colonial power into the landscape and into 

the soil itself. Colonialism is not only a deep historical intervention, 

but is also an intervention into the deep history. George Perkins 

Marsh, in his pioneering 1864 study of the impact of man on natural 

environment, argued that it was the destruction of soil in the mother 

countries that drove colonial expansion and conquests. That destruc

tion-the soils having been "made barren or pestilential" by man's 

"follies or his crimes"-created "the necessity of providing new homes 

for a European population." (3) In the new environment, the colonists 

continued with their destructive practices. Even ,vorse, they carried 

them out, as Hobbes would say, with "double iniquity" and "<louhlc 

folly."(4
) Settler-colonists overthrow "existing arrangements," Marsh 

observed: "Indigenous vegetable and animal species are extirpated, 

and supplanted by others of foreign origin, spontaneous production 

is forbidden or restricted, and the face of the earth is either laid bare 

or covered with a new and reluctant growth of vegetable forms, and 
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with alien trihes of animal life." Soil is degraded and destroyed hy 

industrial agricul rure, deforestation, diversion or exhaustion ofwater 

sources, and construction.(5
J 

What are settler plants? Every plant is a "geographical agency," 

Marsh ,vrote: "Whenever man has transported a plant from its native 

habitat to a new soil, he has introduced a new geographical force to 

act upon it, and this generally at the expense of some indigenous 

growth which the foreign vegetable has supplanted.1l1enewand the 

old plan ts are rarely the equivalent of each other, and the substitution 

of an exotic for a native tree, shrub, or grass, increases or diminishes 

the relative importance ofthe vegetable clement in the geography of 

the country to which it is removed."161 

As a geographical agency, plants are a settler agency. Planting is 

an essential part ofcolonization, even giving ita name: "plantation." 

Bur as Francis Bacon wrote in the early period of English colonization, 

planting also means "displanting."(7
l Dis planting, uprooting, was the 

first step in colonizing new lands. In the early seventeenth century, 

Captain Smith called on England to send to Virginia "diggers of 

trees, roots."(S) New colonial landscape was huilton the destruction 

of existing, Indigenous landscape. All colonization is unavoidably a 

botanical colonization, and introducing plants is an integral part of 

settler violence. l9l An introduced plant meant violence against native 

soil and growth, which is inherently violence against the Indigenous 

peoples. 

One of the central ideas of the nineteenth century that is still alive 

today is that history is a "war of man against narure," in the words of 

the l ◄ rench historian Jules Michelet_(lo) Consequently, colonialism 

is a progressive and civili:tational spread of war against nature. It is 

justified by representing the colonized lands as "nature": uncultivated, 

uninhabited (or sparsely inhabited) virgin land, or no one's land 

(terra nuilius). War against nature, violent and destructive in the 

European homeland, became doubly so in the European colonies. 

'lhe "nature" attacked by the colonists was, as a rule, cultivated land, 

a cultured landscape. "\'<far against nature" was thus compounded by 

war against the Indigenous cultivators, or caretakers, of that nature 

and erasure of their culture. Plants that fell victim to that war were 

part of the Indigenous material and spiritual culture, and pl an ts th at 

replaced them were the green face of conquest. Colonial ism Ii terally 

grew roots. 

Foreign plants were introduced, mostly by accident rather than 

by design; as Marsh pointed out, "man has intentionally transferred 
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fewer plants than he ha5 accidentally introduced into countries foreign 

to chem."(7
1) Tncentional transfer of plants was of two kinds mainly. 

One was the transfer from the colonies to the mother country. Some 

of the imported plants were introduced to agriculture, but all of them 

were the empire's trophies, used to display the imperial power and 

glory in aristocratic gardens and, most gloriously, in Royal Botanic 

Gardens in Kew. In herbaria or gardens, collections of plan ts were the 

materialization of the dream of possessing all nature. 112
) 1l1ey were a 

sign of the successful war against nature. 'lhe landscape made with 

the use of these plants was an imperial one. 

The plant material for these imperial landscapes was obtained by 

imperial methods. The plants were plundered, kidnapped, an<l----{mce 

the settlers established ownership tides-traded. Some pioneer lovers 

of native Californian plants, too, were engaged in chat trade. Carl 

Purdy was one. While he was selling native plant bulbs to Europe by 

the hundreds ofthousands, he complained that the "Indians" ate the 

bulbs he hired them ro "dig for packing and shipping to Europe." I13
) 

The famed naturalist Lester Rowntree was also pained by the sight of 

Native Americans eating lily bulbs for their evening meal, observing 

ch atone could not sea re chem offl ike a California th rash er. 114
) Ironically, 

once in Europe, millions of those precious bulbs died because those 

who purchased them poorly understood the plants' need for summer 

dormancy. 

Plant material traveled intentionally in the other direction as well. 
Those were mainly the plants in tended for cultivation in the Americas, 

but some decorative plants came along coo, in order to help the seeders 

feel at home in the foreign land. 0 n the disp lan red na rive landscape, 

they created a "native" land for themselves. Foremost among the new 

"native" growth, which triumphedafi:crthc Civil War, was the iconic 

American lawn. (75
) A; theAmerican horticulturalistAndrcw Jackson 

Downing wrote at the ti me, when a growing population fin is hes the 

conquest of "its vast territory" and society becomes "more fixed in its 

character," rhe lawn is meant ro create "a strong attachment to natal 

soil." I16
) The American lawn, a green dead carpet, is one of the most 

poignant symbols of colonial domination and culture. I sec it as the 

crown jewel of the colonial-as opposed to the imperial-land.scape. 

The great expanse of the colonial landscape is, of course, made of and 

by industrial agriculture and settlements. 

'lhesameships bringing agricultural and ornamental plants from 

Europe to the Americas brought another source ofcolonial landscape 

in their bowels: seeds mixed with the ballast. Those stowaways begot 
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the hastard colonial landscape, which was no less colonial than the 

lawn and the fields. Colon iality is not denned by the colon isr's status 

within the colonial machinery, but by the power relation to the 

colonized, to the Indigenous, to the Native. 

This "lumpenBora" (I use this word in analogy with the lumpen

proletariat) may not have been a planned import, hut it was still 

integral to and inseparable from the colonial power, and its relation 

to native plants and landscapes was an expression of th is power. The 

lumpen.flora not only grew in the colonial landscape, but made it 

grow. Colonial landscape never existed in an empty space, but in a 

space made empty of its previous inhabitants. 

0 ne would expect that those who op pose colonialism would not 

accept these inadvertently imported plants as "the new normality," a.5 

Alves says. By accepcing chem, one becomes "complicinvith colonial

ism and its violence inflicted on land and bodies." However, abstract 

opposition to colonialism does not necessarily transla re into a critical 

stance toward ballast flora. Instead, a certain cognitive dissonance 

seems to be at play when people reject the idea of colonialism yet 

welcome its material reality. Some appear to sympathize or solidarize 

with the ballast Aora because of its bastardy, wildness, orsubalternity. 

'lhey imagine it as the other, as the opposite of power. '!hey fail to 

see that the ballast plants are power plants; they are a face, an arm, a 

root, or even a flower, of colonial pmvcr. 

Others still embrace these plan ts in the spirit of cosmopolitanism, 

ind usiveness, and xenop hi lia. They co me to the defense of immigrant 

plants in the name of diversity. How could a "nation of immigrants" 

nor welcome immigrant plants?' lhis is a fallacious assimilation of the 

issues ofbotanical colonization to the matters of immigration politics 

in today's United States. It easily leads to blocking any questioning 

of imported, often invasive plants, or denouncing advocacy of native 

planes as an ti-immigration, xenophobia, racism, nativism, and even 

Nazism. Taking ballas( plants as one's own in the name of diversity 

and cosmopolitanism, however, may mean turning a blind eye to 

the brutal, murderous thrust of American history, and steer toward 

denying the American holocaust. 117l 

So how are we to relate to the ballast Bora? Alves mentions that, 

especially in Europe, there are questions from the audience about 

her work chat attempt to "hijack the work for an anti-immigrant 

agenda."t1 
Bl 'l ypically, such questions relate to invasive plants. In the 

absence of immigration policy in Europe (except for ad hoc dictates 

from the German government in response to the influx of refugees 
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from Western wars from Afghanistan to lihya), it is understandahle 

chat immigration is a sensitive issue. However, few people question 

the displacement of refugees by illegal wars on their countries, in 

which the European Union and its member states are complicit. 

Invasive plants arc hardly an issue in this context, but associations 

with immigrants invariably arise when they arc discussed. 

The obverse position has currency in the United States, where the 

political Lefr tends to embrace invasive planrs as a stance in opposition 

to anti-immigrant sentiments. "lhe opposition to anti-immigration 

rhetoric and politics leads to the defensive of the non-native, inva

sive flora in dismissal of the concerns for native plants. Meanwhile, 

advocacy of native flora is summarily denounced as "nativist" or 

xenophohic. These hijackings of Alves's research of hallast flora for 

immigration agendas tend to lack kn ow ledge about native or colonial 

plants and can, as such, be of little help for articulating an informed 

critical relation to the ballast flora. 

Another position Alves mentioned, which commands more 

respect, is opening the q ucstion of"re-wilding the land."(19l I sec the 

potential to do good here, hut I am skeptical about the premise of 

the project, as "wilderness" was a concept invented by the American 

colonists. Moreover, it was an idea central t.o American colonialism, 

and it inspired and guided conservation policies, which did little good 

for the surviving Native peoples. '20
l What colonialism destroyed was 

not wilderness, but tended land, cultivated lamhcapes, and Indigenous 

societies.(211 The idea of wilderness was that human hands had not 

interfered with nature. While it is not a bad idea to protect some of 

the remaining nature-however damaged it may be-from human 

enterprising hands, a better response would be to restitute some of 

the stolen lands to the Indigenous hands who know how to tend to 

and cultivate them. The answer is not to circle within the colonialist 

imaginary but to break out ofit, to either recover or newly develop 

episternologies char allow for a different relationship wirh the envi

ronment: to stop settlements, developments, growth, and "war of 

man against namre." 

How would rhc ballast flora fare in a re-cultivated, as opposed to 

re-wilded, land? It is not up to me to say, but it is obvious to anyone 

who has ever tried to remove invasive plants that one cannot pull 

chem all out. You can weed some, hue it is a Sisyphean task. ln a less 

dysfunctional society, one could imrod uce controls over the intentional 

or unintentional import of invasive foreign species. Reintroducing 

native plants seems advisable: restoring habitats not so much for our 
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human and transh um an selves, hut for the surviving insects, spiders, 

birds, amphibians, and reptiles that are less adaptable to postmodern 

life than deer, squirrels, or foxes.' lhe best use of the ballast plants in 

New York City may be to turn them into artifacts for something like 

an open, city-wide "museum of genocide." 
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Wild plants, queer landscapes 

Marisa Prefer 
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h late s.rnmer. t1e shores of /hepetonga-the Le1ape name far Red 

Hook, Brook y1-are teeTlinQ with world y vi~ra1Ge. Chomotyl Po!yn 

zvychajnytrom Ukra ne, (Mugwort. or Artemisia vulgar is n Lat n); 

Chellopodium murafo trum G·eece (Netllf:'l-11':'lat gomuduat. or "a I ttle 

foot of th~ walls~ in it~ Latin n&me); and Liu Chuan Yu from C.:entral 

Asia and S beria (Toadilax, or Linaria supina) c n g lo :,allast so I 

beneath · .ntured pavement. W nds sweep through c1a n i1k fences 

gua·d ing vacant luts, and ~eeds uf th is ge1e ·atiun are ·elea:-:.ed. 

Seeds hold mllmo· es in heir DNA, carry ng i,fo·-nation from a,cestorn 

abo.Jt when to germ 1ate i1 new ocatio1s and whe, to ie dormant. 

E ttch ~e 1eratio 1 ~ai ,s trr1 ts ::;,y c ·oss-ool inr1tinQ with ,ea·by re ated 

species w1 le prov d ng food for bees and butterfl es who ga11er 

tht-!ir pull en and necht·. Winter is ..:i timt-i tur ~turi1g ~,~r;.iy, whf:m 

~e9d~ g ath fH streigh to ge·11 in ate q .Jic < yo 1ce expo~ed to the 

early spring ·ains a1d c,angi1g I ght Some call these plants weeds, 

o.1tl ers or ''invasive"; they are also kin 1 1e ;1h bo ~sand mot1ers. 
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11W Id· p a "'II~ iave GO evo ved with h _iman s for mi lio "'I~ yearn. p~ovid ng 

essential a 11 ino acids in our diets while also for11i 1g sym ~ ot c fungal 
and bactH-rial comm_inities with uther kin undH-rground. As Cfr.>muLyl 

Po{y11 zvyd,~joyj eme~ge~ arou""ld ndust~ a _i~::..an site . .:;_ it . .:; rhizomatou.c; 

roots form da1se mats that ~reaking up the asphalt above. Chornobyi is 

a phytm:u;cumulatur, a ::>I ant t"'lat can ab~wrb tux ns a,d ::>oisu,uus heavy 

metal~ from the Fioil and sto ~e po lut.ant~ in t~ b omas~. In traditional 

As1ke1az 11edic 1e, Chornotyl s used as ab tter sti'nulant for the 

c ~c _ilatury a ,d ,ervous systH-TlS 1:nd tur th H- ~el iet ut a::.::lom nal cram

ping. extern a ly .a~ an anti i""lllam11atory and a FiO a""I ene~getic G ea""l~er 

when i1 s tucked .nderneath a ~i low a1 night or dried and b ;rned. 
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B·.Jshing past Kropyva (St nging nettle or 

Urlic:~ diu/C:~ in Latin). one feel8 tiny "'lairs 

01 its stem nvite ;:.enetration of h ;man ski,. 

Kropyva has :,een used for generat ons in 

U<.·ainP--, Po a"'ld and Greece in a ::.rac::t c::e 

of .Jrtication, or beating of o ,eself w th t ,e 

plant for the c ·c.Jlat on of ~lood, ,ring ng 

01 ~i;;u taneOJ8 ::i-a n -elief and on8e1 of 

b.J·ni,g sym~toms. Kropyva grows w Id on 

the banks of rivers in waste places, w1ere 

detr t..rn and exce8s n trogen gather. It i8 

ah ghly n.JI' t ve, tonic plant that ,as anti

histami,e a,d anti-i,flammato·y p·o:.ert es! 

and can hep to ·eg,late many h,man body 

systems w1en co1s.Jmed nternalty. 
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T1ese "w Id," 'a ien" plants G i,g to the edges. a·eadull of th ngs 

we'd rat1erigno·e. Com11ingl ng with everyth ng t1at collects at the 

s""lu "el n e-tiny shard.s of metal. pe1 exc;"ement, and errant plastic 

wa.'l;te we-~ds a,e op::H::>rt.Jni~ts. 111 grants fro111 ac,o~s .c;eas. having 

tr ave ed at the :,eh est of human ca:,to ·s. Chornobyi has stories to tell, 

it we hone U.J" I ~tening N<. lls and make time tu "!ear them. The hiNtorie.s 

of their migration are e-i"lbedded in our .'l;torie~, but planrn have- a more 

tha1-hJman access to history. Their la1guages are of ight, :,reeze and 

twn perlitu "e. ot li:'.>U ,d a 1c;e and I neage. 
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Speculation, Now (2014); Entry Points: A Field Guide on Art and Social 

justice (2015); Assuming Boycott: Resistance, Agency, and Cuitural 

Production (2017); ART, An Index to (see atso POUT/CS): 25 Year:s 

of Vera List Center Fellowships (2018); and Studies into Dmkness: Jhe 

Perils and Promise ojFreedon ofSpeech (2022). 

Each Vera List Center book is edited by a small collaborative 

team of scholars an<l artists who conceive of the format, structure, 

and content of the hook, select the contributors and, in turn, bring 

co the book their visual andscholarlyexpenise.1l1is interdisciplinary 

approach reflects 'lhe New School's own commitment to merging 

theory and practice. 

Seeds of Change is co-published by Amherst College Press and 

the Vera List Center for Art and Politics at The New School. 
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VERA UST CENTER STAFF 

Tabor Banq uer, Director of Strategy and Advancement 

Re'al Christian, Assistant Director of Editorial Initiatives 

Carin Kuoni, Senior Director/Chief Curator, Vera List Center; 

Assistant Professor, Visual Studies, The New School 

Camila Palomino, Curatorial Assistant 

Eriola Pira, Curator and Di rector of Programs 

Adrienne Umeh, Director of Operations and Budget. 

Wen Zhuang, Assistant Dire ct or of Editorial lni tiatives (until 2020) 

VERA UST CENTER BOARD 

1he Board of the Vera List Cemer for Arc and Politics is an integral 

part of the New School community. Members of the board advise 

the chair and counsel the director of the Vera List Center, develop 

expertise on ways ro support the academic enterprise, offer insight 

and guidance on programs, provide significant financial support, 

and serve as links to the communities in which they live and work. 

James Keith (JK) Brown, Chair 

Megan£. Noh, Esq., Vice Chair 

Norman L. Kleeblan, Secretary 

Frances Beatty 

Linda Earle 

Marilyn Greene 

Susan Hapgood 

Pia Infante 

Carin Kuoni, Senior Director/ Chief Curator, Vera List Center, ex officio 

Jane Lombard 

Louis Massiah 

Susan Meiselas 

Alan Michelson 

Naccm Mohaicmcn 

Mendi and Keith Oba<like 

Nancy Delman Portnoy 

Silvia Rocciolo 

Mary Watson, Executive Dean, Schools of Public Engagement, ex officio 
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THE NEW SCHOOL 

In 1919, a few great minds imagined a school that would never settle for 

the status quo, one that would rethink the purpose ofhigher learning. 

The New School was the result. Today it is a progressive university 

housing five extraordinary schools and colleges. It is a place where 

scholars, artists, and designers find the support they need to unleash 

their intellect and creativi ry so that they can courageously challenge 

conventions. We dissolve walls between disciplines to create com

munities in which journalists collaborate with designers, architects 

with social researchers, artists with activists. Our academic centers in 

New Yc>rk City, Paris, Shanghai, and Mumbai offer over ten thousand 

students more than one hundred and thirty-five undergraduate and 

graduate degree programs uniquely designed to prepare them to make 

a more just, beautiful, and better-designed world. 

JANE LOMBARD PRlZE rORART AND SOClALJ USTlCE 

The New School's Jane Lombard Prize for An and Social Justice is 

awarded by the Vera List Center for Art and Politics to an artist or 

group of artists in recognition of a particular project's long-term 

impact, boldness, and artistic excellence. International in scope, it 

constitutes a unique meeting of scholars and students, the general 

public, and globally significant artists. The prize initiative unfolds 

over a two-year period and provides a multi layered platform for 

artists as agents of social and political change. Key features of the 

prize initiative include a financial award 0£'$25,000, a limited edition 

artvvork created for the prize by Yoko Ono, an academic residency at 

The New School, an international conference, an exhibition of the 

winning project, multimedia resources offered to artists, scholars, 

and the public around the world, and a pub I icacion. 

]he prize has been awarded five times. 'lheaster Gates was the 

inaugural recipient, recognized for Dorchester Projects, an examination 

of racism, belief; and objccthood in Chicago's South Side, during 

the 2m2-2m4 cycle. Ahounad<lara, an anonymous film collective 

documenting the crisis in Syria, was awarded the prize during the 

2014-2016 cycle. Berlin-based Brazilian artist Maria TherezaAlveswas 

awarded the prize during the 2016-2018 cycle in recognition of her 

long-term project Seeds of Change, which explores the myriad ways in 

which colonialism, commerce, and migration have shaped our modern 
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world. The 2018-2020 prize was awarded to Chimurenga for their 

Pan-African Space Station, a virtual and material space that reflects 

on political histories and memories in the Pan-African communities. 

Avni Sethi was the 2020-2022 priz,e recipient for Conflictorium, a 

museum of conflict in Ahmedabad, India. 

LOMBARD PRIZE COUNCIL 2016-2018 

Taylor Aldridge, Detroit, US 
KatiaArfara, Athens, Greece 

Kader Attia, Algiers; Paris 

Virginie Bobin, Paris 

Christopher Cozier, Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago 

Attilia Fattori Franchini, London 

Mariam Ghani, Kabul, Afghanistan and New York 

Candice Hopkins, Toronto, Canada 

Eungic Joo, San Francisco and New York 

Gulnara Kasrnalieva and Muratbek Djumaliev, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan 

Lara Khaldi, Jerusalem, Palestine 

Miguel Lopez, Lima, Peru 

Michelle Marxuach, San Juan, Puerto Rico 

Fernanda Nogueira, Sao Paulo, Brazil 

Nomobcko Ncombcla, Johannesburg, South Africa 

Hetti Perkins, Eastern Arrernte and Kalkadoon, Sydney, Australia 

Planting Rice, Manila,Philippines 

Rasha Sal ti, 'foronto, Canada 

Joshua Simon, Philadelphia 

Mari Spirito, Istanbul 

Alia Swastika, Yogyakarta, Indonesia 

Hrag Vartanian, New York 

Joanna Warsza, Warsaw, Poland 

Kaelen Wilson Goldie, Beirut and New York 
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LOMBARD PRIZE JURY MEMBERS 2016-2018 

Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, Chair 

Ruth Wilson Gilmore 

Charif Kiwan (for Abounaddara) 

Carin Kuoni 

Radhika Suhramaniam 

LOMBARD PRIZE RECIPIENT 2016-2018 

Maria Thereza Alves for Seeds o.J 'Change 

jury Citation 

"'l he j L1ry unanimously awards Maria' lhereza Alves the Jane Lombard 

Prize for Art and Social Justice for her boldness in addressing through 

art urgent questions ofrcsistance ro the homogenization oflifc itself: 

By reimagining the historical geographies ofthc contemporary world, 

she practices globalization from below to understand the planet as 

a holistic ecology. Seeds of Change, since 2002, tracks the routes of 

transport of goods and people while making visible the dormant 

potentialities of soil, seas, and people. Artistic excellence is expressed 

across mediums andAlves's critical practice inside and outside of the 

artworlc.l is key to the precise forms of impacts her projects achieve." 
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Maria 'l.hereza Atves: Seeds of Change documents and expands on 

twenty-two years of Maria TherezaAl ves's groundbreaking visionary 

project Seeds ofChange. We arc delighted to present this publication 

on occasion of the third biennial Jane Lombard Prize for Art and 

Social Justice, which was bestowed on the artist for chis project and 

accompanied byrheexhibition Maria TherezaAlves,SeedsojC:hange: 

New York-A Botany (fCoLonization. Curated by the Vera List Center, 

the exhibition was presented at the Sheila C. Johnson Design Center, 

Parsons School of Design, The New School, in November 2017. 

Seeds oj Change has been made possible by the board of the Vera 

List Center for Art and Politics. It has also been supported, in part, 

by che Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, the Elizabech 

Firestone Graham Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the Kettering 

Fund, the Native Arts and Cultures Foundation, and The New School. 

This book is dedicated to Jimmie Durham. 
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